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PREFACE

A book upon the teaching of geometry may be planned

ill divers ways. It may be written to exploit a new

theory of geometry, or a new method of presenting the

science as we already have it. On the other hand, it

may be ultraconservative, making a plea for the ancient

teaching and the ancient geometry. It may be prepared

fbr the purpose of setting forth the work as it now is,

or with the tempting but dangerous idea of prophecy.

It may appeal to the iconoclast by its spiritof destruc-tion,

or to the disciples of laissez faire by its spiritof

cbnserving what the past has bequeathed. It may be

written for the few who always lead, or think they lead,

or for the many who are ranked by the few as followers.

And in view of these varied pathways into the joitit

domain of geometry and education, a writer may well

afford to pause before he sets his pen to paper, and

to decide with care the route that he will take.

At present in America we have a fairly well-defined

body of matter in geometry, and this occupies a fairly

iwrell-defined place in the curriculum. There are not

wanting many earnest teachers who would change both

the matter and the place in a very radical fashion.

There are not wanting others, also many in number, who

are content with things as they find them. But by far

the largest part of the teaching body is of a mind to

welcome the natural and gradual evolution of geometry

toward better things, contributing to this evolution as

iii



iv PREFACE

much as it can, glad to know the best that others have

to offer,receptiveof ideas that make for better teaching,

but out of sympathy with either the extreme of revolu-tion

or the extreme of stagnation.

It is for this largerclass,the great body of progressive

teachers, that this book is written. It stands for vitaliz-ing

geometry in every legitimateway ; for improving the

subject matter in such manner as not to destroy the

pupil'sinterest ; for so teaching geometry as to make it

appeal to pupils as strongly as any other subject in the

curriculum; but for the recognition of geometry for

geometry's sake and not for the sake of a fancied utility

that hardly exists. Expressing full appreciationof the

desirabilityof establishinga motive for all studies, so as

to have the work proceed with interest and vigor,it does

not hesitate to express doubt as to certain motives that

have been exploited,nor to stand for such a genuine,

thought-compelling development of the science as is in

harmony with the* mental powers of the pupils in the

American high school.

For this class of teachers the author hopes that the

book will prove of service, and that through its peru-sal

they will come to admire the subject more and more,

and to teach it with greater interest. It offers no pana-cea,

it champions no single method, but it seeks to set

forth plainlythe reasons for teaching a geometry of the

kind that we have inherited, and for hoping for a grad-ual

but definite improvement in the science and in the

methods of its presentation.

DAVID EUGENE SMITH
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THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY

CHAPTER I

CERTAIN QUESTIONS NOW AT ISSUE

It is commonly said at the present time that the

opening of the twentieth century is a period of unusual

advancement in all that has to do with the school. It

would be pleasant to feel that we are living in such an

age, but it is doubtful if the future historian of educa-tion

will find this to be the case, or that biographers

will rank the leaders of our generation relatively as

high as many who have passed away, or that any great

movements of the present will be found that measure

up to certain ones that the world now recognizes as

epoch-making. Every generation since the invention of

printing has been a period of agitation in educational

matters, but out of all the noise and self-assertion, out

of all the pretense of the chronic revolutionist, out of all

the sham that leads to dogmatism, so little is remem-bered

that we are apt to feel that the past had no prob-lems

and was content simply to accept its inheritance.

In one sense it is not a misfortune thus to be blinded

by the dust of present agitation and to be deafened by

the noisy clamor of the agitator, since it stirs us to

action at finding ourselves in the midst of the skirmish ;

but in another sense it is detrimental to Our progress,

1



2 THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY

since we therebytend to lose the idea of perspective,
and the coin comes to appear to our vision as largeas

the moon.

In consideringa question like the teachingof geome-try,

we at once find ourselves in the midst of a skirmish

of this nature. If we jointhoughtlesslyin the noise,we

may easilypersuade ourselves that we are waging a

mighty battle,fightingfor some stupendous principle,

doingdeeds of great valor and of personal sacrifice. If,

on the other hand, we stand aloof and think of the

present movement as merely a chronic effervescence,

fostered by the professionaleducator at the expense of

the practicalteacher, we are equallyshortsighted.Sir

Conan Doyle expressedthis sentiment most delightfully
in these words :

The dead are such good company that one may come to

think too little of the living. It is a real and pressing danger
with many of us that we should never find our own thoughts
and our own souls,but be ever obsessed by the dead.

In every generation it behooves the open-minded,

earnest, progressiveteacher to seek for the best in the

way of improvement, to endeavor to sift the few grains
of gold out of the common dust, to weigh the values of

proposed reforms, and to put forth his efforts to know

and to use the best that the science of education has to

offer. This has been the attitude of mind of the real

leaders in the school life of the past, and it will be that

of the leaders of the future.

With these remarks to guide us, it is now proposed

to take up the issues of the present day in the teaching

of geometry, in order that we may consider them calmly
and dispassionately,and may see where the opportunities

for improvement lie.
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At the present time, in the educational circles of the

United States,questionsof the followingtype are caus-ing

the chief discussion among teachers of geometry :

1. Shall geometiy continue to be taught as an appli-cation

of logic,or shall it be treated solelywith refer-ence

to its applications?

2. If the latter is the purpose in view, shall the

propositionsof geometry be limited to those that offer

an opportunityfor.real application,thus contractingthe

whole subjectto very narrow dimensions ?

3. Shall a subjectcalled geometry be extended over

several years, as 18 the case in Europe,^ or shall the

name be appliedonly to serious demonstrative geome-try

^
as given in the second year of the four-yearhigh-

school course in the United States at present?
4. Shall geometry be taught by itself,or shall it be

either mixed with algebra(say a day of one subject
followed by a day of the other)or fused with it in the

form of a combined mathematics ?

5. Shall a textbook be used in which the basal propo-sitions

are proved in full,the exercises furnishingthe

opportunityfor originalwork and being looked upon as

the most importantfeature,or shall one be employed in

which the pupilis expectedto invent the proofsfor the

basal propositionsas well as for the exercises ? "

6. Shall the terminologyand the spiritof a modified

Euclid and Legendre prevailin the future as they have

lAnd really,though not nominally, in the United States,where

the first concepts are found in the kindergarten, and where an

excellent course in mensuration is given in any of our better class of

arithmetics. That we are wise in not attempting serious demonstrative

geometry much earlier seems to be generally conceded.

*The third stage of geometry as defined in the recent circular

(No. 711) of the British Board' of Education, London, 1909.
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in the past, or shall there be a revolution in the use of

terms and in the generalstatements of the propositions?

7. Shall geometry be made a strong elective subject,
to be taken only by those whose minds are capableof

serious work? Shall it be a requiredsubject,diluted to

the comprehension of the weakest minds? Or is it now,

by proper teaching,as suitable for all pupils as is any

other requiredsubjectin the school curriculum ? And

in any case, will the various distinct types of high schools

now arisingcall for distinct types of geometry ?

This brief list might easilybe amplified,but it is su|Bi-

cientlyextended to set forth the trend of thought at the

present time, and to show that the questionsbefore the

teachers of geometry are neither particularlynovel nor

particularlyserious. These questionsand others of simi-lar

nature are reallyside issues of two largerquestions
of far greater significance:(1) Are the reasons for teach-ing

demonstrative geometry such that it should be a

requiredsubject,or at least a subjectthat is strongly
recommended to all,whatever the type of high school?

(2) If so, how can it be made interesting?

The present work is written with these two larger

questionsin mind, although it considers from time to

time the minor ones alreadymentioned, togetherwith

others of a similar nature. It recognizesthat the recent

growth in popular education has brought into the high

school a less carefullyselected type of mind than was

formerlythe case, and that for this type a different kind

of mathematical trainingwill naturallybe developed. It

proceedsupon the theory,however, that for the normal

mind, "
for the boy or girlwho is preparingto win out

in the long run, " geometry will continue to be taughtas

demonstrative geometry, as a vigorousthought-compelling
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subject,and along the generallines that the experience
of the.world has shown to be the best. Soft mathe-matics

is not interestingto this normal mind, and a sham

treatment will never appealto the pupil; and this book

is written for teachers who believe in this principle,
who believe in geometry for the sake of geometry, and

who earnestlyseek to make the subjectso interesting
that pupilswill wish to study it whether it is required

or elective. The work stands for the great basal proposi-tions
that have come down to us, as logicallyarranged

and as scientificallyproved as the powers of the pupils
in the American high school will permit;and it seeks to

tell the story of these propositionsand to show their

possibleand their probableapplicationsin such a way

as to furnish teachers with a fund of interestingmaterial

with which to supplement the book work of their classes.

After all,the problem of teachingany subjectcomes

down to this: Get a subjectworth teachingand then

make every minute of it interesting.Pupils do not

object to work if they like a subject,but they do

object to aimless and uninterestingtasks. Geometry-
is particularlyfortunate in that the feelingof accom-plishment

comes with every propositionproved; and,

given a class of fair intelligence,a teacher must be

lackingin knowledge and enthusiasm who cannot foster

an interest that will make geometry stand forth as the

subjectthat brings the most pleasure,and that seems

the most profitableof all that are studied in the first

years of the high school.

Continually to advance, continuallyto attempt to

make mathematics fascinating,always to conserve the

best of the old and to sift out and use the best of the

new, to believe that "mankind is better served by
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nature's quiet and progressive changes than by earth-quakes,"^

to believe that geometry as geometry is so val-uable

and
so interesting that the normal mind

may rightly

demand it,
"

this is to ally ourselves with
progress.

Continually to destroy, continually to follow strange

gods, always to decry the best of the old, and to have
no

well-considered aim in the teaching of
a subject,

"

this is

to join the forces of reaction, to waste our time, to be

recreant to our trust, to blind ourselves to the failures

of the past, and to confess
our

weakness
as

teachers. It

is with the desire to aid in the progressive movement,

to assist those who believe that real geometry should

be recommended to all, and to show that geometry is

both attractive and valuable that this book is written.

1 The closing words of a sensible review of the British Board of

Education circular (No. 711), on
"The Teaching of Geometry"

(London, 1909), by H. S. Hall in the School World, 1909, p. 222.



CHAPTER II

WHY GEOMETRY IS STUDIED

With geometry, as with other subjects, it is easier to

set forth what are not the reasons for studying it than

to proceed positively and enumerate the advantages.

Although such a negative course is not satisfying to

the mind as a finality,it possesses definite advantages

in the beginning of such a discussion as this. Whenever

false prophets arise, and with an attitude of pained

superiority proclaim unworthy aims in human life,

it is well to show the fallacy of their position before

proceeding to a constructive philosophy. Taking for a

moment this negative course, let us inquire as to what

are not the reasons for studying geometry, or, to be

more emphatic, as to what are not the worthy reasons.

In view of a periodic activity in favor of the utilities

of geometry, it is well to understand, in the first place,

that geometry is not studied, and never has been stud-ied,

because of its positive utilityin commercial life or

even in the workshop. In America we commonly allow

at least a year to plane geometry and a haK year to

solid geometry; but all of the facts that a skilled

mechanic or an engineer would ever need could be

taught in a few lessons. All the rest is either obvious

or is commercially and technically useless. We prove,

for example, that the angles opposite the equal sides of

a triangle are equal, a fact that is probably quite as

obvious as the postulate that but one line can be drawn

7



8 THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY

through a givenpoint parallelto a given line. We then

prove, sometimes by the unsatisfactoryprocess of reductio

ad absurdum^ the converse of this proposition," a fact

that is as obvious as most other facts that come to our

consciousness, at least after the preceding proposition
has been proved. And these two theorems are perfectly
fair types of upwards of one hundred sixty or seventy

propositionscomprisingEuclid's books on plane geom-etry.

They are generallynot useful in dailylife,and

they were never intended to be so. There is an oft-

repeatedbut not well-authenticated story of Euclid that

illustrates the feelingof the founders of geometry as

well as of its most worthy teachers. A Greek writer,

Stobeeus, relates the story in these words :

Some one who had begun to read geometry with Euclid, when

he had learned the first theorem, asked, " But what shall I get

by learning these things?" Euclid called his slave and said,

" Give him three obols, since he must make gain out of what he

learns."

Whether true or not, the story expresses the senti-ment

that runs through Euclid's work, and not improb-ably

we have here a bit of real biography," practically

all of the personal Euclid that has come down to us

from the world's first great textbook maker. It is well

that we read the story occasionally,and also such words

as the following,recentlyuttered^ by Sir Conan Doyle,

"
words bearingthe same lesson,although upon a dif-ferent

theme :

In the present utilitarian age one frequently hears the ques-tion

asked, " What is the use of it all ? "
as if every noble deed

was not its own justification.As if every action which makes for

1 In an address in London, June 15,1909,at a dinner to Sir Ernest

Shackelton.
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self-denial,for hardihood, and for endurance was not in itself a

most precious lesson to mankind. That people can be found to

ask such a question shows how far materialism has gone, and how

needful it is that we insist upon the value of all that is nobler

and higher in life.

An American statesman and jurist,speaking upon a

similar occasion, ĝave utterance to the same sentiments

in these words :

When the time comes that knowledge will not be sought for

its own sake, and men will not press forward simply in a desire

of achievement, without hope of gain, to extend the limits of

human knowledge and information, then, indeed, will the race

enter upon its decadence.

There have not been wanting,however, in every age,

those whose zeal is in inverse proportion to their expe-rience,

who were possessedwith the idea that it is the

duty of the schools to make geometry practical.We

have them to-day,and the world had them yesterday,
and the future shall see them as active as ever.

These people do good to the world, and their labors

should always be welcome, for out of the myriad of

suggestionsthat they make a few have value, and these

are helpfulboth to the mathematician and the artisan.

Not infrequentlythey have contributed material that

serves to make geometry somewhat more interesting,but

it must be confessed that most of their work is merely
the threshingof old straw, like the work of those who

follow the will-o'-the-wispof the circle squarers. The

medieval astrologerswished to make geometry more

practical,and so they carried to a considerable length
the study of the star polygon, a figurethat they could

use in their profession.The cathedral builders,as their

1 Governor Hughes, now Justice Hughes, of New York, at the

Peary testimonial on February 8, 1910, at New York City.
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art progressed,found that architectural drawings were

more exact if made with a singleopening of the com-passes,

and it is probablethat their influence led to the

development of this phase of geometry in the Middle

Ages as a practicalapplicationof the science. Later, and

about the beginningof the sixteenth century, the revival

of art, and particularlythe great development of paint-ing,
led to the practicalapplicationof geometry to the

study of perspectiveand of those curves^ that occur

most frequentlyin the graphic arts. The sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries witnessed the pubUcationof a large

number of treatises on practicalgeometry, usuallyrelat-ing

to the measuring of distances and partlyanswering
the purposes of our present trigonometry. Such were

the well-known treatises of Belli (1569),Cataneo (1567),
and Bartoli (1589).2

The periodof two centuries from about 1600 to about

1800 was quite as much given to experiments in the

creation of a practicalgeometry as is the present time,

and it was no doubt as much by way of protest against
this false idea of the subject as a desire to improve

upon Euclid that led the great French mathematician,

Legendre, to publish his geometry in 1794, " a work

that soon replacedEuclid in the schools of America.

It thus appears that the effort to make geometry prac-tical

is by no means new. Euclid knew of it,the Mid-dle

Ages contributed to it,that periodvaguely styledthe

Renaissance joinedin the movement, and the first three

centuries of printingcontributed a largeliterature to the

1 The first work upon this subject, and indeed the first printed

treatise on curves in general, was written by the famous artist of

Ntimberg, Albrecht Diirer.

2 Several of these writers are mentioned in Chapter IV.
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12 THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY

He quotes from C. S. Jackson, a progressivecontem-porary

teacher of mechanics in England, who spe^-ksof

pupils confusing millimeters and centimeters in some

simple computation,and who adds:

There is the enemy ! The real enemy we have to fightagainst,
whatever we teach, is carelessness,inaccuracy,forgetfulness, and

slovenliness. That battle has been fought and won with diverse

weapons. It has, for instance, been fought with Latin grammar

before now, and won. I say that because we must be very care-ful

to guard against the notion that there is any one panacea for

this sort of thing. It borders on quackery to say that elementary

physics will cure everything.

And of course the same thingmaybe said for mathematics.

Neverthieless it is doubtful if we have any other subject

that does so much to bring to the front this danger of

carelessness,of slovenlyreasoning,of inaccuracy,and of

forgetfulness as this science of geometry, which has been

so polishedand perfectedas the centuries have gone on.

There have been those who did not proclaimthe utili-tarian

value of geometry, but who fell into as serious an

error, namely, the advocatingof geometry as a means of

trainingthe memory. In times not so very far past,and

to some extent to-day,the memorizing of proofshas been

justifiedon this ground. This error has, however, been

fullyexposed by our modern psychologists.They have

shown that the person who memorizes the propositions

of Euclid by number is no more capableof memorizing
other facts than he was before, and that the learningof

proofsverbatim is of no assistance whatever in retaining

matter that is helpfulin other lines of work. Geometry,

therefore,as a trainingof the memory is of no more value

than any other subjectin the curriculum.

If geometry is not studied chieflybecause it is prac-tical,

or because it trains the memory, what reasons can
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be adduced for its presence in the courses of study of

every civilized country ? Is itnot, after all,a mere fetish,

and are not those virulent writers correct who see noth-ing

good in the subjectsave only its utilities ? ^ Of this

type one of the most entertainingis William J. Locke,^

whose words upon the subjectare well worth reading:

...
I earned my livingat school slavery,teaching to children

the most useless, the most disastrous, the most soul-cramping
branch of knowledge wherewith pedagogues in their insensate

follyhave crippled the minds and blasted the lives of thousands

of their fellow creatures
" elementary mathematics. There is no

more reason for any human being on God's earth to be acquainted
with the binomial theorem or the solution of triangles,unless

he is a professionalscientist," when he can begin to specializein

mathematics at the same age as the lawyer begins to specialize
in law or the surgeon in anatomy, "

than for him to be expert in

Choctaw, the Cabala, or the Book of Mormon. I look back with

feelingsof shame and degradation to the days when, for a crust

of bread, I prostituted my intelligenceto wasting the precious
hours of impressionable childhood, which could have been filled

with so many beautiful and meaningful things, over this utterly
futile and inhuman subject. It trains the mind, "

it teaches boys
to think, they say. It does n*t. In realityit is a cut-and-dried sub-ject,

easy to fit into a school curriculum. Its sacrosanctitysaves

educationalists an enormous amount of trouble, and its chief use

is to enable mindless young men from the universities to make a

dishonest living by teaching it to others, who in their turn may

teach it to a future generation.

To be fair we must face just such attacks, and we

must recognizethat they set forth the feelingsof many

^ Of the fair and candid arguments against the culture value of

mathematics, one of the best of the recent ones is that by G. F. Swain,
in the AUi del IV Congresso Intemazionale dei Matematici, Rome,

1909,Vol. Ill,p. 361. The literature of this school is quite exten-sive,

but Perry's "England's Neglect of Science," London, 1900,

and " Discussion on the Teaching of Mathematics," London, 1901,

are typical.
2 In his novel, "The Morals of Marcus Ordeyne."
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honest people. One is tempted to inquire if Mr. Locke

could have written in such an incisive styleif he had not,

as was the case, graduated with honors in mathematics

at one of the great universities. But he might replythat

if his mind had not been warped by mathematics, he

would have written more temperately,so the honors in

the argument would be even. Much more to the point is

the fact that Mr. Locke taughtmathematics in the schools

of England, and that these schools do not seem to the

rest of the world to furnish a good type of the teaching
of elementary mathematics. No country goes to England
for its model in this particularbranch of education,

although the work is rapidlychanging there, and Mr.

Locke picturesa local condition in teachingrather than

a generalcondition in mathematics. Few visitors to the

schools of England would care to teach mathematics as

they see it taught there,in spiteof their recognitionof

the thoroughness of the work and the earnestness of

many of the teachers. It is also of interest to note that

the greatest protests againstformal mathematics have

come from England, as witness the utterances of such

men as Sir William Hamilton and Professors Perry,

Minchin, Henrici, and Alfred Lodge. It may therefore

be questioned whether these scholars are not uncon-sciously

protestingagainst the English methods and

curriculum rather than againstthe subjectitself. When

Professor Minchin says that he had been through the

six books of Euclid without reallyunderstanding an

angle,it is Euclid's text and his own teacher that are

at fault, and not geometry.
Before consideringdirectlythe question as to why

geometry should be taught,let us turn for a moment to

the other subjectsin the secondary curriculum. Why,
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for example,do we studyliterature ? " It does not lower

the priceof bread," as Malherbe remarked in speaking
of the commentary of Bachet on the great work of

Diophantus. Is it for the purpose of making authors ?

Not one person out of ten thousand who study literature

ever writes for publication.And why do we allow pupils
to waste their time in physicaleducation ? It uses valu-able

hours, it wastes money, and it is dangerous to life

and limb. Would it not be better to set pupilsat sawing

wood ? And why do we study music ? To give pleas-ure

by our performances? How many who attempt to

play the piano or to singgive much pleasureto any but

themselves, and possiblytheir parents ? The study of

grammar does not make an accurate writer,nor the study
of rhetoric an orator, nor the study of meter a poet, nor

the study of pedagogy a teacher. The study of geography
in the school does not make travel particularlyeasier,

nor does the study of biologytend to populatethe earth.

So we might pass in review the various subjectsthat

we study and ought to study,and in no case would we

find utilitythe moving cause, and in every case would

we find it difficult to state the one great reason for the

pursuitof the subjectin question,"
and so it is with

geometry.

What positive reasons can now be adduced for the

study of a subjectthat occupiesupwards of a year in the

school course, and that is,perhaps unwisely,requiredof

all pupils? Probably the primary reason, if we do not

attempt to deceive ourselves, is pleasure.We study
music because music gives us pleasure,not necessarily

our own music, but good music, whether ours, or, as is

more probable,that of others. We study literature

because we derive pleasure from books ; the better the
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book the more subtle and lastingthe pleasure. We

study art because we receive pleasurefrom the great

works of the masters, and probably we appreciatethem

the more because we have dabbled a little in pigments

or in clay. We do not expect to be composers, or poets,

or sculptors,but we wish to appreciatemusic and letters

and the fine arts, and to derive pleasure from them and

to be upliftedby them. At any rate, these are the nobler

reasons for their study.
So itis with geometry. We study it because we derive

pleasurefrom contact with a great and an ancient body
of learningthat has occupied the attention of master

minds duringthe thousands of years in which it has been

perfected,and we are upliftedby it. To deny that our

pupilsderive this pleasurefrom the study is to confess

ourselves poor teachers,for most pupilsdo have positive

enjoyment in the pursuit of geometry, in spiteof the

tradition that leads them to proclaim a general dislike

for all study. This enjoyment is partlythat of the game,

"
the playingof a game that can always be won, but that

cannot be won too easily.It ispartlythat of the aesthetic,

the pleasure of symmetry of form, the delightof fitting

thingstogether.But probablyit lies chieflyin the men-tal

upliftthat geometry brings,the contact with abso-lute

truth, and the approach that one makes to the

Infinite. We are not quite sure of any one thing in

biology; our knowledge of geology is relativelyvery
slight,and the economic laws of societyare uncertain to

every one except some individual who attempts to set

them forth; but before the world was fashioned the

square on the hypotenuse was equal to the sum of the

squares on the other two sides of a righttriangle,and it

will be so after this world is dead ; and the inhabitant of
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Mars, if he exists,probably knows its truth as we know

it. The upliftof this contact with absolute truth, with

truth eternal,givespleasureto humanity to a greater or

less degree,depending upon the mental equipment of the

particularindividual ; but itprobablygivesan appreciable
amount of pleasureto every student of geometry who

has a teacher worthy of the name. First,then, and fore-most

as a reason for studyinggeometry has always stood,

and will always stand, the pleasureand the mental uplift
that comes from contact with such a great body of human

learning,and particularlywith the exact truth that it

contains. The teacher who is imbued with this feeling
is on the road to success, whatever method of presenta-tion

he may use ; the one who is not imbued with it is

on the road to failure,however logicalhis presentation

or however largehis supply of practicalapplications.
Subordinate to these reasons for studying geometry

are many others,exactlyas with all other subjectsof the

curriculum. Geometry, for example,offers the best devel-oped

applicationof logicthat we have, or are likelyto

have, in the school course. This does not mean that it

always exemplifiesperfectlogic,for it does not ; but to

the pupil who is not ready for logic,per se, it offers an

example of close reasoningsuch as his other subjectsdo

not offer. We may say, and possiblywith truth, that

one who studies geometry will not reason more clearly

on a financial propositionthan one who does not ; but in

spiteof the results of the very meager experimentsof the

psychologists,it is probable that the man who has had

some drill in syllogisms,and who has learned to select

the essentials and to neglectthe nonessentials in reach-ing

his conclusions,has acquiredhabits in reasoningthat

will help him in every line of work. As part of this
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equipment there is also a terseness of statement and a

clearness in arrangement of points in an argument that

has been the subjectof comment by many writers.

Upon this same topican English writer, in one of the

sanest of recent monographs upon the subject, ĥas

expressedhis views in the followingwords :

The statement that a given individual has received a sound

geometrical training implies that he has segregated from the

whole of his sense impressions a certain set of these impressions,
that he has then eliminated from their consideration all irrelevant

impressions (in other words, acquired a subjectivecommand of

these impressions),that he has developed on the basis of these

impressions an ordered and continuous system of logicaldeduc-tion,

and finallythat he is capable of expressing the nature of

these impressions and his deductions therefrom in terms simple
and free from ambiguity. Now the slightestconsideration will

convince any one not already conversant with the idea, that the

same sequence of mental* processes underlies the whole career of

any individual in any walk of life if only he is not concerned

entirelywith manual labor; consequently a full training in the

performance of such sequences must be regarded as forming an

essential part of any education worthy of the name. Moreover,

the full appreciationof such processes has a higher value than is

contained in the mental training involved, great though this be,

for it induces an appreciation of intellectual unity and beauty

which plays for the mind that part which the appreciation of

schemes of shape and color playsfor the artistic faculties ;or, again,
that part which the appreciationof a body of religiousdoctrine

plays for the ethical aspirations.Now geometry is not the sole

possiblebasis for inculcatingthis appreciation. Logic is an alter-native

for adults, provided that the individual is possessed of

sufficient wide, though rough, experience on which to base his

reasoning. Geometry is,however, highly desirable in that the

objectivebases are so simple and precisethat they can be grasped

at an earlyage, that the amount of trainingfor the imagination is

very large,that the deductive processes are not beyond the scope of

1 G. W. L. Carson, " The Functions of Geometry as a Subject of

Education," p. 3,Tonbridge, 1910.
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more successfullyfitted together,its lesson is more patent,

and the experienceof centuries has brought it into a

shape that is more usable in the school. While, there-fore,

we have all kinds of teachingin all kinds of sub-jects,

the very nature of the case leads to the belief that

the class in geometry receives quite as much from the

teacher and the subjectas the class in any other branch

in the school curriculum.

But is this not mere conjecture? What are the results

of scientific investigationof the teachingof geometry ?

Unfortunately there is little hope from the results of

such an inquiry,either here or in other fields. We cannot

first weigh a pupil in an intellectual or moral balance,

then feed him geometry, and then weigh him again,and

then set back his clock of time and begin all over again
with the same individual. There is no " before taking"

and " after taking
" of a subjectthat extends over a year

or two of a pupil'slife. We can weigh utilities roughly,

we can estimate the pleasure of a subjectrelatively,but

we cannot say that geometry is worth so many dollars,

and historyso many, and so on through the curriculum.

The best we can do is to ask ourselves what the various

subjects,with teachers of fairlyequal merit, have done

for us, and to inquire what has been the experienceof

other persons. Such an investigationresults in showing

that, with few exceptions,people who have studied

geometry received as much of pleasure,of inspiration,

of satisfaction,of what they call trainingfrom geometry

as from any other subjectof study," given teachers of

equalmerit,"
and that they would not willinglygiveup

the something which geometry brought to them. If this

were not the feeling,and if humanity believed that

geometry is what Mr. Locke's words would seem to
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indicate,it would long ago have banished it from the

schools, since upon this ground rather than upon the

ground of utilitythe subject has always stood.

These seem to be the great reasons for the study of

geometry, and to search for others would tend to weaken

the argument; At firstsightthey may not seem to justify
the expenditure of time that geometry demands, and

they may seem unduly to neglect the argument that

geometry is a stepping-stoneto higher mathematics.

Each of these points,however, has been neglectedpur-posely.

A pupil has a number of school years at his

disposal; to what shall theybe devoted ? To literature ?

What claim has letters that is such as to justifythe

exclusion of geometry? To music, or natural science,

or language? These are all valuable, and all should be

studied by one seeking a liberal education ; but for the

same reason geometry should have its place. What sub-ject,

in fine, can supply exactly what geometry does ?

And if none, then how can the pupil'stime be better

expended than in the study of this science ? ^ As to the

second point,that a claim should be set forth that geom-etry

is a sine qua non to higher mathematics, this belief

is considerablyexaggerated because there are relatively

few who proceed from geometry to a higher branch of

mathematics. This argument would justifyits status as

an elective rather than as a requiredsubject.
Let us then stand upon the ground alreadymarked

out, holding that the pleasure,the culture, the mental

poise,the habits of exact reasoningthat geometry brings,

1 It may well be, however, that the growing curriculum may jus-tify

some reduction in the time formerly assigned to geometry, and

any reasonable proposition of this nature should be fairly met by

teachers of mathematics.
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and the generalexperienceof mankind upon the subject

are sufficient to justifyus in demanding for it a reason-able

amount of time in the framing of a curriculum.

Let us be fair in our appreciationof all other branches,

but let us urge that every student may have an oppor-tunity

to know of real geometry, say for a singleyear,
thereafter pursuing it or not, accordingas we succeed in

making its value apparent, or fail in our attempt to pre-sent

worthilyan ancient and noble science to the mind

confided to our instruction.

The shortsightednessof a narrow education, of an

education that teaches only machines to a prospective

mechanic, and agricultureto a prospectivefarmer, and

cooking and dressmaking to the girl,and that would

exclude all mathematics that is not utilitarian in the

narrow sense, cannot endure.

The community has found out that such schemes may be well

fitted to give the children a good time in school, but lead them

to a bad time afterward. Life is hard work, and if they have

never learned in school to give their concentrated attention to that

which does not appeal to them and which does not interest them

immediately, they have missed the most valuable lesson of their

school years. The little practical information they could have

learned at any time; the energy of attention and concentration

can no longer be learned if the early years are wasted. However

narrow and commercial the standpoint which is chosen may be,

it can always be found that it is the general education which pays

best, and the more the period of cultural work can be expanded

the more efficient will be the services of the school for the prac-tical

services of the nation.^

Of course no one should construe these remarks as

opposing in the slightestdegreethe laudable efforts that

are constantlybeing put forth to make geometry more

1 Professor Miinsterberg, in the Metropolitan Magazine for July,

1010.
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interestingand to vitalize it by establishingas strong

motives as possiblefor its study. Let the home, the

workshop,physics,art,play,"
all contribute their quota

of motive to geometry as to all mathematics and all other

branches. But let us never forgetthat geometry has a

raiaon cTStre beyond all this,and that these applications

are sought primarilyfor the sake of geometry, and that

geometry is not taught primarilyfor the sake of these

applications.
When we consider how often geometry is attacked by

those who professto be its friends,and how teachers who

have been trained in mathematics occasionallyseem to

make of the subjectlittle besides a mongrel course in

drawing and measuring,all the time insistingthat they

are progressivewhile the champions of real geometry are

reactionary,it is well to read some of the opinionsof the

masters. The followingquotationsmay be given occa-sionally

in geometry classes as showing the esteem in

which the subjecthas been held in various ages, and at

any rate they should serve to inspirethe teacher to

greater love for his subject.

The enemies of geometry, those who know it only imperfectly,

look upon the theoretical problems, which constitute the most

difficultpart of the subject,as mental games which consume time

and energy that might better be employed in other ways. Such a

belief is false,and it would block the progress of science if it

were credible. But aside from the fact that the speculativeprob-lems,

which at firstsight seem barren, can often be applied to use-ful

purposes, they always stand as among the best means to

develop and to express all the forces of the human intelligence.

"
Abbe Bossut.

The sailor whom an exact observation of longitude saves from

shipwreck owes his life to a theory developed two thousand years

ago by men who had in mind merely the speculationsof abstract

geometry. "
Condorcet.
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If mathematical heights are hard to climb, the fundamental

principleslie at every threshold, and this fact allows them to be

comprehended by that common sense which Descartes declared

was "apportioned equally among all men."
"

Collet.

It may seem strange that geometry is unable to define the

terms which it uses most frequently,since it defines neither

movement, nor number, nor space, "
the three things with which it

is chieflyconcerned. But we shall not be surprisedif we stop to

consider that this admirable science concerns only the most sim-ple

things,and the very quality that renders these things worthy
of study renders them incapable of being defined. Thus the very

lack of definition is rather an evidence of perfection than a

defect, since it comes not from the obscurityof the terms, but

from the fact that they are so very well known.
"

Pascal.

God eternallygeometrizes." Plato.

God is a circle of which the center is everywhere and the cir-cumference

nowhere.
"

Rabelais.

Without mathematics no one can fathom the depths of philos-ophy.
Without philosophy no one can fathom the depths of

mathematics. Without the two no one can fathom the depths
of anything. "

Bordas-Demoulin.

We may look upon geometry as a practicallogic,for the truths

which it studies,being the most simple and most clearlyunder-stood

of all truths, are on this account the most susceptibleof

ready applicationin reasoning."
D'Alembert.

The advance and the perfecting of mathematics are closely

joined to the prosperity of the nation.
"

Napoleon.

Hold nothing as certain save what can be demonstrated.
"

Newton.

To measure is to know.
"

Kepler.

The method of making no mistake is sought by every one.

The logiciansprofessto show the way, but the geometers alone

ever reach it,and aside from their science there is no genuine
demonstration.

"
Pascal.

The taste for exactness, the impossibilityof contenting one's

self with vague notions or of leaning upon mere hypotheses,the

necessity for perceiving clearlythe connection between certain

propositionsand the objectin view, "
these are the most precious

fruits of the study of mathematics.
"

Lacroix.
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CHAPTER III

A BRIEF HISTORY OF GEOMETRY

The geometry of very ancient peoples was largely the

mensuration of simple areas and solids, such as is taught

to children in elementary arithmetic to-day. They early

learned how to find the area of a rectangle, and in the

oldest mathematical records that have come down to us

there is some discussion of the area of triangles and the

volume of solids.

The earliest documents that we have relating to geom-etry

come to us from Babylon and Egypt. Those from

Babylon are written on small clay tablets, some of them

about the size of the hand, these tablets afterwards having

been baked in the sun. They show that the Babylonians

of that period knew something of land measures, and per-haps

had advanced far enough to compute the area of a

trapezoid. For the mensuration of the circle they later

used, as did the early Hebrews, the value tt =
3. A tab-let

in the British Museum shows that they also used

such geometric forms as triangles and circular segments

in astrology or as talismans.

The Egyptians must have had a fair knowledge of

practical geometry long before the date of any mathe-matical

treatise that has come down to us, for the building

of the pyramids, between 3000 and 2400 B.C., required

the application of several geometric principles. Some

knowledge of surveying must also have been necessary

26
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Herodotus tells us that SesostrLs king of Egypt,^
divided the land among his people and marked out the

}x"undaries after the overflow of the Nile^ so that suney-

ing must have been well known in his day. Indeed, the

harpedonapfreôr rope stretchers, acquired their name

because they stretched cords, in which were knots, so as

to make the riglittriangle3, 4, 5, when they wished to

erect a peri"endicular.This is a plan occasionallyused

by surveyors to-day,and it shows that the practical

applicationof the Pythagorean Theorem was known long

before Pythagorasgave what seems to have been the first

general proofof the proposition.

From Egj-pt,and possiblyfrom Babylon, geometry

passed to the shores of Asia Minor and Greece. The

scientific study of the subjectbeginswith Thales, one of

the Seven Wise Men of the Grecian civilization. Bom

at Miletus, not far from Smyrna and Ephesus, about

640 B.C., he died at Athens in 548 b.c. He spent his

earlymanhood as a merchant, accumulating the wealth

that enabled him to spend his later years in study. He

visited Egjq^t,and is said to have learned such elements

of geometry as were known there. He founded a school

of mathematics and philosophyat Miletus, known from

the country as the Ionic School. How elementary the

knowledge of geometry then was may be understood

from the fact that tradition attributes only about four

propositionsto Thales, " (1) that vertical angles are

equal, (2) that equal angleslie oppositethe equal sides

of an isosceles triangle,(3) that a triangleis determined

by two anglesand the included side,(4) that a diameter

bisects the circle,and possiblythe propositionsabout the

1 (lonorally known as Rameses 11. He reigned in Egypt about

1360 B.C.
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angle-sum of a trianglefor specialeases, and the angle
inscribed in a semicircle.^

The greatest pupil of Thales, and one of the most

remarkable men of antiquity,was Pythagoras. Born

probably on the island of Samos, justoff the coast of

Asia Minor, about the year 580 B.C., Pythagoras set forth

as a young man to travel. He went to Miletus and

studied under Thales, probably spent several years in

Egypt, very likelywent to Babylon, and possiblywent

even to India,since tradition asserts this and the nature

of his work in mathematics suggests it. In later life he

went to a Greek colony in southern Italy,and at Cro-

tona, in the southeastern part of the peninsula,he founded

a school and established a secret societyto propagate his

doctrines. In geometry he is said to have been the first

to demonstrate the propositionthat the square on the

hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the squares upon

the other two sides of a righttriangle.The proposition

was known in India and Egypt before his time, at any

rate for specialcases, but he seems to have been the first

to prove it. To him or to liis school seems also to have

been due the construction of the regularpentagon and

of the five regularpolyhedrons. The construction of the

regularpentagon requiresthe dividing of a line into

extreme and mean ratio,and this problem is commonly

assigned to the Pythagoreans, although it played an

important part in Plato's school. Pythagoras is also

said to have known that six equilateraltriangles,three

1 Two excellent works on Thales and his successors, and indeed the

best in English, are the following : G. J. Allman, " Greek Geometry
from Thales to Euclid," Dublin, 1889 ; J. Gow, "A History of Greek

Mathematics," Cambridge, 1884. On all mathematical subjects the

best general history is that of M. Cantor, " Geschichte der Mathe-

matik," 4 vols,Leipzig, 1880-1908.
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regular hexagons, or four squares, can be placed about

a point so as justto fillthe 360", but that no other reg-ular

polygons can be so placed. To his school is also due

the proof for the generalcase that the sum of the angles

of a triangleequals two rightangles,the firstknowledge
of the size of each

angle of a regular

polygon, and the

construction of at

least one star-poly-gon,

the star-pen-tagon,

which be-came

the badge
of his fraternity.

The brotherhood

founded by Py-thagoras

proved

so offensive to the

government that

it was dispersed
before the death

of the master.

Pythagorasfled to

Megapontum, a sea-port

lying to the

north of Crotona,

and there he died

about 501 B.c.^

For two centuries after Pythagoras geometry passed

tlu'ougha periodof discoveryof propositions.The state

1 Another good work on Greek geometry, with considerable mate-rial

on Pythagoras, is by C. A. Bretschneider, " Die Geometrie und

die Geometer vor Eukleides," Leipzig, 1870.

Fanciful Portrait of Pythagoras

Calandri's Arithmetic, 1491
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of the science may be seen from the fact that (Enopides
of Chios, who flourished about 465 B.C., and who had

studied in Egypt, was celebrated because he showed

how to let fall a perpendicularto a line,and how to

make an angle equal to a given angle. A few years

later, about 440 b.c., Hippocrates of Chios wrote the

first Greek textbook on mathematics. He knew that the

areas of circles are proportionalto the squares on their

radii,but was ignorantof the fact that equal central

anglesor equal inscribed anglesinterceptequal arcs.

Antiphon and Bryson, two Greek scholars,flourished

about 430 B.C. The former attemptedto find the area of

a circle by doubling the number of sides of a regular
inscribed polygon,and the latter by doing the same for

both inscribed and circumscribed polygons. They thus

approximatelyexhausted the area between the polygon
and the circle,and hence this method is known as the

method of exhaustions.

About 420 B.C. Hippias of Elis invented a certain

curve called the quadratrix,by means of which he

could square the circle and trisect any angle. This

curve cannot be constructed by the unmarked straight-edge
and the compasses, and when we say that it is

impossibleto square the circle or to trisect any angle,

we mean that it is impossibleby the help of these two

instruments alone.

During this period the great philosophicschool of

Plato (429-348 B.C.) flourished at Athens, and to this

school is due the first systematicattempt to create exact

definitions,axioms, and postulates,and to distinguishbe-tween

elementary and higher geometry. It was at this

time that elementary geometry became limited to the

use of the compasses and the unmarked straightedge.
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which took from this domain the possibilityof construct-ing

a square equivalentto a given circle (" squarmg the

circle "),of trisectingany given angle,and of construct-ing

a cube that should have twice the volume of a given
cube ("duplicatingthe cube"), these being the three

famous problems of antiquity. Plato and his school

interested themselves with the so-called Pythagorean

numbers, that is,with numbers that would represent

the three sides of a righttriangleand hence fulfill the

condition that a^+ S^= ^, Pythagoras had alreadygiven
a rule that would be expressed in modem form, as

\(m^^rf=m^^\ (m" - ly. The school of Plato found

that l(^my-\-lf=m'-h [(i^)'-l]'. By giving vari-ous

values to m, different Pythagorean numbers may be

found. Plato's nephew, Speusippus (about 350 B.C.),

wrote upon this subject. Such numbers were known,

however, both' in India and in Egypt, long before this

time.

One of Plato's pupils was Philippusof Mende, in

Egypt, who flourished about 380 B.C. It is said that he

discovered the propositionrelatingto the exterior angle
of a triangle.His interest, however, was chieflyin

astronomy.

Another of Plato's pupils was Eudoxus of Cnidus

(408-355 B.C.). He elaborated the theoryof proportion,

placing it upon a thoroughlyscientific foundation. It is

probable that Book V of Euclid, which is devoted to

proportion,isessentiallythe work of Eudoxus. By means

of the method of exhaustions of Antiphon and Bryson

he proved that the pyramid is one third of a prism, and

the cone is one third of a cylinder,each of the same base

and the same altitude. He wrote the first textbook

known on solid geometry.
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The subjectof conic sections starts with another pupil
of Plato's,Menaechmus, who lived about 350 B.C. He

cut the three forms of conies (the ellipse,parabola,and

hjrperbola)out of three different forms of cone, "
the

acute-angled,right-angled,and obtuse-angled," not notic-ing

that he could have obtained all three from any form

of right.

circular cone. It is interestingto see the far-

reachinginfluence of Plato. While primarilyinterested

m philosophy,he laid the first scientific foundations for

a system of mathematics, and his pupilswere the lead-ers

in this science in the generationfollowinghis great-est

activity.
The great successor of Plato at Athens was Aristotle,

the teacher of Alexander the Great. He also was more

interested in philosophy than in mathematics, but in

natural rather than mental philosophy.With him comes

the first applicationof mathematics to physics in the

hands of a great man, and with noteworthy results. He

seems to have been the first to represent an unknown

quantity by letters. He set forth the theory of the

parallelogramof forces,using only rectangularcompo-nents,

however. To one of his pupils,Eudemus of

Rhodes, we are indebted for a historyof ancient geome-try,

some fragments of which have come down to us.

The first great textbook on geometry, and the

greatest one that has ever appeared, was written by

Euclid, who taughtmathematics in the great university
at Alexandria, Egypt, about 300 B.C. Alexandria was

then practicallya Greek city,having been named in

honor of Alexander the Great, and being ruled by the

Greeks.

In his work Euclid placed all of the leadingproposi-tions
of plane geometry then known, and arrangedthem
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in a logicalorder. Most geometriesof any importance
written since his time have been based upon Euclid^

improving the sequence, symbols, and wording as occa-sion

demanded. He also wrote upon other branches of

mathematics besides elementary geometry, including a

work on optics.He was not a great creator of mathe-matics,

but was rather a compilerof the work of others,

an office quite as difficult to filland quite as honorable.

Euclid did not give much solid geometry because not

much was known then. It was to Archimedes (287-212

B.C.),a famous mathematician of Syracuse,on the island

of Sicily,that some of the most importantpropositions
of solid geometry are due, particularlythose relatingto

the sphereand cylinder.He also showed how to find the

approximate value of tt by a method similar to the one

we teach to-day,proving that the real value laybetween

3| and 3^^. The story goes that the sphere and cylin-der

were engraved upon his tomb, and Cicero, visiting

Syracuse many years after his death, found the tomb by

lookingfor these symbols. Archimedes was the greatest

mathematical physicistof ancient times.

The Greeks contributed little more to elementary

geometry, althoughApoUonius of Perga,who taught at

Alexandria between 250 and 200 B.C., wrote extensively

on conic sections,and Hypsicles of Alexandria, about

190 B.C., wrote on regular polyhedrons. Hypsicles was

the first Greek writer who is known to have used sexa-gesimal

fractions," the degrees,minutes, and seconds

of our angle measure. Zenodorus (180 B.C.) wrote on

isoperimetricfigures,and his contemporary, Nicomedes

of Gerasa, invented a curve known as the conchoid, by

means of which he could trisect any angle. Another con-temporary,

Diodes, invented the cissoid,or ivy-shaped
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(almeaning " the "). He advanced the science of trigo-nometry,
but did not contribute to geometry.

At the close of the third century Pappus of Alexandria

(295 A.D.) wrote on geometry, and one of his theorems,

a generalizedform of the Pythagorean proposition,is

mentioned in Chapter XVI of this work. Only two

other Greek writers on geometry need be mentioned.

Tlieon of Alexandria (370 A.D.), the father of the

Hypatia who is the heroine of Charles Kingsley'swell-

known novel, wrote a commentary on Euclid to which

we are indebted for some historical information. Proclus

(410-485 A.D.) also wrote a commentary on Euclid, and

much of our information concerning the first Book of

Euclid is due to him.

The East did littlefor geometry, although contribut-ing

considerablyto algebra.The firstgreat Hindu writer

was Aryabhatta,who was born in 476 a.d. He gave the

very close approximation for tt, expressed in modern

notation as 3.1416. He also gave rules for findingthe

volume of the pyramid and sphere,but they were incor-rect,

showing that the Greek mathematics had not yet

reached the Ganges. Another Hindu writer, Brahma-

gupta (bom in 598 a.d.), wrote an encyclopediaof

mathematics. He gave a rule for findingPythagorean

numbers, expressedin modern symbols as follows :

1//
,

yyp ,2

He also generalizedHeron's formula by assertingthat

the area of an inscribed quadrilateralof sides ", ft,c, c?,

and semiperimeter8, is"x^s" a) (s " ft)(s " c ) (" " d).
The Arabs, about the time of the "Arabian Nights

Tales" (800 a.d.),did much for mathematics, translating
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the Greek authors into their language and also bringing

learningfrom India. Indeed, it is to them that modem

Europe owed its first knowledge of Euclid. They con-tributed

nothing of importance to elementary geometry,

however.

The greatest of the Arab writers was Mohammed ibn

Musa al-Khowarazmi (820 A.D.). He lived at Bagdad and

Damascus. Although chieflyinterested in astronomy, he

wrote the firstbook bearingthe name "algebra"("Al-jabr

wa'1-muqabalah," Restoration and Equation),composed

an arithmetic usingthe Hindu numerals,^ and paidmuch

attention to geometry and trigonometry.
Euclid was translated from the Arabic into Latin in

the twelfth century, Greek manuscriptsnot being then

at hand, or being neglectedbecause of ignoranceof the

language. The leading translators were Athelhard of

Bath (1120), an English monk; Gherard of Cremona

(1160), an Italian monk; and Johannes Campanus

(1250),chaplainto Pope Urban IV.

The greatest European mathematician of the Middle

Ages was Leonardo of Pisa^ {ca,1170-1250). He was

very influential in making the Hindu-Arabic numer-als

known in Europe, wrote extensivelyon algebra,and

was the author of one book on geometry. He contrib-uted

nothing to the elementary theory,however. The

first edition of Euclid was printedin Latin in 1482, the

first one in English appearingin 1570.

Our symbols are modem, + and " first appearingin

a German work in 1489 ; = in Recorde's " Whetstone of

Witte" in 1557; " and " in the works of Harriot (1560-

1621) ; and X in a publicationby Oughtred (1574-1660).

1 Smith and Karpinski,"The Hindu-Arabic Numerals," Boston,1911.
2 For a sketch of his life see Smith and Karpinski, loc. cit.
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The most noteworthy advance in geometry in modem

times was made by the great French philosopherDes-cartes,

who published a small work entitled "La Geo-metric

" in 1637. From this springsthe modem analytic

geometry, a subjectthat has revolutionized the methods

of all mathematics. Most of the subsequent discoveries

in mathematics have been in higher branches. To the

great Swiss mathematician Euler (1707-1783) is due,

however, one propositionthat has found its way into

elementary geometry, the one showing the relation

between the number of edges,vertices, and faces of a

polyhedron.
There has of late arisen a modem elementary geom-etry

devoted chieflyto specialpoints and lines relating
to the triangleand the circle,and many interestingprop-ositions

have been discovered. The subjectis so extensive

that it cannot find any placein our crowded curriculum,

and must necessarilybe left to the specialist.^Some idea

of the nature of the work may be obtained from a men-tion

of a few propositions:

The medians of a triangleare concurrent in the cen-

troid,or center of gravity of the triangle.
The bisectors of the various interior and exterior angles

of a triangleare concurrent by tlirees in the incenter or

in one of the three excenters of the triangle.
The common chord of two intersectingcircles is a

specialcase of their radical axis, and tangents to the

circles from any point on the radical axis are equal.

1 Those who care for a brief description of this phase of the sub-ject

may consult J. Casey, "A Sequel to Euclid," Dublin, fifth edi-tion,

1888 ; W. J. M'Clelland, "A Treatise on the Geometry of the

Circle," New York, 1891 ; M. Simon, " tjber die Entwicklung der

Elementar-Geometrie im XIX. Jahrhundert," Leipzig, 1906.
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If 0 is the orthocenter of the triangle ABC^ and

Xy F, Z are the feet of the perpendiculars from A, B^ C

respectively, and P, ", R are the mid-points of
a, 6, c

respectively, and i, M^ N are the mid-points of OA^ OB,

OC respectively; then the points X, il/, N; P, Q, B; X,

F, Z all lie
on a circle, the " nine points circle."

In the teaching of geometry it adds
a

human interest

to the subject to mention occasionally some
of the his-torical

facts connected with it. For this
reason

this brief

sketch will be supplemented by many notes upon
the

various important propositions as they occur
in the sev-eral

books described in the later chapters of this work.



CHAPTER IV

DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEACHING OF GEOMETRY

We know little of the teaching of geometry in very-

ancient times, but we can infer its nature from the

teaching that is still seen in the native schools of the

East. Here a man, learned in any science, will have a

group of voluntary students sitting about him, and to

them he will expound the truth. Such schools may still

be seen in India, Persia, and China, the master sitting

on a mat placed on the ground or on the floor of a

veranda, and the pupils reading aloud or listening to

his words of exposition.

In Egypt geometry seems to have been in early times

mere mensuration, confined largely to the priestly caste.

It was taught to novices who gave promise of success

in this subject, and not to others, the idea of general

culture, of training in logic, of the cultivation of exact

expression, and of coming in contact with truth being

wholly wanting.

In Greece it was taught in the schools of philosophy,

often as a general preparation for philosophic study.

Thus Thales introduced it into his Ionic school, Pythag-oras

made it very prominent in his great school at

Crotona in southern Italy (Magna GrjBcia), and Plato

placed above the door of his Academia the words, " Let

no one ignorant of geometry enter here,"
"

a kind of

entrance examination for his school of philosophy. In

40
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these gatheringsof students it is probablethat geometry

was taught in much the way alreadymentioned for the

schools of the East, a small group of students bejjig

instructed by a master. Printingwas unknown, papyrus

was dear, parchment was only in process of invention.

Paper such as we know had not yet appeared,so that

instruction was largelyoral,and geometricfigureswere

drawn by a pointed stick on a board covered with fine

sand, or on a tablet of wax.

But with these crude materials there went an abun-dance

of time, so that a number of great results were

accomplishedin spite of the difficulties attending the

studyof the subject.It is said that Hippocratesof Chios

(m. 440 B.C.) wrote the first elementary textbook on

mathematics and invented the method of geometric re-duction,

the replacingof a propositionto be proved by
another which, when proved,allows the first one to be

demonstrated. A little later Eudoxus of Cnidus (ca,

375 B.C.),a pupil of Plato's, used the reductio ad ah-

surdum^ and Plato is said to have invented the method

of proof by analysis,an elaboration of the plan used by

Hippocrates.Thus these earlyphilosopherstaught their

pupilsnot facts alone,but methods of proof,giving them

power as well as knowledge. Furthermore, they taught

them how to discuss their problems,investigatingthe

conditions under which they are capable of solution.

This feature of the work they called the diorismus^ and

it seems to have started with Leon, a follower of Plato.

Between the time of Plato (^ca,400 B.C.)and Euclid

(ca.300 B.C.)several attempts were made to arrange the

accumulated material of elementary geometry in a text-book.

Plato had laid the foundations for the science, in

the form of axioms, postulates,and definitions,and he
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had limited the instruments to the straightedgeand the

compasses. Aristotle (ca. 350 B.c.) had paid specialat-tention

to the historyof the subject,thus findingout

what had alreadybeen accomplished,and had also made

much of the applicationsof geometry. The world was

therefore ready for a good teacher,who should gather
the material and arrange it scientifically.After several

attempts to find the man for such a task, he was dis-covered

in Euclid, and to his work the next chapteris

devoted.

After Euclid, Archimedes (ca.250 B.C.)made his great

contributions. He was not a teacher like his illustrious

predecessor,but he was a great discoverer. He has left

us, however, a statement of his methods of investiga-tion
which is helpfulto those who teach. These methods

were largelyexperimental,even extending to the weigh-ing
of geometricforms to discover certain relations,the

proof being given later. Here was born, perhaps,what

has been called the laboratorymethod of the present.

Of the other Greek teachers we have but little in-formation

as to methods of imparting instruction. It is

not until the Middle Ages that there is much known

in this line. Whatever of geometry was taught seems

to have been imparted by word of mouth in the way of

expounding Euclid, and this was done in the ancient

fashion.

The early Church leaders usually paid no attention

to geometry, but as time progressedthe quadrivium^ or

four sciences of arithmetic, music, geometry, and astron-omy,

came to rank with the trivium (grammar, rhet-oric,

dialectics),the two making up the "seven liberal

arts." All that there was of geometry in the first thou-sand

years of Christianity,however, at least in the great
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license,althoughVienna demanded but one book for the

bachelor's degree. So, in general,the universities of the

thirteenth,fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries required

less for the degreeof master of arts tlian we now require

from a pupil in our American high schools. On the other

hand, the universitystudents were younger than now,

and were reallydoing only high-schoolwork.

The invention of printingmade possiblethe study of

geometry in a new fashion. It now became possiblefor

any one to study from a book, whereas before this time

instruction was chieflyby word of mouth, consistingof

an explanation of Euclid. The first Euclid was printed

m 1482, at Venice, and new editions and variations of

this text came out frequently in the next century.

Practical geometriesbecame very popular,and the re-action

against the idea of mental disciplinethreatened

to abolish the old style of text. It was argued that

geometry was uninteresting,that it was not sufficient in

itself,that boys needed to see the practicaluses of the

subject,that only those propositionsthat were capable
of applicationshould be retained,that there must be a

fusion between the demands of culture and the demands

of business, and that every man who stood for mathe-matical

ideals representedan obsolete type. Such writers

as Finseus (1556), Bartoli (1589), Belli (1569), and

Cataneo (1567), in the sixteenth century, and Capra

(1673),GargioUi (1655),and many others in the seven-teenth

century, either directlyor inferentially,took this

attitude towards the subject," exactlythe attitude that

is being taken at the present time by a number of

teachers in the United States. As is always the case,

to such an extreme did this movement lead that there

was a reaction that brought the Euclid type of book
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againto the front,and it has maintained its prominence

even to the present.

The study of geometry in the high schools is rela-tively

recent. The Gymnasium (classicalschool prepar-atory

to the university)at Niirnberg,founded in 1526,

and the Cathedral school at Wiirttemberg (as shown by
the curriculum of 1556) seem to have had no geometry

before 1600, although the Gymnasium at Strassburg
included some of this branch of mathematics in 1578,

and an elective course in geometry was offered at

Zwickau, in Saxony, in 1521. In the seventeenth cen-tury

geometry is found in a considerable number of

secondaryschools,as at Coburg (1605),Kurfalz (1615,

elective),Erfurt (1643),Gotha (1605),Giessen (1605),
and numerous other places in Germany, although it

appeared but rarelyin the secondaryschools of France

before the eighteenthcentury. In Germany the Real-

schulen
"

schools with more science and less classics

than are found in the Gymnasium " came into being in

the eighteenthcentury, and considerable effort was made

to construct a course in geometry that should be more

practicalthan that of the modified Euclid. At the open-ing

of the nineteenth century the Prussian schools were

reorganized,and from that time on geometry has had

a firm positionin the secondaryschools of all Germany.

In the eighteenthcentury some excellent textbooks on

geometry appeared in France, among the best being that

of Legendre (1794),which influenced in such a marked

degree the geometriesof America. Soon after the open-ing

of the nineteenth century the lycees of France

became strong institutions,and geometry, chieflybased

on Legendre,was well taught in the mathematical divi-sions.

A worthy rival of Legendre'sgeometry was the
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work of Lacroix, who called attention continuallyto the

analogy between the theorems of planeand solid geometry,

and even went so far as to suggest treatingthe related

propositionstogetherin certain cases.

In England the preparatory schools, such as Rugby,

Harrow, and Eton, did not commonly teach geometry

until quite recently,leavingthis work for the universi-ties.

In Christ's Hospital,London, however, geometry

was taught as early as 1681, from a work written by
several teachers of prominence. The highest class at

Harrow studied "Euclid and vulgar fractions" one

period a week in 1829, but geometry was not seriously
studied before 1837. In the Edinburgh Academy as

early as 1835, and in Rugby by 1839, plane geometry

was completed.
Not until 1844 did Harvard require any plane geom-etry

for entrance. In 1855 Yale required only two

books of Euclid. It was therefore from 1850 to 1875

that plane geometry took a definite place in the Amer-ican

high school. Solid geometry has not been gener-ally

requiredfor entrance to any eastern college,although
in the West this is not the case. The East teaches plane

geometry more thoroughly,but allows a pupil to enter

collegeor to go into business with no solid geometry.

Given a year to the subject,it is possibleto do little

more than cover plane geometry ; with a year and a half

the solid geometry ought easilyto be covered also.

Bibliography. Stamper, A History of the Teaching of Elemen-tary

Geometry, New York, 1909, with a very full bibliography
of the subject; Cajori, The Teaching of Mathematics in the

United States,Washington, 1890 ; Cantor, Geschichte der Mathe-

matik. Vol. IV, p. 321, Leipzig, 1908 ; Schotten, Inhalt und

Methode des planimetrischen Unterrichts, Leipzig, 1890.



CHAPTER V

EUCLID

It is fittingthat a chapter hi a book upon the teach-ing

of this subject should be devoted to the life and labors

of the greatest of all textbook writers, Euclid,
" a man

whose name has been, for more than two thousand years,

a synonym for elementary plane geometry wherever the

subject has been studied. And yet when an effort is

made to pick up the scattered fragments of his biogra-phy,

we are surprised to find how little is known of

one whose fame is so universal. Although more editions

of his work have been printed than of any other book

save the Bible,^ we do not know when he was born,

or in what city, or even in what country, nor do we

know his race, his parentage, or the time of his death.

We should not feel that we knew much of the life of

a man who lived when the Magna Charta was wrested

from King John, if our first and only source of in-formation

was a paragraph in the works of some his-torian

of to-day; and yet this is about the situation in

respect to Euclid. Proclus of Alexandria, philosopher,

teacher, and mathematician, lived from 410 to 485 A.D.,

and wrote a commentary on the works of Euclid. In

his writings, which seem to set forth in amplified form

his lectures to the students in the Neoplatonist School

^ Riccardi, Saggio di una bibliografia Euclidea, Part I, p. 3, Bo-logna,

1887. Riccardi lists well towards two thousand editions.

47
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of Alexandria, Proclus makes this statement, and of

Euclid's life we have little else:

Not much younger than these ^ is Euclid, who put together
the "Elements," collectingmany of the theorems of Eudoxus,

perfecting many of those of Theaetetus, and also demonstrating
with perfectcertaintywhat his predecessorshad but insufficiently

proved. He flourished in the time of the first Ptolemy, for

Archimedes, who closelyfollowed this ruler,^speaks of Euclid.

Furthermore it is related that Ptolemy one time demanded of

him if there was in geometry no shorter way than that of the

" Elements," to whom he replied that there was no royal road

to geometry.^ He was therefore younger than the pupils of

Plato, but older than Eratosthenes and Archimedes; for the

latter were contemporary with one another, as Eratosthenes

somewhere says.*

Thus we have in a few lines,from one who lived per-haps

seven or eighthundred years after Euclid, nearly

all that is known of the most famous teacher of geom-etry

that ever lived. Nevertheless, even this little tells

us about when he flourished,for Hermotimus and Phi-

lippus were pupils of Plato, who died in 347 B.C.,

whereas Archimedes was born about 287 B.C. and was

writing about 250 B.C. Furthermore, since Ptolemy I

reigned from 306 to 283 B.C., Euclid must have been

teaching about 300 B.C., and this is the date that is

generallyassigned to him.

Euclid probably studied at Athens, for until he him-self

assisted in transferringthe center of mathematical

^ Hermotimus of Colophon and Philippus of Mende.

2 Literally," Who closely followed the first/'i.e. the first Ptolemy.
3 Mensechmus is said to have replied to a similar question of Alex-ander

the Great; "0 King, through the country there are royal

roads and roads for common citizens,but in geometry there is one

road for all."

4 This is also shown in a letter from Archimedes to Eratosthenes,

recently discovered by Heiberg.
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culture to Alexandria, it had long been in the Grecian

capital,indeed since the time of Pythagoras. Moreover,

numerous attempts had been made at Athens to do ex-actly

what Euclid succeeded in doing," to construct a

logicalsequence of propositions; in other words, to write

a textbook on plane geometry. It was at Athens, there-fore,

that he could best have received the inspirationto

compose his " Elements." ^ After finishinghis education

at Athens it is quiteprobablethat he, like other savants

of the period,was called to Alexandria by Ptolemy

Soter, the king,to assist in establishingthe great school

which made that citythe center of the world's learning
for several centuries. In this school he taught,and here

he wrote the "Elements" and numerous other works,

perhaps ten in all.

Although the Greek writers who may have known

something of the life of Euclid have little to say of him,

the Arab writers, who could have known nothing save

from Greek sources, have allowed their imaginationsthe

usual latitude in speaking of him and of his labors.

Thus Al-Qifti, who wrote in the thirteenth century,

has this to say in his biographicaltreatise " Ta'rikh al-

Hukama":

Euclid, son of Naucrates, grandson of Zenarchus, called the

author of geometry, a Greek by nationality,domiciled at Damascus,

born at Tyre, most learned in the science of geometry, published

a most excellent and most useful work entitled " The Foundation

or Elements of Geometry," a subject in which no more general

treatise existed before among the Greeks ; nay, there was no one

even of later date who did not walk in his footstepsand frankly

professhis doctrine.

1 On this phase of the subject,and indeed upon Euclid and his

propositions and works in general,consult T. L. Heath, " The Thirteen

Books of Euclid's Elements," 3 vols.,Cambridge, 1908, a masterly

treatise of which frequent use has been made in preparing this work.
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This is rather a specimen of the Arab tendency to

manufacture historythan a serious contribution to the

biographyof Euclid, of whose personalhistorywe have

only the information given by Proclus.

Euclid

From an old print

Euclid's works at once took high rank, and they are

mentioned by various classical authors. Cicero knew of

them, and Capella (ca,470 A.D.),Cassiodorius (m. 515

A.D.), and Boethius (^ca,480-524 a.d.) were all more
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edition of the "Elements" (Venice, 1482) was the

Campanus translation. Greek manuscripts now began
to appear, and at the present time several are known.

There is a manuscript of the ninth century in the Bod-leian

libraryat Oxford, one of the tenth century in the

Vatican, another of the tenth century in Florence, one

of the eleventh century at Bologna, and two of the

twelfth century at Paris. There are also fragments con-taining

bits of Euclid in Greek, and going back as far as

the second and third century a.d. The first modem

translation from the Greek into the Latin was made by
Zamberti (or Zamberto),^and was printedat Venice in

1513. The first translation into Englishwas made by Sir

Henry Billingsleyand was printed in 1570, sixteen

years before he became Lord Mayor of London.

Proclus, in his commentary upon Euclid's work,
remarks :

In the whole of geometry there are certain leading theorems,

bearing to those which follow the relation of a principle,all-j)er-

vading, and furnishing proofs of many properties. Such theorems

are called by the name of elements^ and their function may be

compared to that of the letters of the alphabet in relation to

language, letters being indeed called by the same name in Greek

[(rT"x;(cia,stoicheia].^

This characterizes the work of Euclid, a collection of

the basic propositionsof geometry, and chieflyof plane

geometry, arranged in logical sequence, the proof of

each depending upon some preceding proposition,defi-nition,

or assumption (axiom or postulate).The number

^A beautiful vellum manuscript of this translation is in the

library of George A. Plimpton, Esq., of New York. See the author's

" Rara Arithmetica," p. 481, Boston, 1909.

2 Heath, loc. cit..Vol. I, p. 114.
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of the propositionsof plane geometry included in the

" Elements " is not entirelycertain,owing to some dis-agreement

in the manuscripts,but it was between one

hundred sixty and one hundred seventy-five.It is

possibleto reduce this number by about thirtyor forty,
because Euclid included a certain amount of geo-metric

algebra; but beyond this we cannot safelygo
in the way of elhnination, since from the very nature of

the " Elements " these propositionsare basic. The efforts

at revisingEuclid have been generallyconfined,there-fore,

to rearranginghis material,to renderingmore mod-em

his phraseology,and to making a book that is more

usable with beginnersif not more logicalin its presen-tation

of the subject.While there has been an improve-ment

upon Euclid in the art of bookmaking, and in

minor matters of phraseologyand sequence, the educa-tional

gain has not been commensurate with the effort

put forth. With a little modification of Euclid's semi-

algebraicBook II and of his treatment of proportion,with

some scatteringof the definitions and the inclusion of

well-gradedexercises at proper places,and with atten-tion

to the modem science of bookmaking, the "Ele-ments

" would answer quite as well for a textbook to-day

as most of our modern substitutes, and much better

than some of them. It would, moreover, have the advan-tage

of being a classic," somewhat the same advantage
that comes from reading Homer in the originalinstead

of from Pope's metrical translation. This is not a plea
for a return to the Euclid text, but for a recognitionof

the excellence of Euclid's work.

The distinctive feature of Euclid's " Elements," com-pared

with the modern American textbook, is perhaps
this : Euclid begins a book with what seems to him the
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easiest proposition,be it theorem or problem ; upon this

he builds another ; upon these a third, and so on, con-cerning

himself but little with the classification of prop-ositions.

Furthermore, he arranges his propositionsso

as to construct his figuresbefore using them. We, on

the other hand, make some littleattempt to classifyour

propositionswithin each book, and we make no attempt

to construct our figuresbefore using them, or at least

to prove that the constructions are correct. Indeed, we

go so far as to study the propertiesof figuresthat we

cannot construct, as when we ask for the size of the

angle of a regularheptagon. Thus Euclid beginsBook I

by a problem, to construct an equilateraltriangleon a

given line. His object is to follow this by problems on

drawing a straightline equal to a given straightline,

and cuttingoff from the greater of two straightlines a

line equal to the less. He now introduces a theorem,

which might equallywell have been his first proposition,

namely, the case of the congruence of two triangles,hav-ing

given two sides and the included angle. By means of

his third and fourth propositionshe is now able to prove

the pons asinoruni,thditthe anglesat the base of an isosceles

triangleare equal. We, on the other hand, seek to group

our propositionswhere this can conveniently be done,

puttingthe congruent propositionstogether,those about

inequalitiesby themselves, and the propositionsabout

parallelsin one set. The results of the two arrangements

are not radicallydifferent,and the effect of either upon

the pupil'smind does not seem particularlybetter than

that of the other. Teachers who have used both plans

quite commonly feel that, apart from Books H and V,

Euclid is nearly as easily understood as our modem

texts, if presentedin as satisfactorydress.
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The topicstreated and the number of propositionsin

the plane geometry of the "Elements" are as follows :

Book T. Rectilinear figures 48

Book II. Geometric algebra 14

Book III. Circles 37

Book IV. Problems about circles 16

Book V. Proportion 25

Book VI. Applications of proportion 33

173

Of these we now omit Euclid's Book II, because we

have an algebraicsymbolism that was unknown in his

time, although he would not have used it in geometry

even had it been known. Thus his first propositionin

Book II is as follows :

If there be two straightlines,and one of them be cut into any

number of segments whatever, the rectanglecontained by the two

straight lines is equal to the rectangles contained by the uncut

straightline and each of the segments.

This amounts to sayingthat ii x=p -\-q-\-r-] ,
then

ax = ap -h aq -\'ar -i
.

We also materially simplify
Euclid's Book V. He, for example, proves that "If

four magnitudes be proportional,they will also be pro-portional

alternately."This he proves generallyfor any

kind of magnitude, while we merely prove it for num-bers

having a common measure. We say that we may

substitute for the older form of proportion,namely,

a : b = c: d,

the fractional form
r

=
-7

*

0 a

From this we have ad = be.

Whence
- =

-^
*

c d
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In this work we assume that we may multiplyequals

by b and d. But suppose b and d are cubes, of which,

indeed, we do not even know the approximate numerical

measure; what shall we do? To Euclid the multipli-cation

by a cube or a polygon or a sphere would have

been entirely meaningless,as it always is from the

standpointof pure geometry. Hence it is that our treat-ment

of proportionhas no serious standingin geometry

as compared with Euclid's,and our only justificationfor

it lies in the fact that it is easier. Euclid's treatment

is much more rigorousthan ours, but it is adapted to

the comprehensionof only advanced students,while ours

is merely a confession,and it should be a frank confes-sion,

of the weakness of our pupils,and possibly,at

times, of ourselves.

If we should take Euclid's Books II and V for granted,

or as sufficientlyevident from our study of algebra,we

should have remainingonly one hundred thirty-fourprop-ositions,

most of which may be designatedas basal propo-sitions

of plane geometry. Revise Euclid as we will,we

shall not be able to eliminate any large number of his

fundamental truths,while we might do much worse than

to adopt these one hundred thirty-fourpropositionsin

toto as the bases, and indeed as the definition,of elemen-tary

plane geometry.

Bibliography. Heath, The Thirteen Books of Euclid's Elements,

3 vols.,Cambridge, 1908 ; Frankland, The First Book of Euclid,

Cambridge, 1906 ; Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biog-raphy,

article Eukleides; Simon, Euclid und die sechs plani-

metrischen Bucher, Leipzig,1901; Gow, History of Greek Mathe-matics,

Cambridge, 1884, and any of the standard histories of

mathematics. Both Heath and Simon give extensive bibliogra-phies.

The latest standard Greek and Latin texts are Heiberg's,

published by Teubner of Leipzig.



CHAPTER VI

EFFORTS AT IMPROVING EUCLID

From time to time an effort is made by some teacher,

or association of teachers, animated by a serious desire

to improve the instruction in geometry, to prepare a new

syllabus that shall mark out some "royal road," and it

therefore becomes those who are interested in teaching

to consider with care the results of similar efforts in

recent years. There are many questions which such an

attempt suggests : What is the real purpose of the move-ment

? What will the teaching world say of the result ?

Shall a reckless, ill-considered radicalism dominate the

effort, bringing in a distasteful terminology and symbol-ism

merely for its novelty, insisting upon an ultra-

logicaltreatment that is beyond the powers of the learner,

rearranging the subject matter to fit some narrow notion

of the projectors, seeking to emasculate mathematics by

looking only to the applications, riding some little hobby

in the way of some particular class of exercises, and cut-ting

the number of propositions to a minimum that will

satisfythe mere demands of the artisan ? Such are some

of the questions that naturally arise in the mind of

every one who wishes well for the ancient science of

geometry.

It is not proposed in this chapter to attempt to answer

these questions, but rather to assist in understanding the

problem by considering the results of similar attempts.

57
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If it shall be found that syllabihave been prepared
under circumstances quite as favorable as those that

obtain at present, and if these syllabihave had little or

no real influence, then it becomes our duty to see if

new plansmay be worked out so as to be more successful

than their predecessors.If the older attempts have led to

some good, it is well to know what is the nature of this

good, to the end that new efforts may also result in

something of benefit to the schools.

It is proposed in this chapterto call attention to four

importantsyllabi,settingforth brieflytheir distinguish-ing
features and drawing some conclusions that may be

helpfulin other efforts of this nature.

In England two noteworthy attempts have been made

within a century, lookingto a more satisfactorysequence
and selection of propositionsthan is found in Euclid.

Each began with a listof propositionsarrangedin proper

sequence, and each was thereafter elaborated into a text-book.

Neither accomplishedfullythe purpose intended,

but each was instrumental in provoking healthydiscus-sion

and in improving the texts from which geometry is

studied.

The first of these attempts was made by Professor

Augustus de Morgan, under the auspices of the Society
for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, and it resulted

in a textbook, including" plane, solid,and spherical
"

geometry, in six books. According to De Morgan's plan,

plane geometry consisted of three books, the number of

propositionsbeing as follows :

Book I. Rectilinear figures 60

Book II. Ratio, proportion, applications ....

69

Book III. The circle ^
Total for plane geometry 194
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with wliich lie was so prominentlyconnected, and it was

circulated with considerable generositythroughout the

English-speakingworld; but in spite of all this it is

to-day practicallyunknown.

A second noteworthy attempt in England was made

about a quarter of a century ago by a societythat was

organizedpracticallyfor this very purpose, the Associa-tion

for the Improvement of Geometrical Teaching. This

societywas composed of many of the most progressive
teachers in England, and it included in its membership

men of high standingin mathematics in the universities.

As a result of their labors a syllabuswas prepared,which

was elaborated into a textbook, and in 1889 a revised

syllabuswas issued.

As to the arrangement of matter, the syllabusdeparts

from Euclid chieflyby separatingthe problems from the

theorems, as is the case in our American textbooks, and

in improving the phraseology. The course is preceded

by some simple exercises in the use of the compasses and

ruler, a valuable plan that is followed by many of the

best teachers everywhere. Considerable attention is paid

to logicalprocesses before beginning the work, such

terms as " contrapositive
" and " obverse," and such rules

as the " rule of conversion " and the " rule of identity
"

being introduced before any propositionsare considered.

The arrangement of the work and the number of

propositionsin plane geometry are as follows :

Book T. The straightline 51

Book II. Equality of areas 19

Book III. The circle 42

Book lY. Ratio and proportion 32

Book V. Proportion 24

Total for plane geometry 168
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Here, then, is the result of several years of labor by a

somewhat radical organization,fostered by excellent

mathematicians, and carried on in a country where ele-mentary

geometry is held in highestesteem, and where

Euclid was thought unsuited to the needs of the begin-ner.
The number of propositionsremains substantially

the same as in Euclid, and the introduction of some

unusable logictends to counterbalance the -improvement
in sequence of the propositions.The report provoked

thought ; it shook the Euclid stronghold; it was prob-ably
instrumental in bringingabout the present upheaval

in geometry in England, but as a working syllabusit has

not appealedto the world as the great improvement upon

Euclid's "Elements " that was hoped by many of its early

advocates.

The same association publishedlater,and republished
in 1905, a "Report on the Teaching of Geometry," in

which it returned to Euclid, modifying the " Elements "

by omitting certain propositions,changing the order and

proof of others, and introducinga few new theorems.

It seems to reduce the propositionsto be proved in

plane geometry to about one hundred fifteen,and it

recommends the omission of the incommensurable case.

This number is, however, somewhat misleading,for

Euclid frequentlyputs in one propositionwhat we in

America, for educational reasons, find it better to treat

in two, or even three, propositions.This report, there-fore,

reaches about the same conclusion as to the geo-metric

facts to be mastered as is reached by our later

textbook writers in America. It is not extreme, and it

stands for good mathematics.

In the United States the influence of our early wars

with England, and the sympathy of France at that time.
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turned the attention of our scholars of a century ago

from Cambridge to Paris as a mathematical center. The

influx of French mathematics brought with it such works

as Legendre'sgeometry (1794) and Bourdon's algebra,
and made known the texts of Lacroix, Bertrand, and

Bezout. Legendre's geometry was the result of the

efforts of a great mathematician at syllabus-making,a

natural thing in a country that had earlybroken away

from Euclid. Legendre changed the Greek sequence,

sought to select only propositionsthat are necessary to

a good understandingof the subject,and added a good

course in solid geometry. His arrangement, with the

number of propositionsas given in the Davies transla-tion,

is as follows:

Book I. Rectilinear figures 31

Book II. Ratio and proportion 14

Book III. The circle 48

Book IV. Proportions of figuresand areas
...

51

Book V. Polygons and circles 17

Total for plane geometry 161

Legendre made, therefore,practicallyno reduction in

the number of Euclid's propositions,and his improve-ment

on Euclid consisted chieflyin his separationof

problems and theorems, and in a less rigoroustreatment

of proportionwhich boys and girlscould comprehend.

D'Alembert had demanded that the sequence of propo-sitions

should be determined by the order in which they

had been discovered, but Legendre wisely ignored such

an extreme and gave the world a very usable book.

The principaleffect of Legendre'sgeometry in Amer-ica

was to make every textbook writer his own syllabus-

maker, and to put solid geometry on a more satisfactory

footing.The minute we depart from a standard text
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like Euclid's, and have no recognizedexamining body,

every one is free to set up his own standard, always
within the somewhat uncertain boundary prescribedby

public opinionand by the colleges.The efforts of the

past few years at syllabus-makinghave been merely

attempts to define this boundary more clearly.
Of these attempts two are especiallyworthy of con-sideration

as having been very carefullyplanned and

having brought forth such definite results as to appeal

to a largenumber of teachers. Other syllabihave been

made and are familiar to many teachers, but in point of

clearness of purpose, conciseness of expression,and form

of publicationthey have not been such as to compare

with the two in question.
The first of these is the Harvard syllabus,which is

placed in the hands of students for reference when try-ing

the entrance examinations of that university,a plan

not followed elsewhere. It sets forth the basal proposi-tions

that should form the essential part of the student's

preparation,and that are necessary and sufficient for prov-ing

any "originalproposition"(to take the common

expression)that may be set on the examination. The

propositionsare arranged by books as follows:

Book I. Angles, triangles,parallels 25

Book II. The circle,angle measure 18

Book III. Similar polygons 10

Book IV. Area of polygons 8

Book V. Polygons and circle measure
....

11

Constructions 21

Ratio and proportion 6

Total for plane geometry 99

The total for solid geometry is 79 propositions,or 1 78

for both plane and solid geometry. This is perhaps the
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most successful attempt that has been made at reaching

a minimum number of propositions.It might well be

further reduced, since it includes the propositionabout

two adjacentanglesformed by one line meeting another,

and the one about the circle as the limit of the inscribed

and circumscribed regularpolygons. The first of these

leads a beginner to doubt the value of geometry, and

the second is beyond the powers of the majorityof stu-dents.

As compared with the syllabusreported by a

Wisconsin committee in 1904, for example, here are 99

propositionsagainst132. On the other hand, a commit-tee

appointedby the Central Association of Science and

Mathematics Teachers reportedin 1909 a syllabuswith

what seems at first sightto be a list of only 59 propo-sitions

in plane geometry. This number is fictitious,

however, for the reason that numerous converses are

indicated with the propositions,and are not included

in the count, and directions are given to include

" related theorems " and " problems dealing with the

length and area of a circle,"so that in some cases

one propositionis evidently intended to cover several

others. This syllabusis therefore lacking in definite-

ness, so that the Harvard list stands out as perhaps
the best of its type.

The second noteworthy recent attempt in America is

that made by a committee of the Association of Mathe-matical

Teachers in New England. This committee was

organizedin 1904. It held sixteen meetings and carried

on a great deal of correspondence.As a result, it pre-pared

a syllabusarranged by topics,the propositionsof

solid geometry being grouped immediately after the

correspondingones of plane geometry. For example, the

nine propositionson congruence in a plane are followed
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by nine on congruence in space. As a result,the follow-ing

summarizes the work in plane geometry :

Congruence in a plane 9

Equivalence 3

Parallels and perpendiculars 9

Symmetry 20

Angles 15

Tangents 4

Similar figures 18

Inequalities 8

Lengths and areas 17

Loci 2

Concurrent lines 5

Total for plane geometry 110

Not so conventional in arrangement as the Harvard

syllabus,and with a few propositionsthat are evidently

not basal to the same extent as the rest, the list is never-theless

a very satisfactoryone, and the parallelismshown

between plane and solid geometry is suggestiveto both

student and teacher.

On the whole, however, the Harvard selection of basal

propositionsis perhaps as satisfactoryas any that has

been made, even though it appears to lack a
" factor of

safety,"and it is probable that any further reduction

would be unwise.

What, now, has been the effect of all these efforts?

What teacher orv school would be content to follow any

one of these syllabiexactly? What textbook writer

would feel it safe to limit his regularpropositionsto

those in any one syllabus? These questions suggest

their own answers, and the effect of all this effort seems

at first thought to have been so slightas to be entirely

out of proportion to the end in view. This depends,

however, on what this end is conceived to be. If the
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purpose has been to cut out a very largenumber of the

propositionsthat are found in Euclid's plane geometry,

the effort has not been successful. We may reduce this

number to about one hundred thirty,but in general,
whatever a syllabusmay give as a minimum, teachers

will favor a largernumber than is suggested by the

Harvard list,for the purpose of exercise in the read-ing

of mathematics if for no other reason. The French

geometer, Lacroix, who wrote more than a century ago,

proposed to limit the propositionsto those needed to

prove other important ones, and those needed in prac-tical

mathematics. If to this we should add those that

are used in treatinga considerable range of exercises,we

should have a list of about one hundred thirty.
But this is not the real purpose of these syllabi,or at

most it seems like a relativelyunimportant one. The

purpose that has been attained is to stop the indefinite

increase in the number of propositionsthat would fol-low

from the recent developments in the geometry of

the triangleand circle,and of similar modem topics,if

some such counter-movement as this did not take place.

If the result is,as it probably will be, to let the basal

propositionsof Euclid remain about as they always have

been, as the standards for beginners,the syllabiwill

have accomplished a worthy achievement. If, in addi-tion,

they furnish an irreducible minimum of proposi-tions

to which a student may have access if he desires

it,on an examination, as was intended in the case of the

Harvard and the New England Association syllabi,the

achievement may possiblybe still more worthy.
In preparinga syllabus,therefore,no one should hope

to bringthe teachingworld at once to agree to any great

reduction in the number of basal propositions,nor to
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but they claim that the basis of elementarygeometry in

the future must be the "investigationof the group of

motions." It is,of course, possiblethat certain of the

notions of the highermathematical thought of the nine-teenth

century may be so simplifiedas to be within the

comprehensionof the tyro in geometry, and we should be

ready to receive all efforts of this kind with open mind.

These writers have not however produced the ideal

work, and it may seriouslybe questionedwhether a work

based upon their ideas will prove to be educationallyany
more sound and usable than the labors of such excellent

writers as Henrici and Treutlein, and H. MUUer, and

Schlegela few years ago in Germany, and of Veronese

in Italy.All such efforts,however, should be welcomed

and tried out, althoughso far as at present appears there

is nothing in sightto replace a well-arranged,vitalized,

simplifiedtextbook based upon the labors of Euclid

and Legendre.
The most broad-minded of the great mathematicians

who have recentlygiven attention to secondary prob-lems
is Professor Klein of Gottingen. He has had the

good sense to look at something besides the mere ques-tion

of good mathematics.^ Thus he insists upon the

psychologicpoint of view, to the end that the geometry

shall be adapted to the mental development of the pupil,

" a thingthat is apparentlyignoredby Meray (at least

for the average pupil),and, it is to be feared, by the

other recent French writers. He then demands a careful

selection of the subject matter, which in our American

schools would mean the elimination of propositionsthat

are not basal,that is,that are not used for most of the

1 See his " Elementarmathematik vom hoheren Standpunkt aiis,"
Part II, Leipzig, 1909.
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exercises that
one naturally meets in elementary geom-etry

and in applied work. He further insists
upon a

reasonable correlation with practical work, to which

every
teacher will

agree so long as
the work is really

or even potentially practical. And finally he asks that

we
look with favor

upon
the union of plane and solid

geometry, and of algebra and geometry. He does not

make
any plea for extreme fusion, but presumably he

asks that to which
every one

of
open

mind would
agree,

namely, that whenever the opportunity offers in teaching

plane geometry, to open
the vision to a generalization

in
space, or to the measurement of well-known solids, or

to the
use

of the algebra that the pupil has learned, the

opportunity should be seized.



CHAPTER VII

THE TEXTBOOK IN GEOMETRY

In considering the nature of the textbook in geometry

we need to bear in mind the fact that the subject is being

taught to-day in America to a class of pupils that is not

composed like the classes found in other countries or in

earlier generations. In general, in other countries, geom-etry

is not taught to mixed classes of boys and girls.

Furthermore, it is generally taught to a more select

group of pupils than in a country where the high school

and college are so popular with people in all the walks

of life. In America it is not alone the boy who is in-terested

in education in general, or in mathematics in

particular, who studies geometry, and who joins with

others of like tastes in this pursuit, but it is often the

boy and the girl who are not compelled to go out and

work, and who fill the years of youth with a not over-

strenuous school life. It is therefore clear that we can-not

hold the interest of such pupils by the study of

Euclid alone. Geometry must, for them, be less formal

than it was half a century ago. We cannot expect to

make our classes enthusiastic merely over a logical

sequence of proved propositions. It becomes necessary

to make the work more concrete, and to give a much

larger number of simple exercises in order to create

the interest that comes from independent work, from a

feeling of conquest, and from a desire to do something

70
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original.If we would " cast a glamor over the multipli-cation

table,"as an admirer of Macaulay has said that the

latter could do, we must have the facilities for so doing.
It therefore becomes necessary in weighing the merits

of a textbook to consider : (1) if the number of proved

propositionsis reduced to a safe minimum; (2) if there

is reasonable opportunity to apply the theory,the actual

applicationscoming best, however, from the teacher as

an outside interest; (3) if there is an abundance of

material in the way of simple exercises,since such mate-rial

is not so readilygiven by the teacher as the seem-ingly

local appUcations of the propositionsto outdoor

measurements ; (4) if the book givesa reasonable amount

of introductorywork in the use of simpleand inexpen-sive

instruments, not at that time emphasizingthe formal

side of the subject; (5) if there is afforded some oppor-tunity

to see the recreative side of the subject,and to

know a little of the story of geometry as it has devel-oped

from ancient to modem times.

But this does not mean that there is to be a geometric

cataclysm. It means that we must have the same safe,

conservative evolution in geometry that we have in other

subjects.Geometry is not going to degenerateinto mere

measuring,nor is the ancient sequence going to become

a mere hodge-podge without system and with no incen-tive

to strenuous effort. It is now about fifteen hundred

years since Proclus laid down what he considered the

essential features of a good textbook, and in all of our

efforts at reform we cannot improve very much upon his

statement. " It is essential,"he says,
" that such a treat-ise

should be rid of everythingsuperfluous,for the super-fluous

is an obstacle to the acquisitionof knowledge ; it

should select everythingthat embraces the subjectand
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bringsit to a focus, for this is of the highestservice to

science ; it must have great regard both to clearness and

to conciseness, for their oppositestrouble our understand-ing

; it must aim to generalizeits theorems, for the divi-sion

of knowledge into small elements renders it difficult

of comprehension."
It being prefacedthat we must make the book more

concrete in its applications,either directlyor by suggest-ing

seeminglypracticaloutdoor work ; that we must in-crease

the number of simpleexercises callingfor original

work; that we must reasonablyreduce the number of

proved propositions; and that we must not allow the

good of the ancient geometry to depart,let us consider

in detail some of the features of a good, practical,com-mon-sense

textbook.

The earlytextbooks in geometry contained only the

propositions,with the proofsin full,preceded by lists of

definitions and assumptions (axioms and postulates).
There were no exercises,and the proofswere given in

essay form. Then came treatises with exercises,these

exercises being grouped at the end of the work or at the

close of the respectivebooks. The next step was to the

unit page, arranged in steps to aid the eye, one proposi-tion

to a page whenever this was possible.Some effort

was made in this direction in France about two hundred

years ago, but with no success. The arrangement has so

much to commend it,however, the proof being so much

more easilyfollowed by the eye than was the case in the

old-styleworks, that it has of late been revived. In this

respect the Wentworth geometry was a pioneerin Amer-ica,

and so successful was the effort that this type of

page has been adopted,as far as the various writers were

able to adopt it,in all successful geometries that have
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appeared of late years in this country. As a result,the

American textbooks on this subjectare more helpfuland

pleasingto the eye than those found elsewhere.

The latest improvements in textbook-making have

removed most of the blemishes of arrangement that re-mained,

scatteringthe exercises through the book, grad-ing
them with greater care, and making them more

modem in character. But the best of the latest works

do more than this. They reduce the number of proved
theorems and increase the number of exercises,and they

simplifythe proofswhenever possibleand eliminate the

most difficult of the exercises of twenty-fiveyears ago.

It would be possibleto carry this change too far by put-ting

in only half as many, or a quarter as many, regular

propositions,but it should not be the objectto see how

the work can be cut down, but to see how it can be

improved.
What should be the basis of selection of propositions

and exercises ? Evidentlythe selection must include the

great basal propositionsthat are needed in mensuration

and in later mathematics, togetherwith others that are

necessary to prove them. Euclid's one hundred seventy-

three propositionsof plane geometry were reallyupwards
of one hundred eighty,because he several times com-bined

two or more in one. These we may reduce to about

one hundred thirtywith perfectsafety,or less than one

a day for a school year, but to reduce still further is

undesirable as well as unnecessary. It would not be

difficult to dispensewith a few more ; indeed, we might

dispense with thirtymore if we should set about it,

although we must never forgetthat a goodly number in

addition to those needed for the logicalsequence are

necessary for the wide range of exercises that are offered.
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But let it be clear that if we teach 100 instead of 130,

our results are liable to be about \^^ as satisfactory.We

may theorize on pedagogy as we please,but geometry

will pay us about in proportionto what we give.
And as to the exercises,what is the basis of selection ?

In general,let it be said that any exercise that pretends
to be real should be so, and that words taken from science

or measurements do not necessarilymake the -problem

genuine. To take a propositionand apply it in a man-ner

that the world never sanctions is to indulge in deceit.

On the other hand, wholly to neglectthe common appli-cations
of geometry to handwork of various kinds is to

miss one of our great opportunitiesto make the subject
vital to the pupil,to arouse new interest,and to give a

meaning to itthat is otherwise wanting. It should always

be remembered that mental discipline,whatever the

phrasemay mean, can as readilybe obtained from a genu-ine

applicationof a theorem as from a mere geometric

puzzle. On the other hand, it is evident that npt more

than 25 per cent of propositionshave any genuineappli-cations
outside of geometry, and that if we are to attempt

any applicationsat all,these must be sought mainly in

the field of pure geometry. In the exercises,therefore,

we seek to-daya sane and a balanced book, givingequal

weight to theory and to practice,to the demands of the

artisan and to those of the mathematician, to the applica-tions

of concrete science and to those of pure geometry,

thus making a fusion of pure and appliedmathematics,

with the latter as prominent as the supply of genuine

problems permits. The old is not all bad and the new is

not all good, and a textbook is a success in so far as it

selects boldlythe good that is in the old and rejectswith

equal boldness the bad that is in the new.
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geometry. And for the third point,a problem is not real

to a pupilsimply because it relates to moments of inertia

or the tensile strengthof a steel bar. Indeed, it is unreal

preciselybecause it does talk of these things at a time

when they are unfamiliar, and properly so, to the pupil.

It must not be thought that puzzle problems, and

unreal problems generally,have no value. All that is

insisted upon is that such problems as the above are not

" real,"and that about 90 per cent of problems that go

by this name are equally lacking in the elements that

make for realityin this sense of the word. For the other

10 per cent of such problems we should be thankful, and

we should endeavor to add to the number. As for the

great mass, however, they are no better than those that

have stood the test of generations,and by their pretense

they are distinctlyworse.

It is proper, however, to consider whether a teacher is

not justifiedin relatinghis work to those geometricforms

that are found in art,let us say in floor patterns,in domes

of buildings,in oilcloth designs,and the like,for the

purpose of arousinginterest,if for no other reason. The

answer is apparent to any teacher : It is certainlyjusti-fiable

to arouse the pupil'sinterest in his subject,and to

call his attention to the fact that geometricdesignplays

an important part in art ; but we must see to it that our

efforts accomplish this purpose. To make a course in

geometry one on oilcloth design would be absurd, and

nothing more unprofitableor depressingcould be imag-ined

in connection with this subject.Of course no one

would advocate such an extreme, but it sometimes seems

as if we are gettingpainfullynear it in certain schools.

A pupil has a passinginterest in geometric design. He

should learn to use the instruments of geometry, and
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he learns this most easilyby drawing a few such pat-terns.

But to keep him week after week on questions

relatingto such designsof however great variety,and

especiallyto keep him upon designsrelatingto only one

or two types, is neither sound educational policy nor

even common sense. That this enthusiastic teacher or

that one succeeds by such a plan is of no significance;
it is the enthusiasm that succeeds, not the plan.

The experienceof the world is that pupilsof geometry
like to use the subjectpractically,but that they are

more interested in the pure theorythan in any fictitious

applications,and this is why pure geometry has endured,

while the great mass of appliedgeometry that was brought
forward some three hundred years ago has long since

been forgotten.The question of the real applicationsof

the subjectis considered in subsequent chapters.
In Chapter VI we considered the question of the

number of regularpropositionsto be expected in the

text, and we have justconsidered the nature of the exer-cises

which should follow those propositions.It is well

to turn our attention next to the nature of the proofsof

the basal theorems. Shall they appear in full? Shall

they be merely suggested demonstrations ? Shall they
be only a series of questions that lead to the proof?
Shall the proofsbe omitted entirely? Or shall there be

some combination of these plans ?

The natural temptation in the nervous atmosphere of

America is to Usten to the voice of the mob and to pro-ceed

at once to lynch Euclid and every one who stands

for that for which the " Elements " has stood these two

thousand years. This is what some who wish to be con-sidered

as educators tend to do ; in the language of the

mob, to "smash things";to call reactionarythat which
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does not conform to their ephemeral views. It is so easy

to be an iconoclast,to think that cui bono is a conclusive

argument, to say so gliblythat Raphael was not a great

painter," to do anything but construct. A few years

ago every one must take up with the heuristic method

developed in Germany half a century back and contain-ing

much that was commendable. A littlelater one who

did not believe that the Culture Epoch Theory was vital

in education was looked upon with pityby a consider-able

number of serious educators. A little later the man

who did not think that the principleof Concentration in

education was a regula aurea was thought to be hopeless.
A little later it may have been that Correlation was the

savingfactor,to be looked upon in geometry teachingas

a guiding beacon, even as the fusion of all mathematics

is the temporary view of a few enthusiasts to-day.^
And justnow it is vocational trainingthat is the catch

phrase,and to many this phrase seems to sound the

funeral knell of the standard textbook in geometry. But

does it do so ? Does this present cry of the pedagogical
circle reallymean that we are no longer to have geom-etry

for geometry'ssake ? Does it mean that a panacea

has been found for the illsof memorizing without under-standing

a proofin the class of a teacher who is so ineffi-cient

as to allow this kind of work to go on ? Does it

mean that a teacher who does not see the human side of

^For some classes of schools and under certain circumstances

courses in combined mathematics are very desirable. All that is here

insisted upon is that any general fusion all along the line would result

in weak, insipid,and uninterestingmathematics. A beginning, inspi-rational

course in combined mathematics has a good reason for being
in many high schools in spiteof its manifest disadvantages, and such

a course may be developed to cover all of the required mathematics

given in certain schools.
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geometry, who does not know the real uses of geometry,

and who has no facultyof making pupils enthusiastic

over geometry, "
that this teacher is to succeed with

some scrappy, weak, pretendingapology for a real work

on the subject?

No one believes in stupid teaching,in memorizing a

textbook, in having a book that does all the work for a

pupil,or in any of the other illsof inefficient instruction.

On the other hand, no fair-minded person can condemn

a type of book that has stood for generationsuntil some-thing

besides the mere transient experiments of the

moment has been suggested to replace it. Let us, for

example, consider the questionof having the basal prop-ositions

proved in full,a feature that is so easy to con-demn

as leadingto memorizing.
The argument in favor of a book with every basal

propositionproved in full, or with most of them so

proved, the rest having only suggestionsfor the proof,
is that the pupilhas before him standard forms exhibit-ing

the best, most succinct,most clearlystated demon-strations

that geometry contains. The demonstrations

stand for the same thing that the type problems stand

for in algebra,and are generallygiven in full in the same

way. The argument againstthe plan is that it takes

away the pupil'soriginalityby doing all the work for

him, allowinghim to merely memorize the work. Now

if all there is to geometry were in the basal propositions,

this argument might hold, justas itwould hold in algebra
in case there were only those exercises that are solved

in full. But just as this is not the case in algebra,the

solved exercises standing as types or as bases for the

pupil'sreal work, so the demonstrated propositionforms

a relativelysmall part of geometry, standing as a type,
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a basis for the more importantpart of the work. More-over,

a pupilwho uses a syllabusis exposed to a danger
that should be considered, namely, that of dishonesty.

Any textbook in geometry will furnish the proofs of

most of the propositionsin a syllabus,whatever changes
there may be in the sequence, and it is not a healthycon-dition

of mind that is induced by gettingthe proofs

surreptitiously.Unless a teacher has more time for the

course than is usuallyallowed, he cannot develop the

new work as much as is necessary with only a syllabus,
and the result is that a pupil gets more of his work from

other books and has less time for exercises. The ques-tion

therefore comes to this : Is it better to use a book

containingstandard forms of prooffor the basal propo-sitions,

and have time for solving a large number of

originalexercises and for seeking the applicationsof

geometry ? Or is it better to use a book that requires

more time on the basal propositions,with the danger of

dishonesty,and allows less time for solvingoriginals?

To these questionsthe great majorityof teachers answer

in favor of the textbook with most of the basal proposi-tions

fullydemonstrated. In general,therefore,it is a

good rule to use the proofsof the basal propositionsas

models, and to get the originalwork from the exercises.

Unless we preserve these model proofs,or unless we

supplythem with a syllabus,the habit of correct, succinct

self-expression,which is one of the chief assets of geom-etry,

will tend to become atrophied.So important is this

habit that " no system of education in which its perform-ance
is neglectedcan hope or professto evolve men and

women who are competent in the full sense of the word.

So long as teachers of geometry neglectthe possibilities
of the subjectin this respect,so longwill the time devoted
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to it be in largepart wasted, and so longwill their pupils
continue to imbibe the vicious idea that it is much more

importantto be able to do a thing than to say how it can

be done." ^

It is here that the chief danger of syllabus-teaching

lies,and it is because of this patent fact that a syllabus
without a carefullyselected set of model proofs,or with-out

the unnecessary expenditureof time by the class,is

a dangerouskind of textbook.

What shall then be said of those books that merely

suggest the proofs,or that give a series of questionsthat

lead to the demonstrations ? There is a certain plausi-bility

about such a plan at first sight.But it is easily

seen to have only a fictitious claim to educational value.

In the first place,it is merely an attempt on the part of

the book to take the placeof the teacher and to "develop "

every lesson by the heuristic method. The questionsare

so framed as to admit, in most cases, of only a single

answer, so that this answer might justas well be given

instead of the question. The pupilhas therefore a proof

requiringno more effort than is the case in the standard

form of textbook, but not given in the clear languageof

a careful writer. Furthermore, the pupil is losinghere,

as when he uses only a syllabus,one of the very things
that he should be acquu'ing,namely,the habit of reading

mathematics. If he met only syllabiwithout proofs,or

"suggestive"geometries,or books that endeavored to

questionevery proof out of him, he would be in a sorry

plightwhen he tried to read highermathematics, or even

other elementary treatises. It is for reasons such as these

that the heuristic textbook has never succeeded for any

great lengthof time or in any wide territory.

1 Carson, loc. cit.,p. 15.
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And finally,upon this point,shall the demonstrations

be omitted entirely,leavingonly the listof propositions,
"

in other words, a pure syllabus? This has been suffi-ciently

answered above. But there is a modification of

the pure syllabusthat has much to commend itseK to

teachers of exceptionalstrengthand with more confidence

in themselves than is usuallyfound. This is an arrange-ment

that begins like the ordinarytextbook and, after

the pupil has acquired the form of proof,gradually

merges into a syllabus,so that there is no temptation to

go surreptitiouslyto other books for help. Such a book,

if worked out with skill,would appealto an enthusiastic

teacher, and would accomplish the results claimed for

the cruder forms of manual alreadydescribed. It would

not be in generalas safe a book as the standard form,

but with the rightteacher it would bringgood results.

In conclusion, there are two types of textbook that

have any hope of success. The first is the one with all

or a largepart of the basal propositionsdemonstrated in

full,and with these propositionsnot unduly reduced in

number. Such a book should give a large number of

simpleexercises scattered through the work, with a rel-atively

small number of difficult ones. It should be mod-ern

in its spirit,with figuressystematicallylettered,with

each page a unit as far as possible,and with every proof

a model of clearness of statement and neatness of form.

Above all,it should not yieldto the demand of a few who

are always lookingmerely for something to change,nor

should it in a reactionaryspiritreturn to the old essay

form of proof,which hinders the pupil at this stage.

The second type is the semisyllabus,otherwise with

all the spiritof the first type. In both there should be

an honest fusion of pure and appliedgeometry, with no
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CHAPTER VIII

THE RELATION OF ALGEBRA TO GEOMETRY

From the standpoint of theory there is or need be no

relation whatever between algebra and geometry. Alge-bra

was originallythe science of the equation, as its name
^

indicates. This means that it was the science of finding

the value of an unknown quantity in a statement of

equahty. Later it came to mean much more than this,

and Newton spoke of it as universal arithmetic, and

wrote an algebra with this title. At present the term is

applied to the elements of a science in which numbers

are represented by letters and in which certain functions

are studied, functions which it is not necessary to specify

at this time. The work relates chieflyto functions involv-ing

the idea of number. In geometry, on the other hand,

the work relates chiefly to form. Indeed, in pure geom-etry

number plays practically no part, while in pure

algebra form plays practically no part.

In 1637 the great French philosopher, Descartes, wish-ing

to picture certain algebraic functions, wrote a work

of about a hundred pages, entitled " La Geometric," and

in this he showed a correspondence between the num-bers

of algebra (which may be expressed by letters) and

the concepts of geometry. This was the first great step

in the analytic geometry that finallygave us the graph

^Al-jalyr wa' l-muqabalah : "restoration and equation" is a fairly-

good translation of the Arabic.

84
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in algebra.Since then there have been brought out from

time to time other analogiesbetween algebraand geom-etry,

always to the advantage of each science. This has

led to a desire on the part of some teachers to unite

algebraand geometry into one science,having simply a

class in mathematics without these specialnames.

It is well to consider the advantages and the disad-vantages

of such a plan,and to decide as to the rational

attitude to be taken by teachers concerningthe question

at issue. On the side of advantages it is claimed that

there is economy of time and of energy. If a pupil is

studyingformulas, let the formulas of geometry be stud-ied

; if he is taking up ratio and proportion,let him do

so for algebraand geometry at the same time ; if he is

solvingquadratics,let him apply them at once to certain

propositionsconcerningsecants ; and if he is proving that

(a -f hy equals a^ -f 2 a6 -j-6^ let him do so by algebra
and by geometry simultaneously. It is claimed that not

only is there economy in this arrangement, but that the

pupil sees mathematics as a whole, and thus acquires

more of a mastery than comes by our present " tandem

arrangement."
On the side of disadvantagesit may be asked if the

same arguments would not lead us to teach Latin and

Greek together,or Latin and French, or all three simul-taneously

? If pupils should decline nouns in all three

languagesat the same time, learn to count in all at the

same time, and begin to translate in all simultaneously,

would there not be an economy of time and effort,and

would there not be developed a much broader view of

language? Now the fusionist of algebraand geometry
does not like this argument, and he says that the cases

are not parallel,and he tries to tell why they are not.
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He demands that his opponent abandon argument by-

analogy and advance some positivereason why algebra
and geometry should not be fused. Then his opponent

says that it is not for him to advance any reason for

what alreadyexists,the teachingof the two separately;
that he has only to refute the fusionist's arguments, and

that he has done so. He asserts that algebraand geom-etry

are as distinct as chemistryand biology; that they
have a few common points,but not enough to require

teachingthem together.He claims that to begin Latin

and Greek at the same time has always proved to be

confusing,and that the same is true of algebra and

geometry. He grants that unified knowledge isdesirable,

but he argues that when the fine arts of music and color

work fuse, and when the natural sciences of chemistry

and physicsare taught in the same class,and when we

follow the declension of a German noun by that of a

French noun and a Latin noun, and when we teach draw-ing

and penmanship together,then it is well to talk of

mixing algebraand geometry.

It is well,before deciding such a question for our-selves

(forevidentlywe cannot decide it for the world),

to consider what has been the result of experience.Alge-bra
and geometry were always taught togetherin early

times, as were trigonometryand astronomy. The Ahmes

papyrus contains both primitivealgebra and primitive

geometry. Euclid's " Elements " contains not only pure

geometry, but also a geometric algebraand the theoryof

numbers. The earlyworks of the Hindus often fused

geometry and arithmetic,or geometry and algebra.Even

the first great printedcompendium of mathematics, the

"Suma" of Paciuolo (1494) contained all of the branches

of mathematics. Much of this later attempt was not,
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however, an example of perfectfusion,but rather of as-signing

one set of chaptersto algebra,another to geome-try,

and another to arithmetic. So fusion, more or less

perfect,has been tried over long periods,and abandoned

as each subjectgrew more complete in itself,with its own

language and its peculiarsymbols.
But it is asserted that fusion is being carried on suc-cessfully

to-dayby more than one enthusiastic teacher,

and that this proves the contention that the plan is a

good one. Books are cited to show that the arrangement

is feasible,and classes are indicated where the work is

progressingalong this line.

What, then, is the conclusion? That is a question

for the teacher to settle,but it is one upon which a

writer on the teachingof mathematics should not fear

to express his candid opinion.
It is a fact that the Greek and Latin fusion is a fair

analogy. There are reasons for it,but there are many

more againstit,the chief one being the confusion of

beginningtwo languagesat once, and the learningsimul-taneously

of two vocabularies that must be kept sepa-rate.

It is also a fact that algebra and geometry are

fullyas distinct as physicsand chemistry,or chemistry
and biology. Life may be electricity,and a brief cessa-tion

of oxidization in the lungs bringsdeath, but these

facts are no reasons for fusingthe sciences of physics,

biology,and chemistry. Algebra is primarily a theory*

of certain elementary functions,a generalizedarithmetic,

while geometry is primarilya theoryof form with a highly
refined logicto be used in its mastery. They have a few

thingsin common, as many other subjectshave, but they

have very many more features that are peculiar to the

one or the other. The experience of the world has led
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it away from a simultaneous treatment, and the contrary

experienceof a few enthusiastic teachers of to-dayproves

only their own powers to succeed with any method. It

is easy to teach logarithmsin the seventh school year,

but it is not good policyto do so under present condi-tions.

So the experienceof the world is againstthe plan

of strict fusion, and no arguments have as yet been

advanced that are likelyto change the world's view. No

one has written a book combining algebraand geometry

in this fashion that has helped the cause of fusion a

particle;on the contrary, every such work that has

appeared has damaged that cause by showing how unsci-entific

a result has come from the labor of an enthusiastic

supporter of the movement.

But there is one feature that has not been considered

above, and that is a serious handicap to any effort at

combining the two sciences in the high school,and this

is the questionof relative difficulty.It is sometimes said,

in a doctrinaire fashion, that geometry is easier than

algebra,since form is easier to grasp than function, and

that therefore geometry should precede algebra. But

every teacher of mathematics knows better than this.

He knows that the simplestform is easier to grasp than

the simplestfunction,but nevertheless that plane geom-etry,

as we understand the term to-day,is much more

difficult than elementary algebrafor a pupil of fourteen.

*The child studies form in the kindergartenbefore he stud-

ies number, and this is sound educational policy. He

studies form, in mensuration, throughout his course in

arithmetic, and this, too, is good educational policy.
This kind of geometry very properlyprecedesalgebra.

But the demonstrations of geometry, the studyby pupils

of fourteen years of a geometry that was written for
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collegestudents and always studied by them until about

fiftyyears ago, "
that is by no means as easy as the

study of a simple algebraicsymbolism and its applica-tion

to easy equations. If geometry is to be taught for

the same reasons as at present,it cannot advantageously
be taught earlier than now without much simplification,
and it cannot successfullybe fused with algebrasave by

some teacher who is willingto sacrifice an undue amount

of energy to no really worthy purpose. AVhen great

mathematicians like Professor Klein speak of the fusion

of all mathematics, they speak from the standpointof

advanced students, not for the teacher of elementary

geometry.

It is therefore probablethat simple mensuration will

continue, as a part of arithmetic,to precede algebra,as

at present ; and that algebrainto or through quadratics

will precede geometry,^drawing upon the mensuration

of arithmetic as may be needed ; and that geometry will

follow this part of algebra,using its principlesas far as

possibleto assist in the demonstrations and to express

and manipulate its formulas. Plane geometry, or else a

year of plane and solid geometry, will probably,in this

country, be followed by algebra,completing quadratics
and studying progressions;and by solid geometry, or a

supplementary course in plane and solid geometry, this

work being elective in many, if not all,schools.^ It is

also probable that a general review of mathematics,

where the fusion idea may be carried out, will prove to

be a feature of the last year of the high school,and one

^ Or be carried along at the same time as a distinct topic.
2 With a singleyear for required geometry it would be better from

every point of view to cut the plane geometry enough to admit a fair

course in solid geometry.
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impression upon the pupil will be exactly the same as

that of four lessons in Sanskrit while he is studying

Latin. He might remember each with pleasure, Latin

being related, as it is,to Sanskrit, and trigonometry being

an outcome of the theory of similar triangles. But that

either of these departures from the regular sequence is

of any serious mathematical or linguistic significance

no one would feel like asserting. Each is allowable on

the score of interest, but neither will add to the pupil's

power in any essential feature.

Each of these subjects is better taught by itself,each

using the other as far as possible and being followed by a

review that shall make use of all. It is not improbable

that we may in due time have high schools that give less

extended courses in algebra and geometry, adding brief

practical courses in trigonometry and the elements of the

calculus; but even in such schools it is likelyto be found

that geometry is best taught by itself,making use of all

the mathematics that has preceded it.

It will of course be understood that the fusion of al-gebra

and geometry as here understood has nothing to

do with the question of teaching the two subjects simul-

taneouslyj say two days in the week for one and three

days for the other. This plan has many advocates, al-though

on the whole it has not been well received in this

country. But what is meant here is the actual fusing of

algebra and geometry day after day, " a plan that has

as yet met with only a sporadic success, but which may

be developed for beginning classes in due time.



CHAPTER IX

THE INTRODUCTIOX TO GEOMETRY

There are two difficult crises in the geometry course,

both for the pupil and for the teacher. These crises are

met at the beginning of the subject and iat the beginning

of solid geometry. Once a class has fairlygot into Book I,

if the interest in the subject can be maintained, there are

only the incidental difficulties of logical advance through-out

the plane geometry. When the pupil who has been

seeing figures in one plane for a year attempts to visual-ize

solids from a flat drawing, the second difficult place

is reached. Teachers going over solid geometry from

year to year often forget this difficulty,but most of them

can easily place themselves in the pupil's position by look-ing

at the working drawings of any artisan,
" usually sim-ple

cases in the so-called descriptive geometry. They

will then realize how difficult it is to visualize a solid

from an unfamiliar kind of picture. The trouble is usually

avoided by the help of a couple of pieces of heavy card-board

or box board, and a few knitting needles with

which to represent lines in space. If these are judiciously

used in class for a few days, until the figures are under-stood,

the second crisis is easily passed. The continued

use of such material, however, or the daily use of either

models or photographs, weakens the pupil, even as a

child is weakened by being kept too long in a perambu-lator.

Such devices have their place; they are useful

93
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when needed, but they are perniciouswhen unnecessary.

Just as the mechanic must be able to make and to vis-ualize

his working drawings, so the student of solid

geometry must be able to get on with penciland paper,

representinghis solid figuresin the flat.

But the introduction to plane geometry is not so easily

disposedof. The pupil at that time is enteringa field

that is entirelyunfamiliar. He is only fourteen or fifteen

years of age, and his thoughtsare distinctlynot on geom-etry.

Of logiche knows little and cares less. He is not

interested in a subjectof which he knows nothing,not

even the meaning of its name. He asks, naturallyand

properly,what it all signifies,what possibleuse there is

for studyinggeometry, and why he should have to prove

what seems to him evident without proof. To pass him

successfullythrough this stage has taxed the ingenuityof

every real teacher from the time of Euclid to the present ;

and justas Euclid remarked to King Ptolemy,his patron,

that there is no royalroad to geometry, so we may affirm

that there is no royal road to the teachingof geometry.

Nevertheless the experienceof teachers counts for a

great deal, and this experiencehas shown that,aside from

the matter of technic in handlingthe class,certam sugges-tions

are of value,and a few of these will now be set forth.

First, as to why geometry is studied, it is manifestly

impossiblesuccessfullyto explain to a boy of fourteen

or fifteen the largerreasons for studying anythingwhat-ever.

When we confess ourselves honestlywe find that

these reasons, whether in mathematics, the natural sci-ences,

handwork, letters,the vocations, or the fine arts,

are none too clear in our own minds, in spiteof any pre-tentious

language that we may use. It is therefore most

satisfactoryto anticipatethe question at once, and to set
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the pupils,for a few days, at using the compasses and

ruler in the drawing of geometric designs and of the

most common figuresthat they will use. This serves

several purposes: it excites their interest, it guards

againstthe slovenlyfiguresthat so often lead them to

erroneous conclusions, it has a genuine value for the

future artisan,and it shows that geometry is something
besides mere theory. Whether the textbook provides
for it or not, the teacher will find a few days of such

work well spent,it being a simplematter to supplement
the book in this respect. There was a time when some

form of mechanical drawing was generallytaught in the

schools, but this has given place to more genuine art

work, leaving it to the teacher of geometry to impart

such knowledge of drawing as is a necessary prelimi-nary
to the regularstudy of the subject.

Such work in drawing should go so far,and only so

far, as to arouse an interest in geometric form without

becoming wearisome, and to familiarize the pupil with

the use of the instruments. He should be counseled

about making fine lines,about being careful in setting
the point of his compasses on the exact center that he

wishes to use, and about representinga point by a very

fine dot, or, preferablyat first,by two crossed lines.

Unless these details are carefullyconsidered, the pupil
will soon find that the lines of his drawings do not fit

together,and that the result is not pleasing to the eye.

The figureshere given are good ones upon which to

begin,the dotted construction lines being erased after

the work is completed. They may be constructed with

the compasses and ruler alone, or the draftsman's

T-square, triangle,and protractor may be used, although
these latter instruments are not necessary. We should
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constantlyremember that there is a danger in the slav-ish

use of instruments and of such helpsas squaredpaper.
Just as Euclid rode roughshod over the growing intellects of

boys and girls,so may instruments ride roughshod over their

growing perceptionsby interferingwith natural and healthy intui-tions,

and making them the subjectof laborious measurement.^

The pupilwho cannot see the equalityof vertical angles

intuitivelybetter than by the use of the protractor is

abnormal. Nevertheless it is the pupil'sinterest that

is at stake, together with his abilityto use the instru-ments

of daily life. If, therefore, he can readily be

1 Carson, loc. cit.,p. 13.
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supplied with draftsmen's materials, and is not com-pelled

to use them in a foolish manner, so much the

better. They will not hurt his geometry if the teacher

does not interfere,and theywill help his practicaldraw-ing

; but for obvious reasons we cannot demand that the

pupilpurchase what is not reallyessential to his study
of the subject.The most valuable singleinstrument of

the three justmentioned is the protractor,and since. a

paper one costs only a few cents and is often helpful
in the drawing of figures,it should be recommended

to pupils.
There is also another line of work that often arouses

a good deal of interest,namely, the simple field meas-ures

that can easilybe made about the school grounds.

Guarding againstthe ever-present danger of doing too

much of such work, of doing work that has no interest

for the pupil,of requiringit done in a way that seems

unreal to a class,and of neglectingthe essence of geom-etry

by a line of work that involves no new principles,

"
such outdoor exercises in measurement have a posi-tive

value, and a plentifulsupply of suggestionsin this

line is given in the subsequent chapters.The objectis

chieflyto furnish a motive for geometry, and for many

pupils this is quite unnecessary. For some, however,

and particularlyfor the energetic,restless boy, such

work has been successfullyoffered by various teachers

as an alternative to some of the book*work. Because

of this value a considerable amount of such work will

be suggested for teachers who may care to use it,the

textbook being manifestlynot the place for occasional

topicsof this nature.

For the purposes of an introduction only a tape line

need be purchased. Wooden pins and a plumb line can
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easilybe made. Even before he comes to the proposi-tions
in mensuration in geometry the pupilknows, from

his arithmetic,how to find ordinaryareas and volumes,

and he may therefore be set at work to find the area of

tho school ground, or of a field,or of a cityblock. The

followingare among the simple exercises for a beginner:
1. Drive stakes at two comers, A and B^ of the school

grounds, putting a cross on top of each; or make the

crosses on the sidewalk, so as to get two pointsbetween

which to measure. Measure from ^ to ^ by holdingthe

tape taut and level,dropping perpendicularswhen nec-essary

by means of the

plumb line,as shown in

the figure. Check the

work by measuring from

B back to A in the same way. Pupils will find that their

work should always be checked, and they will be sur-prised

to see how the results will vary in such a simple

measurement as this,unless very great care is taken. If

they learn the lesson of accuracy thus early,they will

have gained much.

2. Take two stakes,X, F, in a field,preferablytwo

or three hundred feet apart,always marked on top with

crosses so as to have exact points from which to work.

Let it then be requiredto stake out or "

range
" the line

from X to F by plac-
, , ,

ing stakes at specified
-^ -P Q -R F

distances. One boy stands at Y and another at A", each

with a plumb line. A third one takes a plumb line and

stands at P, the observer at X motioning to him to

move his plumb line to the rightor the left until it is

exactly in line with X and Y, A stake is then driven

at P, and the pupil at X moves on to the stake P. Then
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the results of different groups of pupils,or by drawing
another diagonal and dividingthe field into other tri-angles

and trapezoids.
These are about as many types of field work as there

is any advantage in undertakingfor the purpose of secur-ing

the interest of pupilsas a preliminaryto the work in

geometry. Whether any of it is necessary, and for what

pupilsit is necessary, and how much it should trespass

upon the time of scientific geometry are matters that can

be decided only by the teacher of a particularclass.

A second difficultyof the pupilis seen in his attitude

of mind towards proofsin general. He does not see why

vertical angles should be proved equal when he knows

that they are so by lookingat the figure.This difficulty
should also be anticipatedby giving him some opportu-

nityto know the weakness of his judg- ^v^ ^^

"-
X

^
Y

B

ment, and for this purpose figureslike

the following should be placed before

him. He should be asked which of these

lines is longer,AB or XY. Two equal

lines should then be arrangedin the form

of a letter T, as here shown, and he should

be asked which is the longer,AB ot CD.

A figurethat is very deceptive,par-ticularly

if drawn largerand with

heavy cross lines,is this one in which

AB and CD are reallyparallel,but

do not seem to be so. Other inter-esting

deceptions have to do with

producing lines,as in these

figures,where it is quite

difficult in advance to tell whether AB and CD are in

the same line,and similarlyfor WX and YZ. Equally
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deceptiveis this figure,in which it is difficult to tell

which line AB will lie along when produced. In the

next figureAB appears to be curved ^

when in realityitisstraight,and CD

appears straightwhen in realityitis

curved. The first of the following
circles seems to be slightly
flattened at the pointsP,

Q^ B, Sy and in the second

one the distance BD seems

greater than the distance

AC, There are

many equally

deceptivefig-ures,
and a

few of them

will convince

the beginner
that the proofs

are necessary

features of geometry.
It is interesting,in connection with the tendency to

feel that a statement is apparent without proof,to recall

an anecdote related by the French mathematician, Biot,

concerningthe great scientist,Laplace :

Once Laplace, having been asked about a certain point in his

" Celestial Mechanics," spent nearly an hour in trying to recall the

chain of reasoning which he had carelesslyconcealed by the

words " It is easy to see."

A third difficultylies in the necessityfor puttinga con-siderable

number of definitions at the beginningof geom-etry,

in order to get a working vocabulary. Although

practicallyall writers scatter the definitions as much as
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possible,there must necessarilybe some vocabulary at

the beginning. In order to minimize the difficultyof

remembering so many new terms, it is helpfulto mingle
with them a considerable number of exercises in which

these terms are employed, so that they may become fixed

in mind through actual use. Thus it is of value to have

a class find the complements of 27", 32" 20',41" 32' 48",

26.75",33^",and 0". It is true that into the pure geom-etry

of Euclid the measuring of anglesin degreesdoes

not enter, but it has place in the practicalapplications,

and it serves at this junctureto fix the meaning of a new

term like "complement."
The teacher who thus anticipatesthe question as to

the reason for studyinggeometry, the mental opposition
to proving statements, and the forgetfulnessof the mean-ing

of common terms will find that much of the initial

^

difficultyis avoided. If,now, great care is given to the

first half dozen propositions,the pupilwill be well on his

way in geometry. As to these propositions,two plansof

selection are employed. The firsttakes a few preliminary

propositions,easilydemonstrated, and seeks thus to intro-duce

the pupil to the nature of a proof. This has the

advantage of inspiringconfidence and the disadvantage
of appearing to prove the obvious. The second plan dis-cards

all such apparentlyobvious propositionsas those

about the equalityof rightangles,and the sum of two

adjacentanglesformed by one line meeting another, and

beginsat once on thingsthat seem to the pupil as worth

the proving. In this latter plan the introduction is usu-ally

made with the propositionconcerningvertical angles,

and the two simplestcases of congruent triangles.

Whichever plan of selection is taken, it is important

to introduce a considerable number of one-step exercises
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immediately,that is,exercises that requireonly one sig-nificant

step in the proof. In this way the pupilacquires

confidence in his own powers, he finds that geometry is

not mere memorizing,and he sees that each proposition
makes him the master of a large field. To delay the

exercises to the end of each book, or even to delay

them for several lessons,is to sow seeds that will result

in the attempt to master geometry by the sheer process

of memorizing.
As to the nature of these exercises,however, the mis-take

must not be made of feelingthat only those have

any value that relate to football or the layingout of a

_

tennis court. Such exercises are valuable, but such ex-ercises

alone are one-sided. Moreover, any one who

examines the hundreds of suggestedexercises that are

constantlyappearingin various journals,or who, in the

preparationof teachers,looks through the thousands of

exercises that come to him in the papers of his students,

comes very soon to see how hollow is the pretense of

most of them. As has alreadybeen said,there are rela-tively

few propositionsin geometry that have any prac-tical

applications,applicationsthat are even honest in

their pretense. The principlethat the writer has so often

laid down in other works, that whatever pretendsto be

practicalshould reallybe so, applieswith much force to

these exercises. When we can find the genuine applica-tion,
if it is within reasonable grasp of the pupil,by all

means let us use it. But to put before a class of girls

some technicalityof the steam engine that only a skilled

mechanic would be expected to know is not education,

"
it is mere sham. There is a noble dignityto geometry,

a dignitythat a large majority of any class comes to

appreciatewhen guided by an earnest teacher; but the
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best way to destroythis dignity,to take away the appre-ciation

of pure mathematics, and to furnish weaker can-didates

than now for advance in this field is to deceive

our pupilsand ourselves into believingthat the ultimate

purpose of mathematics is to measure thingsin a way in

which no one else measures them or has ever measured

them.

In the proofof the earlypropositionsof plane geom-etry,

and again at the beginningof solid geometry, there

is a littleadvantage in using colored crayon to bringout

more distinctlythe equal parts of two figures,or the

Imes outside the plane,or to dififerentiate one planefrom

another. This device, however, like that of models in

solid geometry, can easilybe abused, and hence should

be used sparingly,and only until the purpose is accom-plished.

The student of mathematics must learn to grasp

the meaning of a figuredrawn in black on white paper,

or, more rarely,in white on a blackboard, and the sooner

he is able to do this the better for him. The same thing

may be said of the constructingof models for any con-siderable

number of figuresin solid geometry ; enough
work of this kind to enable a pupil clearlyto visualize

the solids is valuable,but thereafter the value is usually

more than offset by the time consumed and the weakened

power to grasp the meaning of a geometricdrawing.
There is often a tendency on the part of teachers m

their first years of work to overestimate the logicalpow-ers

of tlieir pupils and to introduce forms of reasoning
and technical terms that experience has proved to be

unsuited to one who is beginninggeometry. Usuallybut

littleharm is done, because the enthusiasm of any teacher

who would use this work would carry the pupils over

the difficulties without much waste of energy on their
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part. In the long run, however, the attempt is usually
abandoned as not worth the effort. Such a term as "eon-

trapositive,"such distinctions as that between the logical
and the geometric converse, or between perfectand par-tial

geometric conversion, and such pronounced formal-ism

as the " syllogisticmethod," "
all these are happily

unknown to most teachers and might profitablybe

unknown to all pupils.The modern American textbook

in geometry does not begin to be as good a piece of logic

as Euclid's " Elements," and yet it is to be observed that

none of these terms is found in this classic work, so that

they cannot be thought to be necessary to a logicaltreat-ment

of the subject.We need the word " converse," and

some reference to the law of converse is therefore per-missible

; the meaning of the reductio ad absurdum, of a

necessary and sufficient condition,and of the terms "

syn-thesis
" and " analysis" may properlyform part of the

pupil'sequipment because of their universal use ; but

any extended incursion into the domain of logicwill be

found unprofitable,and it is liable to be positivelyharm-ful

to a beginnerin geometry.

A word should be said as to the letteringof the fig-ures
in the earlystages of geometry. In general,it is a

great aid to the eye if this is carried out with some sys-tem,

and the followingsuggestionsare given as in accord

with the best authors who have given any attention

to the subject:

1. In general,letter a figure counterclockwise, for

the reason that we read angles in this way in higher

mathematics, and it is as easy to form this habit now as

to form one that may have to be changed. Where two

trianglesare congruent, however, but have their sides

arranged in oppositeorder, it is better to letter them so
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that their correspondingparts appear in the same order,

although this makes one read clockwise.

2. For the same reason, read anglescounterclockwise.

Thus Z^ is read "-B^(7," the reflex angleon the outside

of the trianglebeing read "C-4^." Of course this is not

vital,and many authors pay no

attention to it ; but it is conven-ient,

and if the teacher habitually
does it,the pupils will also tend

to do it. It is helpfulin trigo-nometry,
and it saves confusion

in the case of a reflex angle in

a polygon. Designate an angle by a single letter if

this can convenientlybe done.

3. Designate the sides opposite angles A, B, C, in a

triangle,by a, 6,c, and use these letters in writingproofs.
4. In the case of two congruent trianglesuse the let-

" ters A^ B, C and A',B\ C\ or X, Y, Z, instead of letters

chosen at random, like i", K^ L. It is easier to follow a

proof where some system is shown in letteringthe fig-ures.
Some teachers insist that a pupilat the blackboard

should not use the letters given in the textbook, hoping

therebyto avoid memorizing. While the danger is prob-ably

exaggerated,it is easy to change with some system,

using P, Q^ R and P', $',R\ for example.
5. Use small letters for lines, as above stated, and

also place them within angles,it being easier to speak of

and to see Am than Z.DEF. The Germans have a

convenient system that some American teachers follow

to advantage,but that a textbook has no rightto require.

They use, as in the followingfigure,A for the point,a for

the opposite side, and the Greek letter a (alpha) for

the angle. The learningof the first three Greek letters.
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CHAPTER X

THE CONDUCT OF A CLASS IN GEOMETRY

No definite rules can be given for the detailed conduct

of a class in any subject. If it were possible to formu-late

such rules, all the personal magnetism of the teacher,

all the enthusiasm, all the originality,all the spirit of

the class, would depart, and we should have a dull, dry

mechanism. There is no one best method of teaching

geometry or anything else. The experience of the schools

has shown that a few great principles stand out as gen-erally

accepted, but as to the carrying out of these prin-ciples

there can be no definite rules.

Let us first consider the general question of the em-ployment

of time in a recitation in geometry. We might

all agree on certain general principles, and yet no two

teachers ever would or ever should divide the period

even approximately in the same way. First, a class should

have an opportunity to ask questions. A teacher here

shows his power at its best, listening sympathetically to

any good question, quickly seeing the essential point,

and either answering it or restating it in such a way

that the pupil can answer it for himself. Certain ques-tions

should be answered by the teacher; he is there

for that purpose. Others can at once be put in such a

light that the pupil can himself answer them. Others

may better be answered by the class. Occasionally, but

more rarely, a pupil may be told to " look that up for

108
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to-morrow," a plan that is commonly considered by stu-dents

as a confession of weakness on the part of the

teacher, as it probably is. Of course a class will waste

time in questioninga weak teacher,but a strong one need

have no fear on this account. Five minutes given at the

opening of a recitation to brisk,pointedquestionsby the

class,with the same credit given to a good question as

to a good answer, will do a great deal to create a spirit
of comradeship,of frankness, and of honesty,and will

reveal to a sympatheticteacher the difficulties of a class

much better than the same amount of time devoted to

blackboard work. But there must be no dawdling,and

the class must feel that it has only a limited time, say

five minutes at the most, to get the help it needs.

Next in order of the division of the time may be the

teacher's report on any papers that the class has handed

in. It is impossibleto tell how much of this paper work

should be demanded. The local school conditions, the

mental condition of the class, and the time at the dis-posal

of the teacher are all factors in the case. In general,
it may be said that enough of this kind of work is nec-essary

to see that pupilsare neat and accurate in setting
down their demonstrations. On the other hand, paper

work gives an opportunity for dishonesty,and it con-sumes

a great deal of the teacher's time that might bet-ter

be given to readinggood books on the subjectthat

he is teaching.If,however, any papers have been sub-mitted,

about five minutes may well be given to a rapid
review of the failures and the successes. In general,it is

good educational policyto speak"ofthe errors and fail-ures

impersonally,but occasionallyto mention by name

any one who has done a piece of work that is worthy of

specialcomment. Pupilsmay better be praisedin public
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and blamed in private.There is such a thing,however,

as praisingtoo much, when nothing worthy of note has

been done, just as there is danger of blaming too much,

resultingin mere " nagging."
The third division of the recitation periodmay profit-ably

go to assigningthe advance lesson. The class ques-tions

and the teacher's report on written work have

shown the mental status of the pupils,so that the teacher

now knows what he may expect for the next lesson.

If he assignshis lesson at the beginningof the period,he

does not have this information. If he waits to the end,

he may be too hurried to give any
" development " that

the new lesson may require. There can be no rule as to

how to assigna new lesson ; it all depends upon what

the lesson is,upon the mental state of the class,and not

a little upon the idiosyncrasyof the teacher. The Ger-man

educator, Herbart, laid down certain formal steps in

developinga new lesson, and his successors have elabo-rated

these somewhat as follows:

1. Aim. Always take a class into your confidence.

Tell the members at the outset the goal. No one likes

to be led blindfolded.

2. Preparation.A few brief questionsto bring the

class to think of what is to be considered.

3. Presentation of the new. Preferablythis is done by

questions,the answers leadingthe members of the class

to discover the new truth for themselves.

4. Apperception.Callingattention to the fact that this

new fact was known before, in part, and that it relates

to a number of things alreadyin the mind. The more

the new can be tied up to the old the more tenaciously

it will be held.

5. Generalization and application.
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It is evident at once that a great deal of time may be

wasted in always followingsuch a plan,perhaps in ever

followingit consciously. But, on the other hand, prob-ably

every good teacher,whether he has heard of Her-

bart or not, naturallycovers these pointsin substantially
this order. For an inexperiencedteacher it is helpfulto

be familiar with them, that he may call to mind the

steps, arranged in a psychologicalsequence, that he

would do well to follow. It must always be remembered

that there is quiteas much danger in " developing"
too

much as in taking the opposite extreme. A mechanical

teacher may develop a new lesson where there is need

for only a question or two or a mere suggestion.It

should also be recognizedthat students need to learn to

read mathematics for themselves, and that always to

take away every difficultyby explanations given in

advance is weakening to any one.

Therefore, in assigningthe new lesson we may say

" Take the next two pages,"and thus discouragemost

of the class. On the other hand, we may spend an unnec-essary

amount of time and overdevelop the work of those

same pages, and have the whole lesson lose all its zest.

It is here that the genius of the teacher comes forth to

find the happy mean.

The fourth division of the hour should be reached, in

general,in about ten minutes. This includes the recita-tion

proper. But as to the nature of this work no definite

instructions should be attempted. To a good teacher

they would be unnecessary, to a poor one they would be

harmful. Part of the class may go to the board, and as

they are working, the rest may be reciting.Those at the

board should be limited as to time, for otherwise a pre-mium

is placed on mere dawdling. They should be so
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arranged as to prevent copying,but the teacher's eye is

the best preventive of this annoying feature. Those at

their seats may be called upon one at a time to demon-strate

at the blackboard, the rest being called upon for

quick responses, as occasion demands. The European

plan of having small blackboards is in many respects

better than ours, since pupils cannot so easilywaste

time. They have to work rapidlyand talk rapidly,or

else take their seats.

What should be put on the board, whether the fig-ure

alone, or the figureand the proof,depends upon

the proposition.In general,there should be a certain

number of figuresput on the board for the sake of rapid
work and as a basis for the proofsof the day. There

should also be a certain amount of written work for the

sake of commending or of criticizingadverselythe proof
used. There are some figuresthat are so complicatedas

to warrant being put upon sheets of paper and hung
before the class. Thus there is no rule upon the subject,

and the teacher must use his judgment accordingto the

circumstances and the propositions.

If the early " originals
"

are one-step exercises,and a

pupil is required to recite rapidly,a habit of quick

expressionis easilyacquiredthat leads to close attention

on the part of all the class. Students as a rule recite

slower than they need to, from mere habit. Phlegmatic

as we think the German is,and nervous as is the Amer-ican

temperament, a student in geometry in a German

school will usually recite more quickly and with more

vigorthan one with us. Our extensive blackboards have

something to do with this,allowing so many pupils to

be working at the board that a teacher cannot attend to

them all. The result is a habit of wasting the minutes
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that can only be overcome by the teacher settinga defi-nite

but reasonable time limit, and holding the pupil

responsibleif the work is not done in the time specified.
If this matter is taken in hand the first day, and special

effort made in the earlyweeks of the year, much of the

difficultycan be overcome.

As to the nature of the recitation to be expectedfrom

the pupil,no definite rule can be laid down, since it varies

so much with the work of the day. In general,however,

a pupil should state the theorem quickly,state exactly
what is given and what is to be proved, with respect

to the figure,and then give the proof. At first it is

desirable that he should give the authorities in full,

and later give only the essential part in a few words. It

is better to avoid the expression"by previous proposi-tion,"
for it soon comes to be abused, and of course the

learningof section numbers in a book is a barbarism. It

is only by continuallystatingthe propositionsused that

a pupil comes to have well fixed in his memory the basal

theorems of geometry, and without these he cannot make

progress in his subsequent mathematics. In general,it is

better to allow a pupil to finish his proof before asking
him any questions,the constant interruptionsindulged
in by some teachers being the cause of no littleconfusion

and hesitancyon the part of pupils.Sometimes it is well

to have a figuredrawn differentlyfrom the one in the

book, or lettered differently,so as to make sure that the

pupil has not memorized the proof,but in general such

devices are unnecessary, for a teacher can easilydiscover

whether the proof is thoroughly understood, either by
the manner of the pupil or by some slightquestioning.
A good textbook has the figuressystematicallylettered

in some helpfulway that is easilyfollowed by the class
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that is listeningto the recitation,and it is not advisable

to abandon this for a random set of letters arranged in

no proper order.

It is good educational policyfor the teacher to com-mend

at least as often as he finds fault when criticiz-ing

a recitation at the blackboard and when discussing
the pupils'papers. Optimism, encouragement, sympathy,
the genuine desire to help,the puttingof one's self in the

pupil'splace,the doing to the pupilas the teacher would

that he should do in return, "
these are educational policies

that make for better geometry as theymake for better life.

The prime failure in teachinggeometry lies unques-tionably

in the lack of interest on the part of the pupil,
and this has been brought about by the ancient plan of

simplyreadingand memorizing proofs.It is to get away

from this that teachers resort to some such development
of the lesson in advance, as has been suggested above.

It is usuallya good plan to give the easier propositions

as exercises before they are reached in the text, where

this can be done. An English writer has recentlycon-tributed

this further idea:

It might be more stimulating to encourage investigation than

to demand proofs of stated facts ; that is to say, " Here is a figure

drawn in this way, find out anything you can about it." Some

such exercises having been performed jointly by teachers and

pupils,the lust of investigationand healthy competition which is

present in every normal boy or girlmight be awakened so far as

to make such little researches really attractive ; moreover, the

training thus given is of far more value than that obtained by

proving facts which are stated in advance, for it is seldom, if ever,

that the problems of adult life present themselves in this man-ner.

The spiritof the question, " What is true ? " is positiveand

constructive, but that involved in " Is this true ? " is negative and

destructive.^

1 Carson, loc. cit.,p. 12.
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CHAPTER XI

THE AXIOMS AND POSTULATES

The interest as well as the value of geometry lies

chiefly in the fact that from a small number of assump-tions

it is possible to deduce an unlimited number of

conclusions. With the truth of these assumptions we are

not so much concerned as with the reasoning by -which

we draw the conclusions, although it is manifestly desir-able

that the assumptions should not be false, and that

they should be as few as possible.

It would be natural, and in some respects desirable, to

call these foundations of geometry by the name "
assump-tions,"

since they are simply statements that are assumed

to be true. The real foundation principles cannot be

proved; they are the means by which we prove other

statements. But as with most names of men or things,

they have received certain titles that are time-honored,

and that it is not worth the while to attempt to change.

In English we call them axioms and postulates, and there

is no more reason for attempting to change these terms

than there is for attempting to change the names of

geometry
^ and of algebra.^

1 From the Greek yij, ge (earth), + fierpetv, metrein (to measure),

although the science has not had to do directly with the measure of

the earth for over two thousand years.

2 From the Arabic al (the) + joi"r (restoration), referring to taking

a quantity from one side of an equation and then restoring the bal-ance

by taking it from the other side (see page 37).

116
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Since these terms are likelyto continue, it is neces-sary

to distinguishbetween them more carefullythan is

often done, and to consider what assumptions we are

justifiedin includingunder each. In the firstplace,these

names do not go back to Euclid, as is ordinarilysup-posed,

although the ideas and the statements are his.

"Postulate " is a Latin form of the Greek alrrjfia(aitema)^
and appears only in late translations. Euclid stated in

substance, " Let the followingbe assumed." " Axiom "

(a|MBAta,axioma) dates perhapsonly from Proclus (fifth

century A.D.),Euclid using the words " common notions "

(^KOLvalevvoiai^ koinai ennoiai)for "axioms," as Aristotle

before him had used " common things,"" common prin-ciples,"
and " common opinions."

The distinction between axiom and postulatewas not

clearlymade by ancient writers. Probably what was in

Euclid's mind was the Aristotelian distinction that an

axiom was a principlecommon to all sciences,self-evi-dent

but incapableof proof,while the postulateswere

the assumptions necessary for buildingup the particular

science under consideration,in this case geometry. ^

We thus come to the modem distinction between

axiom and postulate,and say that a general statement

admitted to be true without proof is an axiom, while a

postulatein geometry is a geometric statement admitted

to be true, without proof. For example, when we say
" If equals are added to equals,the sums are equal,"we

state an assumption that is taken also as true in arith-metic,

in algebra,and in elementarymathematics in gen-eral.

This is therefore an axiom. At one time such a

1 One of the clearest discussions of the subject is in W. B. Frank-

land, "The First Book of Euclid's ' Elements,' "
p. 26, Cambridge,

1905.
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statement was defined as "
a self-evident truth," but this

has in recent years been abandoned, since what is evi-dent

to one person is not necessarilyevident to another,

and since all such statements are mere matters of as-sumption

in any case. On the other hand, when we say,

"A circle may be described with any given point as a

center and any given line as a radius," we state a special

assumption of geometry, and this assumption is therefore

a geometricpostulate. Some few writers have sought to

distinguishbetween axiom and postulateby sayingthat

the former was an assumed theorem and the latter an

assumed problem, but there is no standard authorityfor

such a distinction,and indeed the difference between a

theorem and a problem is very slight.If we say,
" A

circle may be passed through three points not in the

same straightline,"we state a theorem ; but if we say,

"Required to pass a circle through three points,"we

state a problem. The mental process of handlingthe two

propositionsis,however, practicallythe same in spiteof

the minor detail of wording. So with the statement,

"A straightline may be produced to any required

length." This is stated in the form of a theorem, but it

might equallywell be stated thus : "To produce a straight
line to any requiredlength." It is unreasonable to call

this an axiom in one case and a postulatein the other.

However stated,it is a geometricpostulateand should

be so classed.

What, now, are the axioms and postulatesthat we are

justifiedin assuming,and what determines their number

and character ? It seems reasonable to agree that they
should be as few as possible,and that for educational

purposes they should be so clear as to be intelligibleto

beginners.But here we encounter two conflictingideas.
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To get the " irreducible minimum " of assumptions is to

get a set of statements quite unintelligibleto students

beginninggeometry or any other branch of elementary

mathematics. Such an effort is laudable when the results

are intended for advanced students in the university,but

it is merely suggestive to teachers rather than usable

with pupilswhen it touches upon the primary steps of

any science. In recent years several such attempts have

been made. In particular,Professor Hilbert has given a

system^ of congruence postulates,but they are rather

for the scientist than for the student of elementary

geometry.

In view of these efforts it is well to go back to Euclid

and see what this great teacher of university men^

had to suggest. The following are the five "common

notions " that Euclid deemed sufficient for the purposes

of elementarygeometry.
1. Things equal to the same thingare also equal to each

other. This axiom has persistedin all elementary text-books.

Of course itis a simplematter to attempt criticism,

" to say that
"

2 is the square root of 4, and + 2 is also

the square root of 4, whence " 2 = + 2 ; but it is evident

that the argument is not sound, and that it does not in-validate

the. axiom. Proclus tells us that Apollonius at-tempted

to prove the axiom by saying," Let a equal 6,

and b equal c, I say that a equals c. For, since a equals

5, a occupies the same space as b. Therefore a occupies

1 " Grundla^en der Geometrie," Leipzig, 1899. See Heath's

"Euclid," Vol. I, p. 229, for an English version ; also D. E. Smith,

"Teaching of Elementary Mathematics," p. 266, New York, 1900.

2 We need frequently to recall the fact that Euclid's " Elements "

was intended for advanced students who went to Alexandria as young

men now go to college,and that the book was used only in university

instruction in the Middle Ages and indeed until recent times.
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the same space as c. Therefore a equals "?." The proof is

of no value, however, save as a curiosity.

2. And ifto equah equalsare added^ the wholes are equal,

3. If equah are subtracted from equals t̂he remainders

are equal.

Axioms 2 and 3 are older than Euclid's time, and are

the only ones given by him relatingto the solution of

the equation. Certain other axioms were added by later

writers, as, "Things which are double of the same

thing are equal to one another," and " Things which are

halves of the same thingare equal to one another." These

two illustrate the ancient use of duplatio(doubling)and

mediatio (halving),the primitiveforms of multiplication

and division. Euclid would not admit the multiplication

axiom, since to him this meant merely repeatedaddition.

The partition(halving)axiom he did not need, and if

needed, he would have inferred its truth. There are also

the axioms, " If equals are added to unequals,the wholes

are unequal," and "If equals are subtracted from un-equals,

the remainders are unequal," neither of which

Euclid would have used because he did not define " un-equals."

The modern arrangement of axioms, covering

addition, subtraction, multiplication,division,powers,
and roots, sometimes of unequals as well as equals,comes

from the development of algebra.They are not all needed

for geometry, but in so far as they show the relation of

arithmetic, algebra,and geometry, they serve a useful

purpose. There are also other axioms concerning un-equals

that are of advantage to beginners,even though

unnecessary from the standpointof strict logic.
4. Things that coincide with one another are equal to one

another. This is no longer included in the list of axioms.

It is rather a definition of " equal,"or of " congruent,"
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to take the modem term. If not a definition,it iscertaialy

a postulaterather than an axiom, being purelygeometric
in character. It is probable that Euclid included it to

show that superpositionis to be considered a legitimate
form of proof,but why it was not placed among the

postulatesis not easilyseen. At any rate it is unfortu-nately

worded, and modern writers generallyinsert the

postulate of motion instead,"
that a figuremay be

moved about in space without alteringits size or shape.

The German philosopher,Schopenhauer(1844),criticized

Euclid's axiom as follows : " Coincidence is either mere

tautologyor something entirelyempirical,which belongs
not to pure intuition but to external sensuous experi-ence.

It presupposes, in fact,the mobilityof figures.''
5. The whole is greater than the part To this Clavius

(1574) added, "The whole is equal to the sum of its

parts,"which may be taken to be a definition of " whole,"

but which is helpfulto beginners,even if not logically

necessary. Some writers doubt the genuinenessof this

axiom.

Having considered the axioms of Euclid, we shall now

consider liie axioms that are needed in the study of

elementary geometry. The followingare suggested,not

from the standpomt of pure logic,but from that of the

needs of the teacher and pupil.
1. If equals are added to equals t̂he sums are equal.

Instead of this axiom, the one numbered 8 below is.often

given first. For convenience in memorizing,however, it

is better to give the axioms in the followmg order:

(1) addition, (2) subtraction, (3) multiplication,(4)
division,(5) powers and roots, "

all of equal quantities.
2. If equalsare subtracted from equals t̂he remainders

are equal.
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3. If equah are multipliedhy equals t̂he products are

equal.

4. If equah are divided hy equals t̂he quotientsare equal,
5. Like powers or like positiveroots of equalsare equah

Formerly students of geometry knew nothing of algebra,
and in particularnothing of negativequantities.Now,

however, in American schools a pupil usually studies

algebraa year before he studies demonstrative geometry.
It is therefore better,in speakingof roots, to limit them

to positivenumbers, since the two square roots of 4

(+ 2 and " 2),for example, are not equal. If the pupil
had studied complex numbers before he began geometry,

itwould have been advisable to limit the roots stillfurther

to real roots, since the four fourth roots of 1 (4-1,"1,

+ V^-T,
"

V" 1),for example, are not equal save in

absolute value. It is well, however, to eliminate these

fine distinctions as far as possible,since their presence

only clouds the vision of the beginner.
It should also be noted that these five axioms might

be combined in one, namely. If equalsare operatedon hy

equalsin the same way^ the results are equal. In Axiom 1

this operation is addition, in Axiom 2 it is subtraction,

and so on. Indeed, in order to reduce the number of

axioms two are alreadycombined in Axiom 5. But there

is a good reason for not combining the first four with

the fifth,and there is also a good reason for combining
two in Axiom 5. The reason is that these are the axioms

continuallyused in equations, and to combine them

all in one would be to encourage laxness of thought

on the part of the pupil. He would always say "by
Axiom 1 " whatever he did to an equation, and the

teacher would not be certain whether the pupil was

thinkingdefinitelyof dividingequals by equals,or had
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9. A quantitymay be sitbstitutedfor its equal in an

equationor in an inequality.This axiom istacitlyassumed

by all writers,and is very useful in the proofsof geom-etry.

It is reallythe basis of several other axioms, and

if we were seekingthe " irreducible minimum," it would

replace them. Since, however, we are seeking only a

reasonablyabridged list of convenient assumptions that

beginnerswill understand and use, this axiom has much

to commend it. If we consider the equations (1) a = x

and (2) 6 = a:, we see that for x in equation (1) we may

substitute b from equation (2) and have a = 6 ; in other

words, that Axiom 8 is included in Axiom 9. Further-more,

if (1) a = 5 and (2) a? = y, then since a-\-x\s the

same as a-\-x^ we may, by substituting,say that

a-\-x=^a'\-x = b-{-x = b-\-y. In other words. Axiom 1

is included in Axiom 9. Thus an axiom that includes

others has a legitimateplace,because a beginnerwould

be too much confused by seeing its entire scope, and

because he will njake frequent use of it in his mathe-matical

work.

10. 7/*the firstof three quantitiesis greater than the

second^ and the second is greater than the thirdsthen the

firstis greater than the third. This axiom is needed siev-

eral times in geometry. The case in which a"b and

6 = (?,therefore a" c^ is provided for in Axiom 9.

11. The whole is greater than any of its parts and is

equal to the sum of all its parts. The latter part of this

axiom is reallyonly the definition of "whole," and it

would be legitimateto state a definition accordinglyand

refer to it where the word is employed. Where, how-ever,

we wish to speak of a polygon,for example, and

wish to say that the area is equal to the combined areas

of the trianglescomposing it,it is more satisfactoryto
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have this axiom to which to refer. It will be noticed

that two related axioms are here combined in one, for a

reason similar to the one stated under Axiom 5.

In the case of the postulateswe are met by a problem

similar to the one confrontingus in connection with the

axioms, "
the problem of the " irreducible minimum "

as

related to the questionof teaching.ManifestlyEuclid

used postulatesthat he did not state, and proved some

statements that he might have postulated.^
The postulatesgiven by Euclid under the name

alrriixara(aitemata)were requests made by the teacher

to his pupil that certain things be conceded. They were

five in number, as follows :

1. Let the followingbe conceded: to draw a straightline

from any pointto any point.

Strictlyspeaking,Euclid might have been requiredto

postulatethat pointsand straightlines exist,but he evi-dently

considered this statement sufficient. Aristotle

had, however, alreadycalled attention to the fact that a

mere definition was sufficient only to show what a con-cept

is,and that this must be followed by a proof that

the thing exists. We might,for example, define a; as a

line that bisects an angle without meeting the vertex,

but this would not show that an x exists,and indeed it

does not exist. Euclid evidentlyintended the postulate

to assert that this line joining two points is unique,

which is only another way of saying that two points

determine a straightline, and reallyincludes the idea

1 For example, he moves figures without deformation, but states

no postulate on the subject ; and he proves that one side of a triangle

is less than the sum of the other two sides,when he might have postu-lated

that a straight line is the shortest path between two points.

Indeed, his followers were laughed at for proving a fact so obvious as

this one concerning the triangle.
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that two straightlines cannot inclose space. For pur-poses

of instruction, the postulatewould be clearer if

it read, (hie straightline, and only one, can be drawn

through two given points.
2. To produce a finitestraightline continuouslyin a

straightline.

In this postulate Euclid practicallyassumes that a

straightline can be produced only in a straightline ; in

other words, that two different straightlines cannot have

a common segment. Several attempts have been made to

prove this*fact,but without any marked success.

3. To describe a circle with any center and radius.

4. That all rightanglesare equal to one another.

While this postulate asserts the essential truth that a right

angle is a determinate magnitude so that it reallyserves as an inva-riable

standard by which other (acute and obtuse)angles may be

measured, much more than this is implied, as will easilybe seen

from the following consideration. If the statement is to be proved^

it can only be proved by the method of applying one pair of right

angles to another and so arguing their equality. But this method

would not be valid unless on the assumption of the invariabilityof

figures,which would have to be asserted as an antecedent postu-late.
Euclid preferred to assert as a postulate,directly,the fact

that all right angles are equal ; and hence his postulate must be

taken as equivalentto the principleof invariabilityoffigures,or its

equivalent,the homogeneityof space.
^

It is better educational policy,however, -to assert this

fact more definitely,and to state the additional assump-tion

that figuresmay be moved about in space without

deformation. The fourth of Euclid's postulatesis often

given as an axiom, following the idea of the Greek

philosopherGeminus (who flourished in the firstcentury

B.C.),but this is because Euclid's distinction between

IT. L. Heath, "Euclid," Vol. I, p. 200.
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axiom and postulateis not always understood. Proclus

(410-485 A.D.) endeavored to prove the postulate,and

a later and more scientific effort was made by the Ital-ian

geometricianSaccheri (1667-1733). It is very com-monly

taken as a postulate that all straightangles are

equal, this being more evident to the senses, and the

equalityof rightangles is deduced as a corollary.This

method of procedure has the sanction of many of our

best modem scholars.

5. That^ if a straightline fallingon two straightlines

make the interior angleon the same side less than two right

angles t̂he two straightlines îfproduced indefinitely^meet

on that sidei on which are the anglesless than the two right

angles.

This famous postulate,long since abandoned in teach-ing

the beginnerin geometry, is a remarkable evidence of

the clear vision of Euclid. For two thousand years math-ematicians

sought to prove it,only to demonstrate the

wisdom of its author in placingit among the assump-tions.^

Every proof adduced contains some assumption

that practicallyconceals the postulate itself. Thus the

great English mathematician John Wallis (1616-1703)

gave a proof based upon the assumption that "given a

figure,another figureis possiblewhich is similar to the

given one, and of any size whatever." Legendre (1752-

1833) did substantiallythe same at one time, and offered

several other proofs,each depending upon some equally

unprovable assumption. The definite proof that the

postulate cannot be demonstrated is due to the Italian

Beltrami (1868).

1 For a r^sum^ of the best known attempts to prove this postulate,
see Heath, " Euclid," Vol. I, p. 202 ; W. B. Frankland, "Theories of

Parallelism,"Cambridge, 1910.
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Taking the problem to be that of statinga reasonably
small number of geometric assumptionsthat may form a

basis to supplement the general axioms, that shall cover

the most important matters to which the student must

refer,and that shall be so simpleas easilyto be under-stood

by a beginner,the followingare recommended :

1. One straightline ând only one, can be drattm through

two givenpoints.This should also be stated for conven-ience

in the form, Two pointsdetermine a straightline.

From it may also be drawn this corollary,Two straight

lines can intersect in only one point,since two points
would determine a straightline. Such obvious restate-ments

of or corollaries to a postulate are to be com-mended,

since a beginneris often discouragedby having
to prove what is so obvious that a demonstration fails

to commend itself to his mind.

2. A straightline may beproduced to any requiredlength

This, like Postulate 1,requiresthe use of a straightedge
for drawing the physicalfigure.The requiredlengthis

attained by using the compasses to measure the distance.

The straightedgeand the compasses are the only two

drawing instruments recognizedin^elementarygeometry.^
While this involves more than Euclid's postulate,it is a

better working assumption for beginners.
3. A straightline is the shortest path between two points.

This is easilyproved by the method of Euclid ^ for the

case where the paths are broken lines,but it is needed

as a postulatefor the case of curve paths. It is a better

statement than the common one that a straightline is

the shortest distance between two points;for distance is

1 This limitation upon elementary geometry was placed by Plato

(died 347 b.c), as already stated.

2 Book I, Proposition 20.
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measured on a line,but it is not itself a line. Further-more,

there are scientific objectionsto using the word

" distance "

any more than is necessary.

4. A circle may he described with any givenpoint as a

center and any given line as a radius. This involves the

use of the second of the two geometricinstruments, the

compasses.

5. Any figuremay be moved from one place to another

without alteringthe size or shape. This is the postulate

of the homogeneity of space, and asserts that space is

such that we may move a figureas we please without

deformation of any kind. It is the basis of all cases of

superposition.
6. All straightanglesare equal. It is possibleto prove

this,and therefore,from the standpointof strict logic,it

is unnecessary as a postulate. On the other hand, it is

poor educational policyfor a beginner to attempt to

prove a thing that is so obvious. The attempt leads to

a loss of interest in the subject,the propositionbeing

(to state a paradox) hard because it is so easy. It is,of

course, possibleto postulatethat straightanglesare equal,
and to draw the conclusion that their halves (right

angles)are equal ; or to proceedin the oppositedirection,

and postulatethat all rightanglesare equal, and draw

the conclusion that their doubles (straightangles) are

equal. Of the two the former has the advantage,since

it is probably more obvious that all straightangles are

equal. It is well to state the followingdefinite corol-laries

to this postulate: (1) All rightanglesare equal;

(2) From a pointin a line only one perpendicularcan he

drawn to the line^since two perpendicularswould make

the whole (rightangle) equal to its part ; (3) Equal

angleshave equalcomplements êqualsupplemetits^and equal
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CHAPTER XII

THE DEFINITIONS OF GEOMETRY

When we consider the nature of geometry it is evident

that more attention must* be paid to accuracy of defini-tions

than is the case in most of the other sciences. The

essence of all geometry worthy of serious study is not

the knowledge of some fact, but the proof of that fact;

and this proof is always based upon preceding proofs,

assumptions (axioms or postulates), or definitions. If

we are to prove that one line is perpendicular to another,

it is essential that we have an exact definition of "

per-pendicular,"

else we shall not know when we have reached

the conclusion of the proof.

The essential features of a definition are that the term

defined shall be described in terms that are simpler than,

or at least better known than, the thing itself ; that this

shall be done in such a way as to limit the term to the

thing defined; and that the description shall not be

redundant. It would not be a good definition to say that

a right angle is one fourth of a perigon and one half of

a straightangle, because the concept " perigon" is not so

simple, and the term "perigon" is not so well known,

as the term and the concept " right angle," and because

the definition is redundant, containing more than is

necessary.

It is evident that satisfactorydefinitions are not always

possible ; for since the number of terms is limited, there

must be at least one that is at least as simple as any

132
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other,and this cannot be described in terms simplerthan

itself. Such, for example, is the term " angle." We can

easilyexplain the -meaning of this word, and we can

make the concept clear,but this must be done by a cer-tain

amount of circumlocution and explanation,not by
a concise and perfectdefinition. Unless a beginner in

geometry knows what an angle is before he reads the

definition in a textbook, he will not know from the defi-nition.

This fact of the impossibilityof definingsome of

the fundamental concepts will be evident when we come

to consider certain attempts that have been made in this

direction.

It should also be understood in this connection that a

definition makes no assertion as to the existence of the

thing defined. If we say that a tangent to a circle is an

unlimited straightline that touches the circle in one

point,and only one, we do not assert that it is possible

to have such a line ; that is a matter for proof. Not in

all cases, however, can this proof be given, as in the

existence of the simplestconcepts. We cannot, for exam-ple,

prove that a point or a straightline exists after we

have defined these concepts. We therefore tacitlyor

explicitlyassume (postulate)the existence of these

fundamentals of geometry. On the other hand, we can

prove that a tangent exists, and this may properly be

considered a legitimateproposition or corollaryof ele-mentary

geometry. In relation to geometric proof it is

necessary to bear in mind, therefore,that we are per-mitted

to define any term we please; for example, "a

seven-edgedpolyhedron" or Leibnitz's "ten-faced regular

polyhedron,"neither of which exists ; but, strictlyspeak-ing,

we have no rightto make use of a definition in a proof
until we have shown or postulatedthat the thingdefined
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has an existence. This is one of the strong features of

Euclid's textbook. Not being able to prove that a point,

a straightline, and a circle exists, he practicallypostu-lates

these facts ; but he uses no other definition in a

proofwithout showing that the thingdefined exists,and

this is his reason for mingling his problems with his

theorems. At the present time we confessedlysacrifice

his logicin this respect for the reason that we teach

geometry to pupils who are too young to appreciate

that logic.
It was pointed out by Aristotle,long before Euclid,

that it is not a satisfactoryprocedure to define a thing

by means of terms that are strictlynot priorto it,as

when we attempt to define something by means of its

opposite.Thus to define a curve as "a line, no part of

which is straight,"would be a bad definition unless

" straight
" had alreadybeen explicitlydefined ; and to

define "bad" as "not good" is unsatisfactoryfor the

reason that "bad" and "good" are concepts that are

evolved simultaneously. But all this is only a detail

under the generalprinciplethat a definition must employ

terms that are better understood than the one defined.

It should be understood that some definitions are much

more important than others, considered from the point

of view of the logicof geometry. Those that enter into

geometricproofsare basal ; those that form part of the

conversational language of geometry are not. Euclid

gave twenty-three definitions in Book I, and did not

make use of even all of these terms. Other terms, those

not employed in his proofs,he assumed to be known,

just as he assumed a knowledge of any other words in

his language. Such procedurewould not be satisfactory

under modern conditions,but it is of great importance
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that the teacher should recognizethat certam definitions

are basal,while others are merely informational.

It is now proposedto consider the basal definitions of

geometry, first,that, the teacher may know what ones

are to be emphasized and learned; and second, that he

may know that the idea that the standard definitions can

easilybe improved is incorrect. It is hoped that the

result will be the bringinginto prominence of the basal

concepts,and the discouragingof attempts to change in

unimportant respectsthe definitions in the textbook used

by the pupil.
In order to have a systematicbasis for work, the defi-nitions

of two books of Euclid will firstbe considered.^

1. Point. A 'point is that which has no part. This

was incorrectlytranslated by Capellain the fifthcentury,
" Punctum est cuius pars nihil est

"

(a point is that

of which a part is nothing),which is as much as to say

that the point itself is nothing. It generallyappears,
however, as in the Campanus edition, "̂Punctus est

cuius pars non est,"which is substantiallyEuclid's word-ing.

Aristotle tells of the definitions of point,line,and

surface that prevailedin his time, sayingthat they all

defined the priorby means of the posterior.^Thus a point

was defined as " an extremityof a line,"a line as " the

extremityof a surface,"and a surface as "the extremityof

1 Free use has been made of W. B. Frankland, " The First Book

of Euclid's 'Elements,' " Cambridge, 1905 ; T. L. Heath, " The Thir-teen

Books of Euclid's 'Elements,'" Cambridge, 1908 ; H. Schotten,
"Inhalt und Methode des planimetrischen Unterrichts," Leipzig,
1893; M. Simon, "Euclid und die sechs planimetrischen Biicher,"

Leipzig,1901.
2 For a facsimile of a thirteenth-century MS. containingthis defi-nition,

see the author's " Kara Arithmetica," Plate IV, Boston, 1909.

8 Our slang expression "The cart before the horse " is suggestive
of this procedure.

t
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a solid,""
definitions still in use and not without their

value. For it must not be assumed that scientific priority-
is necessarilypriorityin fact ; a child knows of " solid "

before he knows of "point,"so that it may be a very good

way to explain,if not to define,by beginningwith solid,

passingthence to surface,thence to liiie,and thence to

point.
The first definition of point of which Proclus could

learn is attributed by him to the Pythagoreans,namely,
" a monad having position,"the earlyform of our pres-ent

popular definition of a point as "position without

magnitude." Plato defined it as "the beginningof a line,"

thus presupposingthe definition of "line"; and, strangely

enough, he anticipatedby two thousand years Cavalieri,

the Italian geometer, by speakingof pointsas "indivisible

lines." To Aristotle,who protestedagainstPlato's defi-nitions,

is due the definition of a point as "something
indivisible but having position."

Euclid's definition is essentiallythat of Aristotle,and

is followed by most modem textbook writers,except as

to its omission of the reference to position.It has been

criticized as being negative,"which has no part"; but

it is generally admitted that a negative definition is

admissible in the case of the most elementary concepts.
For example, "blind" must be defined in terms of a

negation.
At present not much attention is given to the defini-tion

of " point,"since the term is not used as tihe basis

of a proof,but every effort is made to have the con-cept

clear. It is the custom to start from a small solid,

conceive it to decrease in size,and think of the point as

the limit to which it is approaching,using these terms in

their usual sense without further explanation.
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2. Line. A line is breadthless length.This is usually
modified in modem textbooks by saying that "

a line is

that which has length without breadth or thickness,"

a statement that is better understood by beginners.
EucHd's definition is thought to be due to Plato, and

is only one of many definitions that have been suggested.
The Pythagoreans having spoken of the point as a

monad naturallywere led to speak of the line as dyadic,

or related to two. Proclus speaks of another definition,

"magnitude in one dimension," and he gives an excel-lent

illustration of line as " the edge of a shadow," thus

making it real but not material. Aristotle speaks of a

line as a magnitude " divisible in one way only,"as con-trasted

with a surface which is divisible in two ways,

and with a solid which is divisible in three ways. Proclus

also gives another definition as the "flux of a point,"
which is sometimes rendered as the path of a moving

point. Aristotle had suggested the idea when he wrote,

" They say that a line by its motion produces a surface,

and a point by its motion a line."

Euclid did not deem it necessary to attempt a classi-fication

of lines,contentinghimself with definingonly

a straightline and a circle,and these are reallythe only
lines needed in elementary geometry. His commenta-tors,

however, made the attempt. For example. Heron

(firstcentury a.d.) probably followed his definition of

line by this classification :

r straight
Lines " r Circular circumferences

LNot straight i Spiral shaped
[curved (generally)

Proclus relates that both Plato and Aristotle divided

lines into "straight,""circular,"and "a mixture of the
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two," a statement which is not quite exact, but which

shows the originof a classification not infrequentlyfound

in recent textbooks. Geminus (t?a.50 b.c.) is said by
Proclus to have given two classifications,of which one

will suffice for our purposes :

f Composite (broken line forming an angle)

Lines -(

tIncomposite

' Forming a figure,or determinate. (Circle,

ellipse,cissoid.)
Not forming a figure,or indeterminate and

extending without a limit. (Straight

^

line,parabola, hyperbola, conchoid.)

Of course his view of the cissoid,the curve represented

by the equationy^(a -\-x) = (a " xy, is not the modem

view.

3. The extremities of a line are points. This is not

a definition in the sense of its two predecessors.A

modem writer would put it as a note under the defini-tion

of line. Euclid did not wish to define a point as the

extremityof a line,for Aristotle had asserted that this

was not scientific ; so he defined point and line,and then

added this statement to show the relation of one to the

other. Aristotle had improved upon this by statingthat

the " division " of a line,as well as an extremity,is a

point,as is also the intersection of two lines. These

statements, if they had been made by Euclid, would

have avoided the objectionmade by Proclus, that some

lines have no extremities, as, for example, a circle,and

also a straightline extendinginfinitelyin both directions.

4. Straight Line. A straightline is that which lies

evenlywith respectto the pointson itself.This is the least

satisfactoryof all of the definitions of Euclid, and em-phasizes

the fact that the straightline is the most diffi-cult

to define of the elementary concepts of geometry.
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Of the various definitions two of the best go back to

Heron, about the beginning of our era. Proclus gives

one of thern in this form, "That line which, when its

ends remain fixed,itself remains fixed." Heron proposed

to add, " when it is,as it were, turned round in the same

plane." This has been modified into "that which does

not change its positionwhen it is turned about its ex-tremities

as poles,"and appears in substantiallythis

form in the works of Leibnitz and Gauss. The defini-tion

of a straightline as "such a line as, with another

straightline,does not inclose space,"is only a modifica-tion

of this one. The other definition of Heron states

that in a straightline "all its parts fit on all in all

ways," and this in its modem form is perhaps the most

satisfactoryof all. In this modem form it may be stated,

" A line such that any part,placedwith its ends on any

other part,must liewholly in the line,is called a straight

line,"in which the force of the word " must
" should be

noted. This whole historical discussion goes to show

how futile it is to attempt to define a straightline.

What is needed is that we should explainwhat is meant

by a straightline,that we should illustrate it,and that

pupilsshould then read the definition understandingly.
5. Surface. A surface is that tvhich has length and

breadth. This is substantiallythe common definition of

our modern textbooks. As with line,so with surface,

the definition is not entirelysatisfactory,and the chief

consideration is that the meaning of the term should be

made clear by explanationsand illustrations. The shadow

cast on a table top is a good illustration,since all idea

of thickness is wanting. It adds to the understandingof

the concept to introduce Aristotle's statement that a sur-face

is generatedby a moving line, modified by saying
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that it may be so generated,since the line might slide

along its own trace, or, as is commonly said in mathe-matics,

along itself.

6. The extremities of a surface are lines. This is open

to the same explanation and objectionas definition 3,

and is not usually given in modern textbooks. Proclus

calls attention to the fact that the statement is hardly
true for a complete sphericalsurface.

7. Plane. A plane surface is a surface which lies

evenly with the straightlines on itselfEuclid here fol-lows

his definition of straightline,with a result that is

equallyunsatisfactory.For teachingpurposes the trans-lation

from the Greek is not clear to a beginner,since
" lies evenly

" is a term not simplerthan the one defined.

As with the definition of a straightline,so with that of

a plane,numerous efforts at improvement have "been

made. Proclus, following a hint of Heron's, defines it

as "the surface which is stretched to the utmost," and

also, this time influenced by Archimedes' s assumption

concerninga straightline, as "the least surface among

all those which have the same extremities." Heron gave

one of the best definitions,"A surface all the parts of

which have the property of fittingon [eachother]."The

definition that has met with the widest acceptance, how-ever,

is a modification of one due to Proclus, " A surface

such that a straightline fits on all parts of it." Proclus

elsewhere says, "[A plane surface is] such that the

straightline fits on it all ways,"and Heron givesit in this

form, " [A plane surface is]such that,if a straightline

pass through two points on it,the line coincides with it

at every spot,all ways." In modern form this appears as

follows :
" A surface such that a straightline joiningany

two of its pointslies wholly in the surface is called a
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plane,"and for teachingpurposes we have no better defi-nition.

It is often known as Simson's definition,having
been given by Robert Simson in 1756.

The French mathematician, Fourier,proposed to define

a plane as formed by the aggregate of all the straight
lines which, passingthrough one point on a straightline

in space, are perpendicularto that line. This is clear,

but it is not so usable for beginnersas Simson's defini-tion.

It appears as a theorem in many recent geometries.

The German mathematician, Crelle, defined a plane as

a surface containing all the straightlines (throughout
their whole length) passing through a fixed point and

also intersectinga straightline in space, but of course this

intersected straightline must not pass through the fixed

point. Crelle's definition is occasionallyseen in modern

textbooks, but it is not so clear to the pupil as Simson's.

Of the various ultrascientific definitions of a plane that

have been suggestedof late it is hardly of use to speak
in a book concerned primarilywith practicalteaching.

No one of them is adapted to the needs and the com-prehension

of the beginner,and it seems that we are not

likelyto improve upon the so-called Simson form.

8. Plane Angle. A plane angleis the inclination to

each other of two lines in a plane which meet each other

and do not lie in a straightline. This definition,it will

be noticed,includes curvilinear angles,and the expression
" and do not lie in a straightline

"
states that the lines

must not be continuous one with the other,that is,that

zero and straightanglesare excluded. Since Euclid does

not use the curvilinear angle, and it is only the recti-linear

angle with which we are concerned, we will pass

to the next definition and consider this one in connection

therewith.
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9. Rectilinear Angle. When the lines containing
the angle are straightt̂he angle is called rectilinear. This

definition,taken with the preceding one, has always
been a subjectof criticism. In the first place it expressly
excludes the straightangle, and, indeed, the angles of

Euclid are always less than 180", contrary to our mod-ern

concept. In the second place it defines angle by

means of the word " inclination,"which is itself as diffi-cult

to define as angle. To remedy these defects many

substitutes have been proposed. ApoUonius defined

angle as "a contractingof a surface or a solid at one

point under a broken line or surface." Another of the

Greeks defined it as " a quantity,namely, a distance be-tween

the lines or surfaces containingit." Schotten^

says that the definitions of angle generallyfall into

three groups:

a. An angle is the difference of direction between two

lines that meet. This is no better than Euclid's, since

"difference of direction" is as difficult to define as

" inclination."

h. An angle is the amount of turning necessary to

bring one side to the positionof the other side.

c. An angle is the portion of the plane included be-tween

its sides.

Of these, h is given by way of explanation in most

modern textbooks. Indeed, we cannot do better than

simply to define an angle as the opening between two

lines which meet, and then explain what is meant by

size,through the bringing in of the idea of rotation.

This is a simple presentation,it is easily understood,

and it is sufficientlyaccurate for the real purpose in

1 Loc. cit.,Vol. II, p. 94.
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mind, namely, the grasping of the concept. We should

franklyacknowledge that the concept of angle is such

a simple one that a satisfactorydefinition is impossible,
and we should therefore confine our attention to having
the concept understood.

10. When a straightline set up on a straightline makes

the adjacentanglesequal to one another^each of the equal

anglesis rightsand the straightline standing on the other

is called a perpendicularto that on which it stands. We

at present separate these definitions and simplifythe

language.
11. An obtuse angle is an angle greater than a right

angle.
12. An acute angleis an angle less than a rightangle.
The question sometimes asked as to whether ah angle

of 200" is obtuse, and whether a negative angle, say

" 90", is acute, is answered by saying that Euclid did

not conceive of angles equal to or greater than 180"

and had no notion of negative quantities.Generallyto-day

we define an obtuse angle as " greater than one and

less than two right angles."An acute angle is defined

as "an angle less than a rightangle,"and is considered

as positive under the general understanding that all

geometric magnitudes are positiveunless the contrary
is stated.

13. A boundary is that which is an extremityof any-thing.

The definition is not exactly satisfactory,for a

circle is the boundary of the space inclosed, but we

hardlyconsider it as the extremity of that space. Euclid

wishes the definition before No. 14.

14. A figureis that which is contained by any boundary
or boundaries. The definition is not satisfactory,since

it excludes the unlimited straightline,the angle, an
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assemblage of points,and other combinations of lines

and pointswhich we should now consider as figures.
15. ^ circle is a plane figurecontained by one line such

that all the straightlines fallingupon it from one point

among those lyingwithin the figureare equal to one another.

16. And the pointis called the center of the circle.

Some commentators add after " one line,"definition 15,

the words " which is called the circumference," but these

are not in the oldest manuscripts. The Greek idea of a

circle was usuallythat of part of a plane which is bounded

by a line called in modem times the circumference,

although Aristotle used "circle" as synonymous with

" the bounding line." With the growth of modern math-ematics,

however, and particularlyas a result of the

development of analyticgeometry, the word " circle " has

come to mean the bounding line, as it did with Aris-totle,

a century before Euclid's time. This has grown

out of the equationsof the various curves, a:^-f-y^=r^

representingthe circle-Zme,a^if-\-V^2? = a%^ representing

the ellipse-Ziw^,and so on. It is natural, therefore,that

circle,ellipse,parabola,and hyperbola should all be

looked upon as lines. Since this is the modem use of

" circle " in English,it has naturallyfound its way into

elementary geometry, in order that students should not

have to form an entirelydiflferent idea of circle on be-ginning

analyticgeometry. The general body of Ameri-can

teachers,therefore,at present favors using " circle "

to mean the bounding line and " circumference "
to mean

the length of that line. This requiresredefining" area

of a circle,"and this is done by saying that it is the

area of the plane space inclosed. The matter is not of

greatest consequence, but teachers will probably prefer
to joinin- the modern American usage of the term.
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17. Diameter. A diameter of the circle is any straight

line drawn throughthe center and terminated in both direc-tions

hy the circumferenceof the circle ând such a straight

line also bisects the circle. The word " diameter" is from

two Greek words meaning a " through measurer," and it

was also used by Euclid for the diagonalof a square,

and more generally for the diagonal of any parallelo-gram.
The word "diagonal" is a later term and means

the "through angle." It will be noticed that Euclid

adds to the usual definition the statement that a diameter

bisects the circle. He does this apparentlyto justifyhis

definition (18),of a semicircle (a half circle).

Thales is said to have been the first to prove that a

diameter bisects the circle,this being one of three or

four propositionsdefinitelyattributed to him, and it is

sometimes given as a propositionto be proved. As a

proposition,however, it is unsatisfactory,since the proof
of what is so evident usually instills more doubt than

certaintyin the minds of beginners.
18. Semicikcle. a semicircle is the figure contained

hy the diameter and the circumferencecut offhy it. And

the center of the semicircle is the same as that of the circle.

Proclus remarked that the semicircle is the only plane

figurethat has its center on its perimeter.Some writers

objectto defininga circle as a line and then speaking
of the area of a circle,showing minds that have at least

one characteristic of that of Proclus. The modern defini-tion

of semicircle is " half of a circle,"that is,an arc of

180", althoughthe term is commonly used to mean both

the arc and the segment.

19. Rectilinear Figures. Rectilinear figures are

those which are contained hy straightlines,trilateralfigures

beingthose contained by three,quadrilateralthose contained
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equal sides would not now be accepted.We are at pres-ent

more given to generalizingthan he was, and when

we have proved a propositionrelatingto the isosceles

triangle,we wish to say that we have therebyproved it

for the equilateraltriangle.We therefore say that an

isosceles trianglehas two sides equal,leavingit possible
that all three sides should be equal. The expression
" equal legs

" is now beingdiscarded on the score of inel-egance.

In place of "right-angledtriangle"modern

writers speak of " righttriangle,"and so for the obtuse

and acute triangles.The terms are briefer and are as

readilyunderstood. It may add a little interest to the

subjectto know that Plutarch tells us that the ancients

thought that " the power of the triangleis expressiveof

the nature of Pluto, Bacchus, and Mars." He also states

that the Pythagoreans called "the equilateraltriangle

the head-born Minerva and Tritogeneia(bom of Triton)
because it may be equallydivided by the perpendicular
lines drawn from each of its angles."

.22. Of quadrilateralfiguresa square is that which is both

equilateraland right-angled; an oblongthat which is right-

angled but not equilateral;a rhombus that which is equi-lateral
and not right-angled; and a rhomboid that which

has its oppositesides and anglesequal to one another^but

is neither equilateralnor right-angled.And let all quadrilat-erals

other than these be called trapezia.In this definition

Euclid also specializesin a manner not now generally

approved. Thus we are more apt to-dayto omit the oblong
and rhomboid as unnecessary, and to define " rhombus "

in such a manner as to include a square. We use "paral-lelogram
"

to cover
" rhomboid," " rhombus," " oblong,"

and "square." Yot "oblong" we use "rectangle,"let-ting

it include square. Euclid's definition of "

square
"
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illustrates his freedom in statingmore attributes than are

necessary, in order to make sure that the concept is clear ;

for he might have said that it " is that which is equilateral

and has one rightangle."We may profitby his method,

sacrificinglogicto educational necessity.Euclid does not

use "oblong,""rhombus," "rhomboid," and "trapezium"

(^pluralj" trapezia") in his proofs,so that he might well

have omitted the definitions,as we often do.

23. Parallels. Parallel straightlines are straight

lines which, beingin the same plane and beingproducedin-definitely

in both directions,do not meet one another in

either direction. This definition of parallels,simplified
in itslanguage,is the one commonly used to-day. Other

definitions have been suggested,but none has been so

generallyused. Proclus states that Posidonius gave the

definition based upon the lines always being at the same

distance apart. Geminus has the same idea in his defi-nition.

There are, as Schotten has pointed out, three

general types of definitions of parallels,namely:

a. They have no point in conmion. This may be ex-pressed

by saying that (1) they do not intersect,(2)

they meet at infinity.
b. They are equidistantfrom one another.

c. They have the same direction.

Of these, the first is Euclid's, the idea of the point

at infinitybeing suggestedby Kepler (1604). The sec-ond

part of this definition is,of course, unusable for

beginners.Dr. (now Sir Thomas) Heath says,
" It seems

best,therefore,to leave to higher geometry the concep-tion

of infinitelydistant points on a line and of two

straightlines meeting at infinity,like imaginarypointsof

intersection,and, for the purposes of elementary geom-etry,

to rely on the plaindistinction between ' parallel
'
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and 'cutting,'which average human intelligencecan

readilygrasp."
The direction definition seems to have originatedwith

Leibnitz. It is open to the serious objectionthat " direc-tion

" is not easy of definition,and that it is used very

loosely. If two people on different meridians travel due

north, do they travel in the same direction ? on paral-lel

lines? The definition is as objectionableas that of

angle as the "difference of direction" of two intersect-ing

lines.

From these definitions of the first book of Euclid we

see (1) what a small number Euclid considered as basal ;

(2) what a change has taken place in the generalization
of concepts ; (3) how the language has varied. Never-theless

we are not to be commended if we adhere to

Euclid's small number, because geometry is now taught

to pupilswhose vocabularyis limited. It is necessary to

define more terms, and to scatter the definitions through

the work for use as they are needed, instead of massmg

them at the beginning,as in a dictionary.The most

important lesson to be learned from Euclid's definitions

is that only the basal ones, relativelyfew in number,

need to be learned,and these because they are used as the

foundations upon which proofsare built. It should also

be noticed that Euclid explainsnothing in these defini-tions;

they are hard statements of fact,massed at the

beginningof his treatise. Not always as statements, and

not at all in their arrangement, are they suited to the

needs of our boys and girlsat present.

Having considered Euclid's definitions of Book I, it

is proper to turn to some of those terms that have been

added from time to time to his list,and are now usually

incorporatedin American textbooks. It will be seen that
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most of these were assumed by Euclid to be known by
his mature readers. They need to be defined for young

people,but most of them are not basal,that is,they are

not used in the proofs of propositions.Some of these

terms, such as magnitudes,curve Une, broken line,curvi-linear

figure,bisector, adjacent angles, reflex angles,

oblique angles and lines, and vertical angles, need

merely a word of explanationso that they may be used

intelligently.If they were numerous enough to make it

worth the while,they could be classified in our textbooks

as of minor importance, but such a course would cause

more trouble than it is worth.

Other terms have come into use in modern times that

are not common expressionswith which students are

familiar. Such a term is " straightangle,"a concept not

used by Euclid, but one that adds so materiallyto the

interest and value of geometry as now to be generally

recognized.There is also the word "perigon,"meaning
the whole angular space about a point. This was excluded

by the Greeks because their idea of anglerequiredit to

be less than a straightangle. The word means " around

angle,"and is the best one that has been coined for the

purpose.
" Flat angle

" and " whole angle
"

are among

the names suggested for these two modem concepts.

The terms "complement," "supplement," and "conju-gate,"

meaning the difference between a givenangleand

a rightangle,straightangle,and perigon respectively,
have also entered our vocabulary and need defining.

There are also certain terms expressingrelationship
which Euclid does not define,and which have been so

changed in recent times as to requirecareful definition at

present. Chief among these are the words " equal,"" con-gruent,"

and " equivalent."Euclid used the singleword
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"equal" for all three concepts, although some of his

recent editors have changed it to "identicallyequal"
in the case of congruence. In modern speech we use the

word "equal" commonly to mean "like-valued,""having
the same measure," as when we say the circumference of

a circle " equals
"

a straightline whose length is 2 Trr,

although it could not coincide with it. Of late,there-fore,

in Europe and America, and wherever European
influence reaches,the word " congruent

" is coming into

use to mean " identicallyequal
" in the sense of super-

posable. We therefore speak of congruent triangles

and congruent parallelogramsas being those that are

superposable.
It is a little unfortunate that "equal" has come to

be so looselyused in ordinaryconversation that we can-not

keep it to mean " congruent";but our language will

not permit it,and we are forced to use the newer word.

Whenever it can be used without misunderstanding,

however, it should be retained, as in the case of " equal

straightlines," " equal angles,"and " equal arcs of the

same circle." The mathematical and educational world

will never consent to use " congruent straightlines,"or

"congruent angles,"for the reason that the terms are

unnecessarilylong, no misunderstandingbeing possible
when " equal

" is used.

The word " equivalent"

was introduced by Legendre
at the close of the eighteenthcentury to indicate equal-ity

of length,or of area, or of volume. Euclid had said,

" Parallelogramswhich are on the same base and in the

same parallelsare equal to one another," while Legendre
and his followers would modify the wording somewhat

and introduce "equivalent" for "equal." This usage

has been retained. Congruent polygons are therefore
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necessarilyequivalent,but equivalentpolygons are not in

general congruent. Congruent polygons have mutually

equal sides and mutually equal angles,while equivalent

polygons have no equalitysave that of area.

In general,as alreadystated, these and other terms

should be defined just before they are used instead of

at the beginning of geometry. The reason for this,from

the educational standpointand considering the present

positionof geometry in the curriculum, is apparent.

We shall now consider the definitions of Euclid's Book

III,which is usuallytaken as Book II in America.

1. Equal Circles. Equal circles are those the diam-eters

of which are equalsor the radii of which are equal.

Manifestlythis is a theorem, for it asserts that if the

radii of two circles are equal,the circles may be made to

coincide. In some textbooks a proof is given by super-position,

and the proof is legitimate,but Euclid usually

avoided superpositionif possible.Nevertheless he might

as well have proved this as that two trianglesare con-gruent

if two sides and the included angle of the one

are respectivelyequal to the correspondingparts of the

other, and he might as well have postulatedthe latter

as to have substantiallypostulated this fact. For in

realitythis definition is a postulate,and it was so con-sidered

by the great Italian mathematician Tartaglia

(ca.1500-ca. 1557). The plan usuallyfollowed in Amer-ica

to-day is to consider this as one of many unproved

propositions,too evident, indeed, for proof,acceptedby
intuition. The result is a loss in the logicof Euclid, but

the method is thought to be better adapted to the mind

of the youthfullearner. It is interestingto note in this

connection that the Greeks had no word for "radius,"

and were therefore compelled to use some such phrase as
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" the straightline from the center,"or, briefly," the from

the center," as if " from the center
"

were one word.

2. Tangent. A straightline is said to touch a circle

whichy meeting the circle and beingproduced^ does not cut

the circle.

Teachers who preferto usa " circumference " instead

of "circle" for the line should notice how often such

phrases as "cut the circle" and "intersectingcircle"

are used, " phrasesthat signifynothing unless " circle "

is taken to mean the line. So Aristotle uses an expres-sion

meaning that the locus of a certain point is a circle,

and he speaks of a circle as passing through "all the

angles." Our word " touch " is from the Latin tangere^

from which comes "tangent," and also "tag," an old

touching game.

3. Tangent Circles. Circles are said to touch one

another which, meeting one anx)therd̂o not cut one another.

The definition has not been looked upon as entirely

satisfactory,even aside from its unfortunate phraseology.
It is not certain,for instance,whether Euclid meant that

the circles could not cut at some other point than that

of tangency. Furthermore, no distinction is made be-tween

external and internal contact, althoughboth forms

are used in the propositions.Modern textbook makers

find it convenient to define tangent circles as those that

are tangent to the same straightline at the same point,
and to define external and internal tangency by refer-ence

to their positionwith respect to the line,although
this may be characterized as open to about the same

objectionas Euclid's.

4. Distance. In a circle straightlines are said to be

equallydistant from the center^ when the perpendiculars
dravm to them from the center are equal.
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the extremities of the straightline which is the base of the

segment^ is contained hy the straightlines so joined.

Such an involyed definition would not be usable to-day.

Moreover, the words "circumference of the segment"
would not be used.

9. And when the straightlines containingthe angle cut

offa circumference t̂he angle is said to sta7id upon that

circumference,

10. Sector. A sector of a circle is the figuretvhich,

when an angle is constructed at the center of the circle îs

contained hy the straightlines containingthe an^le and the

circumferencecut offhy them.

There is no reason for such an extended definition,

our modern phraseologybeing both more exact (as seen

in the above use of "circumference" for "arc") and more

intelligible.The Greek word for " sector
" is " knife "

(tomeus^ "̂sector" beingthe Latin translation. A sector is

supposed to resemble a shoemaker's knife,and hence the

significanceof the term. Euclid followed this by a defi-nition

of similar sectors, a term now generallyabandoned

as unnecessary.

It will be noticed that Euclid did not use or define the

word " polygon." He uses " rectilinear figure" instead.

Polygon may be defined to be a bounding line,as a circle

is now defined,or as the space inclosed by a broken line,

or as a figureformed by a broken line,thus including
both the limited plane and its boundary. It is not of

any great consequence geometricallywhich of these ideas

is adopted,so that the usual definition of a portion of a

plane bounded by a broken line may be taken as suffi-cient

for elementary purposes. It is proper to call atten-tion,

however, to the fact that we may have cross polygons

of various types, and that the line that " bounds " the
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polygon must be continuous, as the definition states.

That is,in the second of these figuresthe shaded portion
is not considered a polygon. Such

specialcases are not liable to arise,

but ifquestionsrelatingto them are

suggested,the teacher should be

prepared to answer them. If sug-gested

to a class, a note of this

kind should come out only inci-dentally

as a bit of interest,and

should not occupy much time nor

be unduly emphasized.
It may also be mentioned to a class at some convenient

time that the old idea of a polygon was that of a convex

figure,and that the modern idea,which is met in higher

mathematics, leads to a modification of earlier concepts.

For example, here is a 2) b ^ C

quadrilateralwith one

of its diagonals,BD^ out-side

the figure.Further-more,

if we consider a

quadrilateralas a figure
formed by four intersect-ing

lines,AC^ CF^ BE^ and EA^ it is apparent that this

general quadrilateralhas six vertices,A^ j5, C, 2", E^ F,

and three diagonals,AD, BF, and CE, Such broader

ideas of geometry form the basis of what is called

modem elementary geometry.

The other definitions of plane geometry need not be

discussed,since all that have any historical interest have

been considered. On the whole it may be said that our

definitions to-day are not in generalso carefullyconsid-ered

as those of Euclid, who weighed each word with
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greatestskill,but they are more teachable to beginners,
and are, on the whole, more satisfactoryfrom the educa-tional

standpoint.The greatestlesson to be learned from

this discussion is that the number of basal definitions to

be learned for subsequent use is very small.

Since teachers are occasionallydisturbed over the form

in which definitions are stated,it is well to say a few

words upon this subject.There are several standard

types that may be used. (1) We may use the diction-ary

form, putting the word defined first,thus: ^' Right

triangle.A trianglethat has one of its angles a right

angle." This is scientificallycorrect, but it is not a com-plete

sentence, and hence it is not easilyrepeatedwhen

it has to be quoted as an authority.(2) We may put

the word defined at the end, thus : " A trianglethat has

one of its anglesa rightangle is called a righttriangle."
This is more satisfactory.(3) We may combine (1)
and (2),thus : ^'-Righttriangle.A trianglethat has one

of its angles a right angle is called a righttriangle."

This is still better, for it has the catchword at the

beginning of the paragraph.
There is occasionallysome mental agitationover the

trivial thingsof a definition,such as the use of the words

"is called." It would not be a very serious matter if

they were omitted, but it is better to have them there.

The reason is that they mark the statement at once as a

definition. For example, suppose we say that " a trian-gle

that has one of its angles a rightangle is a right

triangle."We have also the fact that " a trianglewhose

base is the diameter of a semicircle and whose vertex

lies on the semicircle is a righttriangle."The styleof

statement is the same, and we have nothingin the phrase-ology
to show that the firstis a definition and the second
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a theorem. This may happen with most of the definitions,

and hence the most careful writers have not consented

to omit the distinctive words in question.

Apropos of the definitions of geometry, the great

French philosopherand mathematician, Pascal, set forth

certain rules relatingto this subject,as also to the axioms

employed, and these may properly sum up this chapter.
1. Do not attempt to define terms so well known in

themselves that there are no simplerterms by which to

express them.

2. Admit no obscure or equivocal terms without

definingthem.

3. Use in the definitions only terms that are perfectly
understood or are there explained.

4. Omit no necessary principleswithout generalagree-ment,

however clear and evident they may be.

5. Set forth in the axioms only those thingsthat are

in themselves perfectlyevident.

6. Do not attempt to demonstrate anything that is so

evident in itself that there is nothing more simple by
which to prove it.

7. Prove whatever is in the least obscure, using in the

demonstration only axioms that are perfectlyevident

in themselves, or propositionsalreadydemonstrated or

allowed.

8. In case of any uncertaintyarisingfrom a term em-ployed,

always substitute mentally the definition for the

term itself.

Bibliography. Heath, Euclid, as cited ; Frankland, The First

Book of Euclid, as cited ; Smith, Teaching of Elementary Mathe-matics,

p. 257, New York, 1900 ; Young, Teaching of Mathematics,

p. 189, New York, 1907 ; Yeblen, On Definitions,in the Monist,

1903, p. 303.



CHAPTER XIII

HOW TO ATTACK THE EXERCISES

The old geometry, say of a century ago, usually con-sisted,

as has been stated, of a series of theorems fully

proved and of problems fully solved. During the nine-teenth

century exercises were gradually introduced, thus

developing geometry from a science in which one learned

by seeing things done, into one in which he gained power

by actually doing things. Of the nature of these exer-cises

("originals," "riders"), and of their gradual

change in the past few years, mention has been made in

Chapter VII. It now remains to consider the methods

of attacking these exercises.

It is evident that there is no single method, and this is

a fortunate fact, since if it were not so, the attack would

be too mechanical to be interesting. There is no one

rule for solving every problem nor even for seeing how

to begin. On the other hand, a pupil is saved some time

by having his attention called to a few rather definite

lines of attack, and he will undoubtedly fare the better

by not wasting his energies over attempts that are in

advance doomed to failure.

There are two general questions to be considered :

first,as to the discovery of new truths, and second, as to

the proof. With the first the pupil will have little to do,

not having as yet arrived at this stage in his progress.

A bright student may take a little interest in seeing what

160
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he can find out that is new (atleast to him),and if so, he

may be told that many new propositionshave been dis-covered

by the accurate drawing of figures;that some

have been found by actuallyweighing piecesof sheet

metal of certain sizes; and that still others have made

themselves known through paper folding.In all of these

cases, however, the supposedpropositionmust be proved
before it can be accepted.

As to the proof,the pupil usuallywanders about more

or less until he strikes the rightline,and then he follows

this to the conclusion. He should not be blamed for

doing this,for he is pursuingthe method that the world

followed in the earliest times, and one that has always

been common and always will be. This is the synthetic

method, the buildingup of the proof from propositions

previouslyproved. If the propositionis a theorem, it is

usually not difficult to recall propositionsthat may lead

to the demonstration, and to select the ones that are

reallyneeded. If it is a problem, it is usuallyeasy to

look ahead and see what is necessary for the solution

and to select the precedingpropositionsaccordingly.
But pupilsshould be told that if they do not rather

easilyfind the necessary propositionsfor the construc-tion

or the proof,they should not delayin resortingto

another and more systematicmethod. This is known as

the method of analysis,and it is applicableboth to theo-rems

and to problems. It has several forms, but it is of

little service to a pupil to have these differentiated,and

it suffices that he be given the essential feature of all

these forms, a feature that goes back to Plato and his

school in the fifth century B.C.

For a theorem, the method of analysisconsists in

reasoningas follows :
" I can prove this propositionif I
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can prove this thing; I can prove this thingif I can prove

that ; I can prove that if I can prove a third thing,"and

so the reasoningruns until the pupil comes to the point
where he is able to add, "but I can prove that." This

does not prove the proposition,but it enables him to

reverse the process, beginning with the thing he can

prove and going back, step by step,to the thingthat he

is to prove. Analysis is,therefore,his method of dis-covery

of the way in which he may arrange his synthetic

proof. Pupils often wonder how any one ever came to

know how to arrange the proofsof geometry, and this

answers the question.Some one guessedthat a statement

was true ; he appliedanalysisand found that he could

prove it ; he then appliedsynthesisand did prove it.

For a problem, the method of analysisis much the

same as in the case of a theorem. Two things are in-volved,

however, instead of one, for here we must make

the construction and then prove that this construction is-

correct. The pupil,therefore,firstsupposes the problem

solved, and sees what results follow. He then reverses-

the process and sees if he can attain these results and thus-

effect the requiredconstruction. If so, he states the proc-ess

and givesthe resultingproof. For example :

In a triangleABC^ to draw PQ parallelto the base AB^

cuttingthe sides in P and Q, so that PQ shall equalJP + BCi^

Analysis. Assume the problem solved.

Then AP must equal some part of PQ as

PX, and B(),must equal QX.

But if AP=PX, what must Z.PXA equal ?

"." PQ is IIto AB, what does Z PXA equal ?

Then why must Z BAX = ZXAP?

Similarly,what about Z QBX and Z XBA ?

Construction. Now reverse the process. What may we dotoAA and

Bin order to fix X? Then how shall PQ be drawn? Now givethe proof.
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2. Set forth very exactlythe thingthat is given,using
letters relatingto the figurethat has been drawn. Then

set forth with the same exactness the thing that is to be

proved. The neglect to do this is the cause of a large

per cent of the failures. The knowing of exactlywhat

we have to do and exactlywhat we have with which to

do it is half the battle.

3. If the propositionseems hazy, the difficultyis prob-ably
with the wording. In this case try substitutingthe

definition for the name of the thing defined. Thus in-stead

of thinkingtoo long about proving that the median

to the base of an isosceles triangleis perpendicularto

the base, draw the figure and

think that there is given

AC=BC, /

AD = BD, /

and that there is to be proved that /

Z CDA = Z BDC.
^

Here we have replaced"median," "isosceles,"and "per-pendicular
" by statements that express the same idea hi

simpler language.
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CHAPTER XIV

BOOK I AND ITS PROPOSITIONS

Having considered the nature of the geometry that

we have inherited, and some of the opportunitiesfor

improving upon the methods of presentingit,the next

questionthat arises is the all-importantone of the sub-ject

matter, What shall geometry be in detail? Shall

it be the text or the sequence of Euclid ? Few teachers

have any such idea at the present time. Shall it be a

mere dabblingwith forms that are seen in mechanics or

architecture,with no serious logicalsequence ? This is an

equallydangerous extreme. Shall it be an entirelynew

styleof geometry based upon groups of motions ? This

may sometime be developed,but as yet it exists in the

future if it exists at all,since the recent efforts in this

respect are generallyquite as illsuited to a young pupil

as is Euclid's " Elements " itself.

No one can deny the truth of M. Bourlet's recent

assertion that " Industry,daughter of the science of the

nineteenth century, reigns to-day the mistress of the

world; she has transformed all ancient methods, and

she has absorbed in herself almost all human activity."^

Neither can one deny the justiceof his comparison of

Euclid with a noble piece of Gothic architecture and of

his assertion that as modern life demands another type
of building,so it demands another type of geometry.

1 Address at Brussels,August, 1910.
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But what does this mean ? That geometry is to exist

merely as it touches industry,or that bad architecture is

to replacethe good ? By no means. A buildingshould

to-dayhave steam heat and elevators and electric lights,
but it should be constructed of justas enduringmaterials

as the Parthenon, and it should have lines as pleasingas

those of a Gothic fagade. Architecture should still be

artistic and construction should stillbe substantial,else

a building can never endure. So geometry must still

exemplifygood logicand must stillbring to the pupil a

feelingof exaltation, or it will perishand become a mere

relic in the museum of human culture.

What, then, shall the propositionsof geometry be, and

in what manner shall they answer to the challengeof the

industrial epoch in which we live ? In reply,they must

be better adaptedto young minds and to all young minds

than Euclid ever intended his own propositionsto be.

Furthermore, they must have a richness of application
to pure geometry, in the way of carefullychosen exer-cises,

that Euclid never attempted. And finally,they

must have applicationto this same life of industryof

which we have spoken,whenever this can reallybe found,

but there must be no sham and pretense about it,else

the very honesty that permeated the ancient geometry

will seem to the pupil to be wanting in the whole subject.^

Until some geometry on a radicallydifferent basis shall

appear, and of this there is no very hopefulsign at pres-ent,

the propositionswill be the essential ones of Euclid,

excludingthose that may be considered merely intuitive,

and excludingall that are too difficult for the pupilwho

iFor a recent discussion of this general subject, see Professor

Hobson on "The Tendencies of Modern Mathematics," in the Educor

tional Review, New York, 1910, Vol. XL, p. 624.
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to-daytakes up their study. The number will be limited

in a reasonable way, and every genuine type of applica-tion
will be placed before the teacher to be used as

necessityrequires.But a fair amount of logicwill be

retained,and the efifort to make of geometry an empty
bauble of a listless mind will be rejectedby every worthy
teacher. What the propositionsshould be is a matter

upon which opinions may justlydiffer; but in this

chapter there is set forth a reasonable list for Book I,

arranged in a workable sequence, and this list may fairly
be taken as typicalof what the American school will prob-ably

use for many years to come. With the list is given

a set of typicalapplications,and some of the general in-formation

that will add to the interest in the work and

that should form part of the equipment of the teacher.

An ancient treatise was usuallywritten on a kind of

paper called papyrus, made from the pithof a largereed

formerlycommon in Egypt, but now growing luxuriantly

only above Khartum in Upper Egypt, and near Syracuse
in Sicily; or else it was written on parchment, so called

from Pergamos in Asia Minor, where skins were first

prepared in parchment form ; or occasionallythey were

written on ordinaryleather. In any case they were gen-erally

written on long stripsof the material used, and

these were rolled up and tied. Hence we have such an

expressionas "keeping the roll" in school, and such

a word as " volume," which has in it the same root as

" involve "

(toroll in),and " evolve "

(toroll out). Sev-eral

of these rolls were often necessary for a singletreat-ise,

in which case each was tied,and all were kepttogether
in a receptacleresembling a pail,or in a compartment

on a shelf. The Greeks called each of the separate parts

of a treatise biblion (fii^^lov)^a word meaning " book."
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Hence we have the books of the Bible, the books of

Homer, and the books of Euclid. From the same root,

indeed, comes Bible,bibliophile(booklover),bibliography

(listof books),and kindred words. Thus the books of

geometry are the largechaptersof the subject," chapter"

being from the Latin caput (head),a section under a new

heading. There have been efforts to change " books "
to

"chapters,"but they have not succeeded, and there is

no reason why they should succeed, for the term is clear

and has the sanction of long usage.

Theorem. If two lines intersectt̂he vertical anglesare

equal.

This was Euclid's Proposition15, being put so late

because he based the proof upon his Proposition13, now

thought to be best taken without proof,namely, " If a

straightline set upon a straightline makes angles,it will

make either two rightangles or anglesequal to two right

angles." It is found to be better pedagogy to assume

that this follows from the definition of straightangle,
with reference,if necessary, to the meaning of the sum of

two angles. This propositionon vertical anglesis prob-ably
the best one with which to begin geometry, since it

is not so evident as to seem to need no proof,although

some preferto rank it as semiobvious, while the proof
is so simple as easilyto be understood. Eudemus, a

Greek who wrote not long before Euclid, attributed

the discoveryof this propositionto Thales of Miletus

(ca.640-548 B.C.),one of the Seven Wise Men of Greece,

of whom Proclus wrote: "Thales it was who visited

Egypt and first transferred to Hellenic soil this theory
of geometry. He himself, indeed, discovered much, but

still more did he introduce to his successors the prin-ciples
of the science."
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The propositionis the only basal one relatingto the

intersection of two lines,and hence there are no others

with which it is necessarilygrouped. This is the reason

for placing it by itself,followed by the congruence

theorems.

There are many familiar illustrations of this theorem.

Indeed, any two crossed lines,as in a pair of shears or

the legs of a camp stool,bring it to mind. The word

" straight
" is here omitted before " lines " in accordance

with the modern convention that the word "line" un-modified

means a straightline. Of course in cases of

specialemphasis the adjectiveshould be used.

Theorem. Two trianglesare congruent if two sides "^
and the included angle of the one are equalrespectivelyto

two sides and the included angle of the other.

This is Euclid's Proposition4, his first three proposi-tions

beingproblems of construction. This would there-fore

have been his first propositionif he had placed his

problems later,as we do to-day.The words "congruent"
and " equal

"

are not used as in Euclid, for reasons already
set forth on page 151. There have been many attempts

to rearrange the propositionsof Book I,puttingin sepa-rate

groups those concerning angles,those concerning

triangles,and those concerningparallels,but they have

all failed,and for the cogent reason that such a scheme

destroysthe logicalsequence. This proposition may

properlyfollow the one on vertical anglessimplybecause

the latter is easier and does not involve superposition.

As far as possible,Euclid and all other good geome-ters

avoid the proof by superposition.As a practical

test superpositionis valuable, but as a theoretical one it

is open to numerous objections.As Peletier pointedout

in his (1557) edition of Euclid, if the superpositionof
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lines and figurescould freelybe assumed as a method of

demonstration, geometry would be full of such proofs.
There would be no reason, for example, why an angle
should not be constructed equal to a given angle by

superposingthe givenangleon another part of the plane.

Indeed, it is possiblethat we might then assume to bisect

an angle by imagining the plane folded like a piece of

paper. Heath (1908) has pointedbut a subtle defect in

Euclid's proof,in that it is said that because two lines

are equal, they can be made to coincide. Euclid says,

practically,that if two lines can be made to coincide,

they are equal,but he does not say that if two straight
lines are equal, they can be made to coincide. For the

purposes of elementarygeometry the matter is hardly
worth bringingto the attention of a pupil,but it shows

that even Euclid did not cover every point.

Applicationsof this propositionare easilyfound, but

they are all very much alike. There are dozens of meas-urements

that can be made by simply constructinga

trianglethat shall be congruent to another triangle.It

seems hardly worth the while at this time to do more

than mention one typicalcase,^leavingit to teachers who

may find it desirable to suggest others to their pupils.

Wishing to measure the distance

across a river, some boys sighted
from ^ to a point P. They then

turned and measured AB a,t right

angles to ^P. They placed a stake

at 0, halfway from A to B, and

drew a perpendicular to AB at B,

They placed a stake at C, on this

perpendicular, and in line with 0 and P. They then found

the width by measuring BC. Prove that they were right.

1 A more extended list of applicationsis given later in this work.
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to this point. This seems more reasonable than any of

the various plans suggested,and it is found in so many

practicalgeometriesof the first century of printingthat

itseems to have longbeen a common expedient.The stone

astrolabe from Mesopotamia, now preservedin the Brit-ish

Museum, shows that such instruments for the meas-uring

of angles are very old, and for the purposes of

Sixteenth-Century Mensuration

Belli's " Del Misurar con la Vista," Venice, 1669

Thales even a pair of large compasses would have an-swered

very well. An illustration of the method is seen

in Belli's work of 1569, as here shown. At the top of

the picturea man is gettingthe angle by means of the

visor of his cap ; at the bottom of the picture a man is

using a ruler screwed to a staff.̂ The story goes that

iThis illustration,taken from a book in the author's library,

appeared in a valuable monograph by W. E. Stark, " Measuring In-struments

of Long Ago," published in School Science and Matfiematics,

Vol. X, pp. 48, 126. With others of the same nature it is here re-produced

by the courtesy of Principal Stark and of the editors of the

journal in which it appeared.
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one of Napoleon'sengineerswon the imperialfavor by
quicklymeasuring the width of a stream that blocked

the progress of the army, using this very method.

This propositionis the reciprocalor dual of the pre-ceding

one. The relation between the two may be seen

from the followingarrangement :

Two trianglesare congruent Two trianglesare congruent
if two sides and the included if two angles and the included

angle of the one are equal re- side of the one are equal re-spectively

to two sides and the spectivelyto two anglesand the

included angle of the other. included side of the other.

In general,to every propositioninvolvingpointsand

lines there is ^ reciprocalpropositioninvolvinglines and

pointsrespectivelythat is often true, " indeed, that is

always true in a certain line of propositions.This rela-tion

is known as the Principleof Reciprocityor of Dual-ity.

Instead of points and lines we have here angles

(suggestedby the vertex points)and lines. It is inter-esting

to a class to have attention called to such rela-tions,

but it is not of sufficient importancein elementary

geometry to justifymore than a reference here and there.

There are other dual features that are seen in geometry

besides those given above.

Theorem. In an isosceles trianglethe anglesopposite
the equal sides are equal.

This is Euclid's Proposition5,the second of his theo-rems,

but he adds, "and if the equal straightlines be

produced further,the anglesunder the base will be equal

to one another." Since, however, he does not use this

second part, its genuineness is doubted. He would not

admit the common proof of to-dayof supposing the ver-tical

anglebisected,because the problem about bisecting

an angle does not precede this proposition,and therefore
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his proof is much more involved than ours. He makes

CX=CY^ and proves AXBC and YAC eongruent, ând

also A XBA and YAB congruent. Then from Z-YAChQ

takes Z.YAB^ leavingZ.BACj and so on

the other side, leaving Z CBA, these

therefore being equal.

This propositionhas long been called

the pons asinorum, or bridgeof asses, but

no one knows where or when the name

arose. It is usuallystated that it came

from the fact that fools could not cross this bridge,and

it is a fact that in the Middle Ages this was often the

limit of the student's progress in geometry. It has how-ever

been suggested that the name came from Euclid's

figure,which resembles the simplest type of a wooden

truss bridge. The name is appliedby the French to

the Pythagorean Theorem.

Proclus attributes the discoveryof this propositionto

Thales. He also says that Pappus (thirdcentury A.D.),

a Greek commentator on Euclid, proved the proposition

as follows :

Let ABC he the triangle,with AB =AC. Conceive of this as

two triangles;then AB =AC, AC = A By and Z ^ is common;

hence the ^ABC and ACB are congruent, and jiB oi the one

equals Z C of the other.

This is a better plan than that followed by some text-book

writers of imaginingA ABC taken up and laid down

on itself.Even to lay it down on its " trace
" is more

objectionablethan the plan of Pappus.

1 In speaking of two congruent trianglesit is somewhat easier to

follow the congruence if the two are read in the same order, even

though the relatively unimportant counterclockwise reading is neg-lected.

No one should be a slave to such a formalism, but should fol-low

the plan when convenient.
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Theorem. If two anglesof a triangleare equalsthe sides

oppositethe equalanglesare equalsand the triangleisisosceles.

The statement is,of course, tautological,the last five

words being unnecessary from the mathematical stand-point,

but of value at this stage of the student's progress

as emphasizingthe nature of the triangle.Euclid stated

the propositionthus, " If in a triangletwo anglesbe equal
to one another, the sides which subtend the equal angles
will also be equal to one another." He did not define

"subtend," supposing such words to be alreadyunder-stood.

This is the first case of a converse proposition
in geometry. Heath distinguishesthe logicalfrom the

geometricconverse. The logicalconverse of Euclid I,5,

would be that ^^some triangleswith two anglesequal are

isosceles,"while the geometric converse is the propo-sition

as stated. Proclus called attention to two forms

of converse (and in the course of the work, but not

at this time, the teacher may have to do the same) :

(1) the complete converse, in which that which is given
in one becomes that which is to lieproved in the other,

and vice versa, as in this and the precedingproposition;

(2) the partialconverse, in which two (or even more)

thingsmay be given,and a certain thing is to be proved,

the converse being that one (or more) of the preceding

thingsis now given,togetherwith what was to be proved,
and the other given thing is now to be proved. Symbol-ically,

if it is given that a = b and c = d^ to prove that

x = y^ the partialconverse would have given a = 6 and

a; = y, to prove that c = d.

Several proofs for the propositionhave been sug-gested,

but a careful examination of all of them shows

that the one given below is,all things considered, the

best one for pupilsbeginninggeometry and followingthe

/
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sequence laid down in this chapter. It has the sanction

of some of the most eminent mathematicians, and while

not as satisfactoryin some respects as the reductio ad ah-

surdum^ mentioned below, it is more satisfactoryin most

particulars.The proof is as follows :

c c

Given the triangleABC, with the angle A equal to the angle B.

To prove that AC = BC.

Proof. Suppose the second triangleA'B'C to be an exact re-production

of the given triangleABC.

Turn the triangleA'B'C over and place it upon ABC ^o that

B' shall fall on A and A' shall fall on B,

Then B'A' will coincide with AB,

Therefore C will fall on both A C and BC, and hence at their

intersection.
. o'/^/

_
j /^

But B'C was made equal to BC.

.\AC = BC. Q.E.D.

If the propositionshould be postponed until after the

one on the sum of the angles of a triangle,the proof
would be simpler,but it is advantageousto couple it with

its immediate predecessor.This simpler proof consists
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in bisectingthe vertical angle,and then proving the two

trianglescongruent. Among the other proofsis that of

the reductio ad absurdum, which the student might now

meet, but which may better be postponed. The phrase
reductio ad ahsurdum seems likelyto continue in spite
of the efforts to find another one that is simpler.Such

a proof is also called an indirect proof,but this term is

not altogethersatisfactory.Probably both names should

be used, the Latin to explainthe nature of the English.
The Latin name is merely a translation of one of several

Greek names used by Aristotle,a second being in Eng-lish
" proofby the impossible,"and a third being " proof

leadingto the impossible."If teachers desire to intro-duce

this form of proof here, it must be borne in mind

that only one suppositioncan be made if such a proof
is to be valid,for if two are made, then an absurd con-clusion

simply shows that either or both must be false,

but we do not know which is false,or if only one is false.

Theorem. Two trianglesare congruent if the three sides

ofthe one are equalrespectivelyto the three sides of the other.

It would be desirable to place this after the fourth

propositionmentioned in this list if it could be done, so

as to get the trianglesin a group, but we need the fourth

one for proving this,so that the arrangement cannot be

made, at least with this method of proof.

This propositionis a " partialconverse
" of the second propo-sition

in this list; for if the triangles are ABC and A'B'C%

with sides a, h,c and a',J',c\ then the second propositionasserts

that iih = h\ c = c\ and ZA "Z.A\ then a = a' and the triangles

are congruent, while this propositionasserts that if a = a',6 = h\

and c = c\ then Z.A
"

AA' and the trianglesare congruent.

The propositionwas known at least as early as Aris-totle's

time. Euclid proved it by insertinga preliminary
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propositionto the effect that it is impossibleto have on

the same base AB and the same side of it two different

trianglesABC and ABC\ with AC= AC^, 2LndBC= BC'.

The proof ordinarilygiven to-day,wherein the two tri-angles

are constructed on oppositesides of the base, is

due to Philo of Byzantium, who lived after Euclid's time

but before the Christian era, and it is also given by Pro-

clus. There are reallythree cases, if one wishes to be

overparticular,correspondingto the three pairsof equal

sides. But if we are allowed to take the longestside for

the common base, only one case need be considered.

Of the applicationsof the propositionone of the most

important relates to making a figurerigidby means of

diagonals.For example, how many diagonalsmust be

drawn in order to make a quadrilateralrigid? to make

a pentagon rigid? a hexagon ? a polygon of n sides. In

particular,the followingquestionsmay be

asked of a class :

1. Three iron rods are hinged at the ex-tremities,

as shown in this figure. Is the figure

rigid? Why?
2. Four iron rods are hinged, as shown in

this figure. Is the figurerigid? If not, where

would you put in the fifth rod to make it rigid?

Prove that this would accomplish the result.

Another interestingapplicationrelates to the most

ancient form of leveling
instrument known to us.

This kind of level is pic-tured

on very ancient

monuments, and it is still

used in many parts of the

world. Pupils in manual trainingmay make such an in-strument,

and indeed one is easilymade out of cardboard.
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Theorem. The sum of two lines drawn from a given

point to the extremities of a given line is greater than

the sum of two other lines similarlydrawn^ but included

hy them.

It should be noted that the words "the extremities

of "

are necessary, for it is possibleto draw from a cer-tain

pointwithin a certain triangletwo lines to the base

such that their sum is greater than the sum of the other

two sides. c

Thus, in the right triangle ABC

draw any line CX from C to the base.

Make JC F= ^ C, and CP = P y. Then

it is easily shown that PB + PX "

CB + CA.

It is interestingto a class to have a teacher point out that, in

this figure, AP-{^ PB " AC+ CB, and AP" -{"P'B " AP + PB,

and that the nearer P gets to AB,

the shorter AP-{-PB becomes, the

limit being the line AB. From this y^ ^^^
we may infer(although we have not y^^'^^^^^F^
proved) that " a straightline (^AB) is

the shortest path between two points." A

Theorem. Only one perpendicularcan he drawn to a

given linefrom a given external point.

Theorem. Two lines drawn from a pointin a perpen-dicular

to a given line^cuttingoffon the given line equal

segments from the foot of the perpendicularâre equal and

make equalangles with the perpendicular.
Theorem. Of two lines drawn from the same pointin

a perpendicularto a given line,cuttingoffon the line un-equal

segments from the foot of the perpendicular, the more

remote is the greater.

Theorem. The perpendicularis the shortest line that

can he drawn to a straightline from a given external point.
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These four propositions,while known to the ancients

and incidentallyused, are not explicitlystated by Euclid.

The reason seems to be that he interspersedhis problems

with his theorems, and in his Propositions11 and 12,

which treat of drawing a perpendicularto a line,the

essential features of these theorems are proved. Further

mention will be made of them when we come to consider

the problems in question. Many textbook writers put the

second and third of the four before the first,forgetting
that the first is assumed in the other two, and hence

should precedethem.

Theorem. Two right trianglesare congruent if the

hypotenuseand a side of the one are equal respectivelyto

the hypotenuseand a side of the other.

Theorem. Two right trianglesare congruent if the

hypotenuseand an adjacentangle of the one are equal re-spectively

to the hypotenuseand an adjacentangle of the

other.

As stated in the notes on the third propositionin this

sequence, Euclid's cumbersome Proposition 26 covers

several cases, and these two among them. Of course this

present propositioncould more easilybe proved after the

one concerningthe sum of the anglesof a triangle,but

the proof is so simple that it is better to leave the propo-sition

here in connection with others concerningtriangles.
Theorem. Two lines in the same plane perpendicular

to the same line cannot meet, however far theyare produced.
This propositionis not in Euclid, and it is introduced

for educational rather than for mathematical reasons.

Euclid introduced the subjectby the propositionthat,if

alternate angles are equal, the lines are parallel.It is,

however, simpler to begin with this proposition,and

there is some advantage in statingit in such a way as to

X'^
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prove that parallelsexist before they are defined. The

propositionis properly followed by the definition of

parallelsand by the postulatethat has been discussed

on page 127.

A good applicationof this propositionis the one con-cerning

a method of drawing parallellines by the use of

a carpenter'ssquare. Here two lines are drawn perpen-dicular

to the edge of a board or a ruler, and these are

parallel.
Theorem. If a line is perpendicularto one of two

parallellines ît isperpendicularto the other also.

This, like the precedingproposition,is a specialcase

under a later theorem. It simplifiesthe treatment of

parallels,however, and the beginner finds it easier to

approach the difficulties gradually,through these two

cases of perpendiculars.It should be noticed that this

is an example of a partialconverse, as explainedon page

175. The precedingpropositionmay be stated thus: If

a is 1. to X and 6 is " to a:, then a is II to b. This propor

sition may be stated thus : li a is " to x and a is IIto 6,

then 6 is JL to x. This is,therefore,a partialconverse.

These two propositionshaving been proved,the usual

definitions of the angles made by a transversal of two

parallelsmay be given. It is unfortunate that we have

no name for each of the two groups of four equalangles,
and the name of " transverse angles

" has been suggested.
This would simplifythe statements of certain other prop-ositions

; thus :
" If two parallellines are cut by a trans-versal,

the transverse anglesare equal,"and this includes

two propositionsas usuallygiven. There is not as yet,

however, any general sanction for the term.

Theorem. If two parallellines are cut by a trans-versal^

the alternate-interior anglesare equal.
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Euclid gave this as half of liisProposition29. Indeed,

he givesonly four theorems on parallels,as againstfive

propositionsand several corollaries in most of our Amerx

ican textbooks. The reason for increasingthe number is

that each propositionmay be less involved. Thus, instead

of having one propositionfor both, exterior and interior

angles,modem authors usuallyhave one for the exterior

and one for the interior,so as to make the difficult sub-ject

of parallelseasier for beginners.
Theorem. When two straightlines in the same plane

are cut by a transversal^if the alternate-interior angles are

equalythe two straightlines are parallel.

This is the converse of the precedingtheorem, and is

half of Euclid I, 28, his theorem being divided for the

reason above stated. There are several typicalpairsof

equal or supplemental anglesthat would lead to parallel

lines,of which Euclid uses only part,leavingthe other

cases to be inferred. This accounts for the number of

corollaries in this connection in later textbooks.

Surveyors make use of this propositionwhen they

wish, without using a transit instrument, to run one line

parallelto another.

For example, suppose two boys are laying out a tennis court

and they wish to run a line through P parallelto AB. Take a

60-foot tape and swing it around P until the other end rests on

AB, as at M. Put a

Q
stake at 0, 30 feet

from P and 3/. Then

take any convenient

point N on AB, and

measure ON. Sup-

posieit equals20 feet.

Then sight from N

through 0, and put a stake at Q just20 feet from 0. Then P and Q

determine the parallel,according to the propositionjustmentioned.
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Theorem. If two parallellines are cut hy a transversal^

the exterior-interior anglesare equal.
This is also a part of Euclid I, 29. It is usually fol-lowed

by several corollaries,coveringthe minor and ob-vious

cases omitted by the older writers. While it would

be possibleto dispensewith these corollaries,they are

helpfulfor definite reference in later propositions.
Theorem. The sum of the three angles of a triangleis

equalto two rightangles.
Euclid stated this as follows : " In any triangle,if one

of the sides be produced,the exterior angle is equal to the

two interior and oppositeangles,and the three interior

anglesof the triangleare equal to two rightangles."This

states more than is necessary for the basal fact of the prop-osition,

which is the constancy of the sum of the angles.

The theorem is one of the three most importantpropo-sitions

in plane geometry, the other two being the so-

called Pythagorean Theorem, and a propositionrelating
to the proportionalityof the sides of two triangles.These

three form the foundation of trigonometryand of the

mensuration of plane figures.
The historyof the propositionis extensive. Eutocius

(ca, 510 A.D.),in his commentary on Apollonius,says
that Geminus (firstcentury B.C.) testified that "the

ancients investigatedthe theorem of the two right

anglesin each individual speciesof triangle,first in the

equilateral,again in the isosceles,and afterwards in the

scalene triangle."This, indeed, was the ancient plan,

to proceed from the particularto the general. It is the

natural order, it is the world's order, and it is well to

follow it in all cases of difficultyin the classroom.

Proclus (410-485 a.d.) tells us that Eudemus, who

lived just before Euclid (or probably about 325 B.C.),
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affirmed that the theorem was due to the Pythagoreans,

although this does not necessarilymean to* the actual

pupilsof Pythagoras. The proofas he givesit consists in

showing that a=a\ h=b\ and

a^'\-c-{-V= two rightangles.
Since the propositionabout

the exterior angle of a tri-angle

is attributed to Philip-

pus of Mende (ca,380 B.C.),the figuregivenby Eudemus

is probablythe one used by the Pythagoreans.
There is also some reason for believingthat Thales

(ca,600 B.C.)knew the theorem, for Diogenes Laertius

(ca, 200 A.D.)quotes Pamphilius (firstcentury a.d.) as

saying that "he, having learned geometry from the

Egyptians,was the first to inscribe a right trianglein

a circle,and sacrificed an ox." The proof of this propo-sition

requiresthe knowledge that the sum of the angles,

at least in a righttriangle,is two rightangles. The propo-sition

is frequentlyreferred to by Aristotle.

There have been numerous attempts to prove the

propositionwithout the use of parallellines. Of these

a German one, first given by Thibaut in the earlypart
of the eighteenthcentury, is among the most interesting.
This, in simplified

form,is as follows:

Suppose an indefi-nite

line XY to lie

on A B. Let it swing
about A, counter-clockwise,

through

/.A, so as to lie on

JCas.Y^r'. Then

let it swing about C,

through Z C, so as to lie on CB, as X''Y'\ Then let it swing about

B, through Z B, so as to lie on BA, as X'''Y''\ It now lies on AB,
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but it is turned over, X''^ being where Y was, and V' where A"

was. In turning through AA,B, and C it has therefore turned

through two right angles.

One trouble with the proof is that the rotation has

not been about the same point,so that it has never been

looked upon as other than an interestingillustration.

Proclus tried to prove the theorem by saying that,if

we have two perpendicularsto the same line,and sup-pose

them to revolve about their feet so as to make a

triangle,then the amount taken from the rightangles
is added to the vertical angle of the triangle,and there-fore

the sum of the angles continues to be two right

angles. But, of course, to prove his statement requiresa

perpendicularto be drawn from the vertex to the base,

and the theorem of parallelsto be applied.

Pupils will find it interestingto cut off the corners

of a paper triangleand fit the angles together so as to

make a straightangle.
This theorem furnishes an opportunityfor many in-teresting

exercises,and in particularfor determiningthe

third angle when two angles of a triangleare given,

or the second acute angle of a righttrianglewhen one

acute angle is given.
Of the simple outdoor applicationsof the proposition,

one of the best is illustrated in
q

this figure.

To ascertain the height of a tree or

of the school building,fold a piece of

paper so as to make an angle of 45".

Then walk back from the tree until the

top is seen at an angle of 45" with the

ground (beingtherefore careful to have the base of the triangle

level).Then the height AC will equal the base AB, since ABC

is isosceles. A paper protractor may be used for the same purpose.
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It would have been possiblefor Thales, if he knew

this proposition,to have measured the distance of the

ship at sea by some such device as this :

Make a large isosceles triangleout of wood, and, standing at

T, sight to the ship and along the shore on a line TAy using the

vertical angle of the triangle.
Then go along TA until a point
P is reached, from which T and S

can be seen along the sides of a

base angle of the triangle. Then

TP = TS. By measuring TB, BS

can then be found.

Theorem. The sum of two sides of a triangleis greater
than the third side,and their differenceis less than the

third side.

If the postulateis assumed that a straightline is the

shortest path between two points,then the first part of

this theorem requiresno further proof,and the second

part follows at once from the axiom of inequalities.This

seems the better plan for beginners,and the proposition

may be considered as semiobvious. Euclid proved the

firstpart,not having assumed the postulate.Proclus tells

us that the Epicureans (the followers of Epicurus,the

(Jreek philosopher,342-270 B.C.) used to ridicule this

theorem, sayingthat even an ass knew it,for if he wished

to get food, he walked in a straightline and not along

two sides of a triangle.Proclus repliedthat it was one

thing to know the truth and another thing to prove it,

meaning that the value of geometry lay hi the proof
rather than in the mere facts,a thing that all who seek

to reform the teachingof geometry would do well to

keep in mind. The theorem might simply appear as a

corollaryunder the postulateif it were of any importance

to reduce tlie number of propositionsone more.
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If the propositionis postponed until after those con-cerning

the inequalitiesof angles and sides of a triangle,
there are several good proofs.

For example, produce AC to X,

making
CX = CB.

ZX = ZXBC.

.\ZXBA "ZX.

.\AX "AB.

.'.AC+ CB "AB.

above proof is due to

Heron of Alexandria (firstcentury A.D.) is

Then

The

Euclid.

said by Proclus to have given the following:

Let

Then

Similarly,

Adding,

CX bisect Z C.

ZBXOZACX.

.'.ZBXOZXCB.

.\ CB " XB.

AOAX.

AC^ CB"AB,

Theorem. If two sides of a triangleare unequal^ the

anglesoppositethese sides are unequal^and the angle oppo-site

the greater side is the greater,

Euclid stated this more brieflyby saying,"In any tri-angle

the greater side subtends the greater angle." This

is not so satisfactory,for there may be no greater side.

Theorem. If two angles of a triangleare unequal^the

sides oppositethese angles are unequal^and the side oppo-site

the greater angle is the greater,

Euclid also stated this more briefly,but less satis-factorily,

thus, "In any trianglethe greater angle is

subtended by the greater side." Students should have

their attention called to the fact that these two theorems
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are reciprocalor dual theorems, the words " sides " and

" angles
" of the one correspondingto the words "angles"

and " sides "

respectivelyof the other.

It may also be noticed that the proof of this propositionin-volves

what is known as the Law of Converse ; for

(1) iib = c, then ZB = ZC;

(2) iib"c, then ZB" ZC\

(3) if b"c, then ZB"ZC',

therefore the converses must necessarilybe true as a matter of

logic; for

if Z B = Z C, then b cannot be greater than c without violat-ing

(2),and b cannot be less than c without

violating(3),therefore b = c]

and if ZB"Z C, then b cannot equal c without violating (1),
and b cannot be less than c without violating

(3),therefore b"c]

similarly,if ZB"ZC, then b"c.

This Law of Converse may readilybe taughtto pupils,
and it has several applicationsin geometry.

Theorem. If two triangleshave two sides of the one

equalrespectivelyto two sides of the other
^
hut the included

angleof the firsttrianglegreater than the included angleof

the second^ then the third side of the firstis greater than

the third side of the second^ and conversely.
In this propositionthere are three possiblecases:

the point Y may fall below AB^ as here shown, or on
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AB^ or above AB. As an exercise for pupils all three

may be considered if desired. Following Euclid and

most earlywriters,however, only one case reallyneed

be proved,provided that is the most difficult one, and is

typical.Proclus gave the proofsof the other two cases,

and it is interestingto pupilsto work them out for them-selves.

In such work it constantly appears that every

propositionsuggests abundant opportunityfor originality,
and that the completeform of proofin a textbook is not

a bar to independentthought.
The Law of Converse, mentioned on page 190, may be

appliedto the converse case if desired.

Theorem. Thuo angleswhose sides are parallel,eaeh to

eacfu,are either equal or supplementary.

This is not an ancient proposition,althoughthe Greeks

were well aware of the principle.It may be stated so as

to include the case of the sides being perpendicular,
each to each, but this is better left as an exercise. It is

possible,by some circumlocution, to so state the theorem

as to tell in what cases the anglesare equal and in what

cases supplementary. It cannot be terselystated,how-ever,

and it seems better to leave this point as a subject
for questioningby the teacher.

Theorem. The oppositesides of a parallelogramare

equal.

Theorem. If the oppositesides of a quadrilateralare

equal,the figure is a

parallelogram, f @ Q \

This propositionis

a very simpletest for j

a parallelogram. It

is the principleinvolved in the case of the common

foldingparallelruler,an instrument that has long been
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IH/htttntt ts I I f"JiUi.

Vl/ tZ7

1

3

Parallel Ruler of the Seven-teenth

Century

San Gioyanni's " Seconda squaia

mobUe," Vicenza, 1686

recognizedas one of the valuable tools of practicalgeom-etry.

It will be of some interest to teachers to see one of

the earlyforms of this

parallelruler,as shown

in the illustration.^ If

such an instrument is

not available in the

school,one suitable for

illustrative purposes

can easily be made

from cardboard.

A somewhat more

complicated form of

this instrument may

also be made by pupilsin manual training,as is shown in

this illustration from Bion's great treatise. The prin-ciple
involved may be

taken up in class,even

if the instrument is

not used. It is evident

that,unless the work-manship

is unusu-ally

good,this form of

parallelruler is not as

accurate as the com-mon

one illustrated

above. The principleis sometimes used in iron gates.

Theorem. Two parallelograms are congruent if two

sides and the included angle of the one are equal respec-tively

to two sides and the included angleof the other.

This propositionis discussed in connection with the

one that follows.

1 Stark, loc. cit.

Parallel Ruler op the Eighteenth

Century

N. Bion*s " Traits de la construction
. . .

des instrumens de math^matique/'
The Hague, 1723
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Theorem. If three or more 'parallel interceptequal

segments on one transversal^they interceptequal segments

on every transversal.

These two propositionsare not given in Euclid,

although generallyrequiredby American syllabiof the

present time. The last one is particularlyuseful in sub-sequent

work. Neither one offers any difficulty,and

neither has any interestinghistory. There are, how-ever,

numerous in-teresting

applica-tions
to the last

one. One that is

used in mechani-cal

drawing ishere

illustrated.

If it is desired to

divide a line ^5 into

five equal parts, we

may take a piece of

ruled tracing paper

and lay it over the

given line so that line

0 passes through A,

and line 5 through B, We may then prick through the paper

and thus determine the points on AB. Similarly,we may divide

AB into any other number of equal parts.

Among the applicationsof these propositionsis an in-teresting

one due to the Arab Al-Nairizi (ca. 900 A.D.).
The problem is to divide a line into any number of equal

parts,and he begins with the case of trisectingAB, It

may be given as a case of practicaldrawing even before

the problems are reached, particularlyif some prelimi-nary
work with the compasses and straightedgehas been

given.
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Make BQ and A Q' perpendicular to AB, and make BP = PQ =

AP'=P'Q\ Then A XYZ is congruent to A y^P, and also to

A XA P\ Therefore AX = XY=YB.

continue to produce BQ until it is

made up of n " 1 lengths BP, and

so for A Q\ and by properly joining

points we could divide AB into n

equal parts. In particular,if we join

P and P\ we bisect the line AB.

Theorem. If two sides of a

quadrilateralare equaland parallelt̂hen the other two sides

are equaland parallelând the figureis a parallelogram.
This was Euclid's firstpropositionon parallelograms,

and Proclus speaks of it as the connectinglink between

the theoryof parallelsand that of parallelograms.The

ancients,writingfor mature students, did not add the

words " and the figureis a parallelogram,"because that

follows at once from the first part and from the defi-nition

of "parallelogram,"but it is helpfulto younger

students because it emphasizes the fact that here is a

test for this kind of figure.
Theorem. The diagonalsof a parallelogrambisect each

other.

This propositionwas not given in Euclid, but it is

usually required in American syllabi.There is often

given in connection with it the exercise in which it is

proved that the diagonalsof a rectangleare equal. When

this is taken, it is well to state to the class that carpen-ters

and builders find this one of the best checks in lay-ing
out floors and other rectangles.It is frequently

appliedalso in layingout tennis courts. If the class is

doing any work in mensuration, such as findingthe area

of the school grounds,it is a good plan to check a few

rectanglesby this method.
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The efforts usually made to improve the spu'itof

Euclid are trivial. They ordinarilyrelate to some com-monplace

change of sequence, to some slightchange in

language, or to some narrow line of application's.Such

attempts require no particularthought and yield no

very noticeable result. But there is a possibility,remote

though it may be at present, that a geometry will be

developed that will be as serious as Euclid's and as

effective in the education of the thinking individual.

If so, it seems probable that it will not be based upon

the congruence of triangles,by which so many proposi-tions
of Euclid are proved,but upon certain postulates

of motion, of which one is involved in the above illus-tration,

"
the postulateof paralleltranslation. If to this

we jointhe two postulatesof rotation about an axis,^

leadingto axial symmetry ; and rotation about a point,^

leadingto symmetry with respect to a center, we have a

group of three motions upon which it is possibleto base

an extensive and rigidgeometry.^ It will be through

some such effort as this,rather than through the weak-ening

of the Euclid-Legendrestyleof geometry, that any

improvement is likelyto come. At present, in America^

the importantwork for teachers is to vitalize the geom-etry

they have, " an effort in which there are great

possibilities," seeingto it that geometry is not reduced

to mere froth,and recognizingthe possibilityof another

geometry that may sometime replace it," a geometry

1 Of which so much was made by Professor Olaus Henrici in his

"Congruent Figures," London, 1879, " a book that every teacher of

geometry should own.

2 Much is made of this in the excellent work by Henrici and Treut-

lein,"Lehrbuch der Geometric," Leipzig, 1881.

8 M6ray did much for this movement in France, and the recent works

of Bourlet and Borel have brought it to the front in that country.
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as rigid,as thought-compelling,as logical,and as truly

educational.

Theorem. The sum of the interior angles of a polygon

18 equal to two rightangles,taken as mayiy times less two

as the figurehas sides.

This interestinggeneralizationof the propositionabout

the sum of the anglesof a triangleis given by Proclus.

There are several proofs,but all are based upon the possi-bility

of dissectingthe polygon into triangles.The point
from which lines are drawn to the vertices isusuallytaken

at a vertex, so that there are w " 2 triangles.It may how-ever

be taken within the figure,making n triangles,from

the sum of the anglesof which the four rightanglesabout

the point must be subtracted. The point may even be

taken on one side,or outside the polygon,but the proof
is not so simple. Teachers who desire to do so may sug-gest

to particularlygood students the proving of the

theorem for a concave polygon, or even for a cross poly-gon,

althoughthe latter requiresnegativeangles.
Some schools have transit instruments for the use of

their classes in trigonometry.In such a case it is a good

plan to measure the angles in some pieceof land so as to

verifythe proposition,as well as show the care that must

be taken in readingangles. In the absence of this exer-cise

it is well to take any irregularpolygon and measure

the angles by the help of a protractor,and thus accom-plish

the same results.

Theorem. The sum of the exterior anglesof.a polygon,

made by producing each of its sides in succession,is equalto

four rightangles,'

This is also a propositionnot given by the ancient

writers. We have, however, no more vahiable theorem

for the purpose of showing the nature and significance
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of the negativeangle; and teachers may arouse a great
deal of interest in the negativequantityby showing to

a class that when an interior angle becomes 180" the

exterior anglebecomes 0, and when the polygon becomes

concave the exterior angle becomes negative,the theo-rem

holding for all these cases. We have few better

illustrations of the significanceof the negative quantity,
and few better opportunitiesto use the knowledge of

this kind of quantityalreadyacquiredin algebra.
In the hillyand mountainous parts of America, where

irregular-shapedfields are more common than in the

more level portions,a common

test for a survey is that of find-ing

the exterior angleswhen the

transit instrument is set at the

comers. In this field these angles

are given, and it will be seen

that the sum is 360". In the

absence of any outdoor work a

protractor may be used to measure the exterior angles
of a polygon drawn on paper. If there is an irregular

pieceof land near the school,the exterior angles can be

fairlywell measured by an ordinarypaper protractor.

The idea of locus is usuallyintroduced at the end of

Book I. It is too abstract to be introduced successfully

any earlier,although authors repeat the attempt from

time to time, unmindful of the fact that all experience

is opposed to it. The loci propositionsare not ancient.

The Greeks used the word " locus "

(in Greek, topos)^

however. Proclus, for example, says,
" I call those locus

theorems in which the same property is found to exist

on the whole of some locus." Teachers should be careful

to have the pupilsrecognizethe necessityfor proving
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two things with respect to any locus : (1) that any

point on the supposed locus satisfies the condition ; (2)
that any point outside the supposed locus does not

satisfythe given condition. The first of these is called

the " sufficient condition,"and the second the "

necessary

condition." Thus in the case of the locus of points in a

plane equidistantfrom two given points,it is sufficient

that the point be on the perpendicularbisector of the

line joiningthe given points,and this is the first part of

the proof; it is also necessary that it be on this line,i.e.

it cannot be outside this line,and this is the second part
of the proof.The proofof loci cases, therefore,involves

a consideration of "the necessary and sufficient condition "

that is so often spoken of in higher mathematics. This

expression might well be incorporatedinto elementary

geometry, and when it becomes better understood by
teachers,it probablywill be more often used.

In teachingloci it is helpfulto call attention to loci in

space (meaning thereby the space of three dimensions),
without stopping to prove the propositioninvolved.

Indeed, it is desirable all through planegeometry to refer

incidentallyto solid geometry. In the mensuration of

plane figures,which may be boundaries of solid figures,
this is particularlytrue.

It is a great defect in most school courses in geometry that

they are entirelyconfined to two dimensions. Even if solid geom-etry

in the usual sense is not attempted, every occasion should

be taken to liberate boys*minds from what becomes the tyranny
of paper. Thus the questions : " What is the locus of a point equi-distant

from two given points; at a constant distance from a given

straightline or from a given point ? " should be extended to space.^

^W. N. Bruce, "Teaching of Geometry and Graphic Algebra in

Secondary Schools," Board of Education circular (No. 711), p. 8,

London, 1909.
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The two loci problems usually given at this time,

referring to a point equidistant from the extremities of

a given line, and to a point equidistant from two inter-

sectmg lines, both permit of
an interesting extension to

three dimensions without
any

formal proof. It is possible

to give other loci at this point, but it is preferable merely

to introduce the subject in Book I, reserving the further

discussion until after the circle has been studied.

It is well, in speaking of loci, to remember that it is

entirely proper to speak of the " locus of
a point

"

or the

" locus of points." Thus the locus of a point so moving

in
a plane as constantly to be at a given distance from

a
fixed point in the plane is

a circle. In analytic geom-etry

we usually speak of the locus of
a pointy thinking

of the point as being anywhere on the locus. Some

teachers of elementary geometry, however, prefer to

speak of the locus of points^ or
the locus of all points^

thus tending to make the language of elementary geom-etry

differ from that of analytic geometry. Since it is a

trivial matter of phraseology, it is better to recognize

both forms of expression and to let pupils use
the two

interchangeably.



CHAPTER XV

THE LEADING PROPOSITIONS OF BOOK II

Having taken up all of the propositions usually given

in Book I, it seems unnecessary to consider as specifi-cally

all those in subsequent books. It is therefore

proposed to select certain ones that have some special

interest, either from the standpoint of mathematics or

from that of history or application,and to discuss them

as fully as the circumstances seem to warrant.

Theorems. In the same circle or in equal circles equal

central angles intercept equal arcs; and of two unequal

central angles the greater interceptsthe greater arc^ and

conversely for both of these cases.

Euclid made these the twenty-sixth and twenty-seventh

propositions of his Book III, but he limited them as fol-lows

:
" In equal circles equal angles stand on equal cir-cumferences,

whether they stand at the centers or at the

circumferences, and conversely." He therefore included

two of our present theorems in one, thus making the

proposition doubly hard for a beginner. After these two

propositions the Law of Converse, already mentioned on

page 190, may properly be introduced.

Theorems. In the same circle or in equal circles^ if

two arcs are equalsthey are subtended by equal chords ; and

if two arcs are unequal^ the greater is subtended by the

greater chord, and conversely.

Euchd dismisses all this with the simple theorem,

" In equal circles equal circumferences are subtended by

201
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equal straightlines." It will therefore be noticed that

he has no specialword for " chord " and none for " arc,"

and that the word " circumference," which some teachers

are so anxious to retain,is used to mean both the whole

circle and any arc. It cannot be doubted that later

writers have greatlyimproved the language of geometry

by the use of these modem terms. The word " arc
" is

the same, etymologically,as " arch," each being derived

from the Latin areas (a bow). "Chord" is from the

Greek, meaning "the stringof a musical instrument."

" Subtend " is from the Latin sub (under),and tendere

(to stretch).
It should be noticed that Euclid speaks of "equal

circles,"while we speak of " the same circle or equal

circles,"confiningour proofsto the latter,on the suppo-sition

that this sufficientlycovers the former.

Theorem. A line through the center of a circleperpen-dicular

to a chord bisects the chord and the arcs subtended

by it

This is an improvement on Euclid, III, 3 ; " If in a

circle a straightline through the center bisects a straight
line not through the center, it also cuts it at rightangles;
and if it cuts it at rightangles,it also bisects it." It is

a very important proposition,theoreticallyand practi-cally,
for it enables us to find the center of a circle if we

know any part of its arc. A civil engineer,for example,

who wishes to find the center of the circle of which some

curve (likethat on a running track, on a railroad,or in

a park) is an arc, takes two chords, say of one hundred

feet each, and erects perpendicularbisectors. It is well

to ask a class why, in practice,it is better to take these

chords some distance apart. Engineersoften check their

work by takingthree chords,the perpendicularbisectors
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and the circumference, " a mixed angle, as Proclus

called it,and a kind of angle no longerused in elemen-tary

geometry. The fourth statement practicallyasserts

that the anglebetween the tangent and circumference is

less than any assignablequantity. This givesrise to a

difficultythat seems to have puzzled many of Euchd's

commentators, and that will interest a pupil: As the

circle diminishes this angle apparentlyincreases,while

as the circle increases the angle decreases, and yet the

angle is always stated to be zero. Vieta (1540-1603),
who did much to improve the science of algebra,attempted
to explainaway the difficultyby adopting a notion of

circle that was prevalent in his time. He said that a

circle was a polygon of an infinite number of sides

(which it cannot be, by definition),and that a tangent

simply coincided with one of the sides, and therefore

made no angle with it;and this view was also held by
Galileo (1514-1642),the great physicistand mathema-tician

who first stated the law of the pendulum.
Theobem. Parallel lines interceptequalarcs on a circle.

The converse of this propositionhas an interesting

applicationin outdoor

work.

Suppose we wish to run

a line through P parallel
to a given line AB. With

any convenient point 0 as a

center, and OP as a radius,

describe a circle cutting
.45 in X and y. DrawPX

Then with y as a center

and PX as a radius draw

an arc cutting the circle in Q. Then run the line from P to Q.

PQ is parallelto ^5 by the converse of the above theorem, which

is easilyshown to be true for this figure.
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Theorem. If two circles are tangent to each other t̂he

line of centers passes throughthe pointof contact.

There are many illustrations of this theorem in prac-tical

work, as in the case of cogwheels. An interesting

applicationto engineeringis seen in the case of two par-allel

streets or lines of track which are to be connected

by a " reversed

curve."

If the lines are

AB and CD, and

the connection is

to be made, as

shown, from B to

C, we may proceed as follows : Draw BC and bisect it at M. Erect

POj the perpendicularbisector of BM\ and BO, perpendicular to

AB. Then 0 is one center of curvature. In the same way fix (/.

Then to check the work apply this theorem, M being in the line

of centers 0(7. The curves may now be drawn, and they will be

tangent to ^B, to CD, and to each other.

At this point in the American textbooks it is the

custom to insert a brief treatment of measurement, ex-plaining

what is meant by ratio,commensurable and

incommensurable quantities,constant and variable,and

limit,and introducingone or more propositionsrelating
to limits. The objectof this departurefrom the ancient

sequence, which postponed this subjectto the book on

ratio and proportion,is to treat the circle more com-pletely

in Book III. It must be confessed that the treat-ment

is not as scientific as that of Euclid, as will be

explainedunder Book III,but it is far better suited to

the mind of a boy or girl.
It beginsby definingmeasurement in a practicalway,

as the findingof the number of times a quantity of any

kind contains a known quantityof the same kind. Of
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course this gives a number, but this number may be a

surd, like V2. In other words, the magnitude measured

may be incommensurable with the unit of measure, a

seeming paradox. With this difficulty,however, the

pupilshould not be called upon to contend at this stage

in his progress. The whole subjectof incommensurables

might safelybe postponed,although it may be treated in

an elementary fashion at this time. The fact that the

measure of the diagonalof a square, of which a side is

unity,is V2, and that this measure is an incommensu-rable

number, is not so paradoxical as it seems, the

paradox being verbal rather than actual.

It is then customary to define ratio as the quotient of

the numerical measures of two quantitiesin terms of a

common unit. This brings all ratios to the basis of

numerical fractions,and while it is not scientificallyso

satisfactoryas the ancient concept which considered the

terms as lines,surfaces,angles,or solids,it is more prac-tical,

and it suffices for the needs of elementary pupils.
" Commensurable," " incommensurable," " constant,"

and "variable" are then defined, and these definitions

are followed by a brief discussion of limit. It simplifies
the treatment of this subjectto state at once that there

are two classes of limits," those which the variable

actuallyreaches, and those which it can only approach

indefinitelynear. We find the one as frequentlyas we

find the other, although it is the latter that is referred

to in geometry. For example, the superiorlimit of a

chord is a diameter, and this limit the chord may reach.

The inferior limit is zero, but we do not consider the

chord as reachingthis limit. It is also well to call the

attention of pupils to the fact that a quantity may de-crease

towards its limit as well as increase towards it.
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Such further definitions as are needed in the theoryof

limits are now introduced. Among these is "area of a

circle." It might occur to some pupil that since a cii'cle

is a line (asused in modem mathematics),it can have no

area. This is,however, a mere quibble over words. It

is not pretended that the line has area, but that " area

of a circle " is merely a shortened form of the expression
" area inclosed by a circle."

The Principleof Limits is now usuallygiven as fol-lows

: " If,while approachingtheir respectivelimits,two

variables are always equal,their limits are equal."This

was expressedby D'Alembert in the eighteenthcentury
as " Magnitudes which are the limits of equalmagnitudes

are equal,"or this in substance. It would easilybe pos-sible

to elaborate this theory,proving,for example, that

if X approachesy as its limit,then ax approachesay as

X 1/
its limit,and - approaches - as its limit,and so on. Very

a a

much of this theory,however, wearies a pupil so that

the entire meaning of the subjectis lost,and at best the

treatment in elementary geometry is not rigorous.It is

another case of having to sacrifice a strictlyscientific

treatment to the educational abilities of the pupil. Teach-ers

wishing to find a scientific treatment of the subject
should consult a good work on the calculus.

Theorem. In the same circle or in equal circles two

central angleshave the same ratio as their interceptedarcs.

This is usually proved first for the commensurable

case and then for the incommensurable one. The latter

is rarelyunderstood by all of the class,and it may very

properly be requiredonly of those who show some apt-itude
in geometry. It is better to have the others under-stand

fullythe commensurable case and see the nature
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of its applications,possiblyreadingthe incommensurable

proofwith the teacher,than to stumble about in the dark-ness

of the incommensurable case and never reach the

goal. In Euclid there was no distinction between the

two because his definition of ratio covered both ; but, as

we shall see in Book III, this definition is too difficult

for our pupils. Theon of Alexandria (fourthcentury

A.D.),the father of the Hypatia who is the heroine of

Kingsley'swell-known novel, wrote a commentary on

Euclid, and he adds that sectors also have the same ratio

as the arcs, a fact very "easilyproved. In propositionsof

this type,referringto the same circle or to equal circles,

it is not worth while to ask pupilsto take up both cases,

the prooffor either being obviouslya prooffor the other.

Many writers state this propositionso that it reads

that "central angles are mecisured hy their intercepted
arcs." This, of course, is not literallytrue, since we can

measure anything only by something of the same kind.

Thus we measure a volume by findinghow many times

it contains another volume which we take as a unit, and

we measure a lengthby taking some other length as a

unit; but we cannot measure a given lengthin quarts nor

a given weight in feet,and it is equallyimpossibleto

measure an arc by an angle,and vice versa. Nevertheless

it is often found convenient to define some brief expres-sion

that has no meaning if taken literally,in such way

that it shall acquirea meaning. Thus we define" area of

a circle,"even when we use "circle" to mean a line;

and so we may define the expression" central anglesare

measured by their interceptedarcs
"

to mean that central

angles have the same numerical measure as these arcs.

This is done by most writers,and is legitimateas ex-plaining

an abbreviated expression.
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Theorem. An inscribed angleis measured hy half the

interceptedarc.

Ill Euclid this propositionis combined with the pre-ceding

one in his Book VI, Proposition33. Such a

procedureis not adaptedto the needs of students to-day.
Euchd gave in Book III,however, the proposition(No.

20) that a central angleis twice an inscribed anglestand-ing

on the same arc. Since Euclid never considered an

angle greater than 180", his inscribed angle was neces-sarily

less than a rightangle. The first one who is known

to have given the generalcase, takingthe central angle

as being also greater than 180", was Heron of Alexan-dria,

probably of the first century A.D.^ In this he was

followed by various later commentators, includingTar-

tagliaand Clavius in the sixteenth century.

One of the many interestingexercises that may be

derived from this theorem is seen in the case' of the

"horizontal danger angle" ob-served

by ships.

If some dangerous rocks lie off

the shore, and L and U are two

lighthouses,the angle A is deter-mined

by observation, so that A

will lie on a circle inclosing the

dangerous area. Angle A is called

the " horizontal danger angle." Ships passing in sight of the two

lighthouses L and U must keep out far enough so that the angle
USL shall be less than angle A.

To this propositionthere are several important corol-laries,

includingthe following:
1. An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a rightangle.

This corollaryis mentioned by Aristotle and is attributed

1 This is the latest opinion. He is usually assigned to the first

century b.c.
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to Thales, being one of the few propositionswith which

his name is connected. It enables us to describe a circle

by lettingthe arms of a carpenter'ssquare slide along
two nails driven in a board, a pencilbeing held at the

vertex.

A more practicaluse for it is made by machinists

to determine whether a castingis a true semicircle. Tak-ing

a carpenter'ssquare as here

shown, if the vertex touches the

curve at every point as the square

slides around, it is a true semicircle.

By a similar method a circle may

be described by slidinga drafts-man's

triangleso that two sides touch two tacks driven

in a board.

Another interestingapplicationof this corollarymay be seen

by taking an ordinary paper protractor ACB, and fastening a

plumb line at B. If the protractor is so held that the plumb line

cuts the semicircle at C,

then ^C is level because

it is perpendicular to the

vertical line EC. Thus, if

a class wishes to deter-mine

the horizontal line

ACy while sighting up a

hill in the direction AB,

this is easily determined

without a spiritlevel.

It follows from this corollary,as the pupilhas already

found, that the mid-pointof the hypotenuse of a right

triangleis equidistantfrom the three vertices. This is

useful in outdoor measuring,forming the basis of one of

the best methods of lettingfall a perpendicularfrom an

external pointto a line.
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infinity,"as is said in highermathematics, the lines then

becoming parallel,and the angle becoming zero, being
measured by haK the sum of one arc and a negativearc

of the same absolute value. This is one of the best

illustrations of the Principleof Continuityto be found

in geometry.

Problem. To letfalla perpendicularupon a given line

from a given external point.
This is the first problem that a student meets in most

American geometries.The reason for treatingthe prob-lems

by themselves instead of mingling them with the

theorems has alreadybeen discussed.^ The student now

has a sufficient body of theorems, by which he can prove

that his constructions are correct, and the advantage of

treatingthese constructions togetheris greater than that

of followingEuclid's plan of introducingthem when-ever

needed.

Proclus tells us that " this problem was first investi-gated

by CEnopides, ŵho thought it useful for astron-omy."

Proclus speaks of such a line as a gnomon, a

common name for the perpendicular on a sundial,

which casts the shadow by which the time of day is

known. He also speaks of two kinds of perpendicu-lars,
the plane and solid,the former being a line per-pendicular

to a line,and the latter a line perpendicular
to a plane.

It is interestingto notice that the solution tacitly

assumes that a certain arc is going to cut the given line

in two points,and only two. Strictlyspeaking,why may

it not cut it in only one point,or even in three points?

We reallyassume that if a straightline is drawn through

1 See page 54.

2 A Greek philosopher and mathematician of the fifth century b.c.
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a point within a circle,this hne must get out of the

circle on each of two sides of the given point,and in

getting out it must cut the circle twice. Proclus

noticed this assumption and endeavored to prove it.

It is better, however, not to raise the question with

beginners,since it seems to them like hair-sphttingto

no purpose.

The problem is of much value in surveying,and teach-ers

would do well to ask a class to let fall a perpendic-ular
to the edge of a sidewalk from a point 20 feet from

the walk, using an ordinary 66-foot or 50-foot tape.

Practically,the best plan is to swing 30 feet of the tape

about the pointand mark the two points of intersection

with the edge of the walk. Then measure the distance

between the pointsand take half of this distance,thus

fixingthe foot of the perpendicular.
Problem. At a givenpoint in a line,to erect a per-pendicular

to that line.

This might be postponed until after the problem to

bisect an angle,since it merely requiresthe bisection of

a straightangle; but consideringthe inmiaturityof the

average pupil, it is better given independently. The

usual case considers the point not at the extremityof

the line,and the solution is essentiallythat of Euclid.

In practice,however, as for example in -^
surveying,the point may be at the ex-tremity,

and it may not be convenient

to produce the line.

Surveyors sometimes measure PB = 3 ft.,

and then take 9 ft. of tape, the ends being
held at B and P, and the tape being stretched

to Ay so that PA =4: ft. and AB = 6 ft. Then B
'

P

P is a right angle by the Pythagorean Theorem. This theorem

not having yet been proved, it cannot be used at this time.
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A solution for the problem of erectinga perpendicular
from the extremity of a line that cannot be produced,

depending,however, on the problem of bisectingan angle,
and therefore to be given after that problem,is attributed

by Al-Nairizi (tenthcentury a.d.)

to Heron of Alexandria. It is also

given by Proclus.

Required to draw from P a perpen-dicular

to AP. Take X anywhere on

the line and erect A^FXto ^P in the

usual manner. Bisect /.PXY by the line XM. On XY take

XN = XP, and draw NM "to XY, Then draw PM, The proof
is evident.

These may at the proper time be given as interesting
variants of the usual solution.

Problem. To bisect a given line.

Euclid said " finite straightline,"but this wording is

not commonly followed, because it will be inferred that

the line is finite if it is to be bisected,and we use " line "

alone to mean a straightline. Euclid's plan was to con-struct

an equilateraltriangle(by his Proposition1 of

Book I) on the line as a base, and then to bisect the

vertical angle. Proclus tells us that ApoUonius of Perga,
who wrote the first great work on conic sections,used a

plan which is substantiallythat which is commonly found

in textbooks to-day," constructing two isosceles tri-angles

upon the line as a common base, and connecting
their vertices.

Problem. To bisect a given angle.

It should be noticed that in the usual solution two

arcs intersect,and the pointthus determined is connected

with the vertex. Now these two arcs intersect twice, and

since one of the pointsof intersection may be the vertex
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itself,the other pointof intersection must be taken. It

is not, however, worth while to make much of this matter

with pupils. Proclus calls attention to the possiblesug-gestion

that the point of intersection may be imagined

to lie outside the angle,and he proceeds to show the

absurdity; but here,again,the subjectis not one of value

to beginners. He also contributes to the historyof the

trisection of an angle. Any angle is easilytrisected by

means of certain highercurves, such as the conchoid of

Nicomedes (ca.180 B.C.),the quadratrixof Hippias of

Elis (ca.420 B.C.),or the spiralof Archimedes (ca, 250

B.C.). But since this problem, stated algebraically,re-quires

the solution of a cubic equation,and this involves,

geometrically,findingthree points,we cannot solve the

problem by means of straightlines and circles alone. In

other words, the trisection of any angle,by the use of the

straightedgeand compasses alone,is impossible.Special

angles may however be trisected. Thus, to trisect an-

angle of 90" we need only to construct an angle of 60",

and this can be done by constructingan equilateraltri-angle.

But while we cannot trisect the angle,we may

easilyapproximate trisection. For since,in the infinite

geometricseries ^ + i + ^V + i\^ ""
'

" = a -5- (1 - r),

we have " == ^ -f- 1 = |^. In other words, if we add ^
of the angle,\ of the angle,^ of the angle,and so

on, we approach as a limit J of the angle; but all

of these fractions can be obtained by repeated bisec-tions,

and hence by bisections we may approximate the

trisection.

The approximate bisection (or any other division)of

an angle may of course be effected by the help of the

protractor and a straightedge.The geometricmethod is,

however, usuallymore accurate, and it is advantageous
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to have the pupilstry both plans,say for bisectingan

angle of about 49|^".

Applicationsof this problem are numerous. It may be

desired,for example, to set a lamp-poston a line bisect-ing

the angleformed by two streets that

come togethera littleunsymmetrically, i

as here shown, in which case the bisect- \ \ '" / /

ing line can easilybe run by the use \ \ ',/ /
of a measuring tape, or even of a

\ /

stout cord. I I
A more interestingillustration is, I I

however, the following: ' '

Let the pupils set a stake, say about 5 feet high, at a point N

on the school grounds about 9 a.m., and carefullymeasure the

length of the shadow, NW, placing a small wooden pin at W,

Then about 3 p.m. let them watch until the shadow

NE is exactlythe same length that it was when

W was fixed,and then place a small wooden pin

at E. If the work has been very carefullydone,

and they take the tape and bisect the line WE,

thus fixing the line NS, they will have a north

and south line. If this is marked out for a short

distance from N, then when the shadow falls on

NS, it will be noon by sun time (not standard

time) at the school.

Problem. From a givenpointin a given line t̂o draw

a line making an angleequal to a given angle.

Proclus says that Eudemus attributed to CEnopides
the discoveryof the solution which Euclid gave, and which

is substantiallythe one now commonly seen in textbooks.

The problem was probablysolved in some fashion before

the time of CEnopides,however. The objectof the prob-lem
is primarilyto enable us to draw a line parallelto

a given line.
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Practically,the drawing of one line parallelto another

is usually effected by means of a parallelruler (see

page 191),or by the use of draftsmen's

triangles,as here shown, or even more

commonly by the use of a T-square,

such as is here seen. This illustration

shows two T-squares used for draw-ing

lines parallelto the sides of a board upon which the

drawing paper is fastened. ^

An ingeniousinstrument de-scribed

by Baron Dupin is illus-trated

below.

To the bar A is fastened the slid-ing

check B. A movable check D

may be fastened by a screw C. A

sharp point is fixed in B, so that as

D slides along the edge of a board, the point marks a line parallel

to the edge. Moreover, Fand G are two brass arms of equal length

joined by a pointed screw H

that marks a line midway be-tween

B and D, Furthermore,

it is evident that ^will draw

a line bisectingany irregular
board if the checks B and D

are kept in contact with the

irregularedges.

Book II offers two generallines of applicationthat

may be introduced to advantage,preferablyas additions

to the textbook work. One of these has reference to topo-graphical

drawing and related subjects,and the other

to geometricdesign. As long as these can be introduced

1 This illustration and the following two are from C. Dupin,
" Mathematics Practically Applied," translated from the French by
G. Birkbeck, Halifax, 1854. This is probably the most scholarly

attempt ever made at constructing a "practical geometry."
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to the pupilwith an air of reality,they serve a good pur-pose,

but if made a part of textbook work, they soon

come to have less interest than the exercises of a more

abstract character. If a teacher can relate the problems
in topographicaldrawing to the pupil'shome town, and

can occasionallyset some outdoor work of the nature

here suggested,the results are usuallysalutary; but if

he reiterates only a half-dozen simple propositionstime

after time, with only slightchanges in the nature of the

application,then the results

will not lead to a cultiva-tion

of power in geometry,

" a pointwhich the writers

on appliedgeometry usually,
fail to recognize.

One of the simpleapplica-tions

of this book relates to

the rounding of comers in

laying out streets in some of our modem towns where

there is a desire to depart from the conventional

square comer. It
,

is also used in lay- q/
ing out park walks

and drives.

The figure in the

middle of the page

represents two streets,

AP and jBQ, that

would, if pro-longed,

intersect /B

at C It is re-quired

to con-struct

an arc so that they shall begin to curve at P and Q, where

CP= CQ, and hence the "center of curvature " 0 must be found.

k
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of hobby ridingon this or any similar topic.Therefore

a singleone will suffice to close this group.

If a road AB, on an arc described

about O, is to be joined to road

CD, described about O',the arc BC

should evidently be internallytan-gent

to AB and externallytangent
to CD. Hence the center is on

BOX and O'CY, and is therefore

at P. The problem becomes more

real if we give some width to the

roads in making the

drawing, and imagine
them in a park that

is being laid out with

drives. n/

It will be noticed

that the above prob-lems

require the erect-ing

of perpendiculars,

the bisectingof angles,
and the applicationof

the propositionson tan-gents.

A somewhat differ-ent

line of problems is

that relatingto the pass-ing

of a circle through

three given points. It

is very easy to manu-facture

problems of this

kind that have a sem-blance

of reality.

For example, let it be required to plan a driveway from the

gate G to the porch P so as to avoid a mass of rocks R, an arc
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of a circle to be taken. Of course, if we allow pupils to use the

Pythagorean Theorem at this time (and for metrical purposes this

is entirelyproper, because they have long been familiar with it),
then we may ask not only for the drawing, but we may, for

example, give the length from G to the point on R (which we

may also call R), and the angle iJGO as 60", to find the radius.

A second general line of exercises adapted to Book II

is a continuation of the geometric drawing recommended

as a preliminaryto the work in demonstrative geometry.
The copying or the making of designsrequiringthe de-scribing

of circles,their inscriptionin or circumscription
about triangles,and their construction in various posi-tions

of tangency, has some value as applying the vari-ous

problems studied in this book. For a number of

years past,several enthusiastic teachers have made much

of the designsfound in Gothic windows, having their

pupils make the outline drawings by the help of com-passes

and straightedge.While such work has its value,

it is liable soon to degenerateinto purposelessformal-ism,

and hence to lose interest by taking the vigorous
mind of youth from the strong study of geometry to the

weak manipulationof instruments. Nevertheless its value

should be appreciatedand conserved, and a few illustra-tions

of these forms are given in order that the teacher

may have examples from which to select. The best way

of using this material is to offer it as supplementary

w^ork,usingmuch or little,as may seem best,thus giving
to it a freshness and interest that some have trouble in

impartingto the regularbook work.

The best plan is to sketch rapidlythe outline of a

window on the blackboard, asking the pupils to make a

rough drawing, and to bring in a mathematical drawing

on the followingday.
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It might be said, for example, that in planning a Gothic win-dow

this drawing is needed. The arc BC is drawn with ^ as a

center and AB 3.9 o. radius. The small arches are described with

A, D, and B as centers and ylZ" as a radius.

The center P is found by taking A and B

as centers and AE sls s. radius. How may

the points D, E, and F be found ? Draw

the figure. From the study of the recti-linear

figuressuggested by such a simple

pattern the properties of the equilateral

triangle may be inferred.

The Gothic window also offers some interestingpos-sibilities

in connection with the study of the square. For

example, the illustration given on page 223 shows a

number of traceries involvingthe construction of a square,

the bisectingof angles,and the describingof circles.^

The propertiesof the square, a figure now easily
constructed by the pupils,are

not numerous. What few

there are may be brought

out through the study of art

forms, ifdesired. In case these

forms are shown to a class,it

is importantthat they should

be selected from good de-signs.

We have enough poor

art in the world, so that geom-etry

should not contribute any more. This illustration

is a type of the best medieval Gothic parquetry .^

1 This illustration and others of the same type used in this work

are from the excellent drawings by R. W. Billings,in "The Infinity
of Geometric Design Exemplified," London, 1849.

2 From H. Kolb, "Der Ornamentenschatz
. . .

aus alien Kunst-

Epochen," Stuttgart, 1883. The original is in the Church of Saint

Anastasia in Verona.
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Even simple designsof a semipuzzlingnature have

their advantage in this connection. In the following

example the inner square contains all of the triangles,
the letters showing where they may be fitted.^

Still more elaborate designs,
based chieflyupon the square

and circle,are shown in the

window traceries on page 225,

and others will be given in

connection with the study of

the regularpolygons.

Designslike the figurebelow

are typicalof the simple forms,

based on the square and circle,

that pupilsmay profitablyincorporatein any work in

art design that they may be doing at the time they are

studying the circle and the

problems relatingto perpen-diculars

and squares.

Among the applicationsof

the problem to draw a tan-gent

to a given circle is the

case of the common tangents

to two given circles. Some

authors give this as a basal

problem,although it is more

commonly given as an exercise or a corollary.One of

the most obvious applicationsof the idea is that relating

to the transmission of circular motion by means of a

band over two wheels,^A and B, as shown on page 226.

1 From J. Bennett, " The Arcanum
...

A Concise Theory of Prac-ticable

Geometry," London, 1838, one of the many books that have

assumed to revolutionize geometry by making it practical.
2 The figuresare from Dupin, loc. cit.

"^

"v"
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The band
may

either not be crossed (the case
of the two

exterior tangents), or be crossed (the interior tangents),

the latter allowing the wheels to turn in opposite

directions. In
case

the band is liable to change its length,

on account of stretching or variation in heat
or moisture.

J^

""K"Jtf

a third wheel, 2", is used.

We then have the case
of

tangents to three pairs of

circles. Illustrations of this

nature make the exercise

on the drawing of common tangents to two circles assume

an appearance
of genuine reality that is of advantage to

the work.
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whatever of the second and fourth, the former equimultiplesalike

exceed, are alike equal to, or alike fall short of, the latter equi-multiples

respectivelytaken in corresponding order.

Let magnitudes which have the same ratio be called propor-tional.^

Of these, the first is so loose in statement as often to

have been thought to be an interpolationof some later

writer. It was probably,however, put into the original
for the sake of completeness,to have some kind of state-ment

concerningratio as a preliminaryto the important

definition of quantitiesin the same ratio. Like the defi-nition

of " straightline,"it was not intended to be taken

seriouslyas a mathematical statement.

The second definition is intended to exclude zero and

infinite magnitudes,and to show that incommensurable

magnitudes are included.

The third definition is the essential one of the ancient

theory. It defines what is meant by saying that magni-tudes

are in the same ratio ; in other words, it defines a

proportion.Into the merits of the definition it is not

proposed to enter, for the reason that it is no longer
met in teachingin America, and is practicallyabandoned

even where the rest of Euclid's work is in use. It should

be said,however, that it is scientificallycorrect, that it

covers the case of incommensurable magnitudes as well

as that of commensurable ones, and that it is the Greek

forerunner of the modern theories of irrational numbers.

As compared with the above treatment, the one now

givenin textbooks is unscientific. We define ratio as "the

quotient of the numerical measures of two quantitiesof

the same kind," and proportion as "an equalityof ratios."

1 For a very full discussion of these four definitions see Heath's

"Euclid," Vol. II, p. 116, and authorities there cited.
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But what do we mean by the quotient,say of v2 by V3 ?

And when we multiplya ratio by V5, what is the mean-ing

of this operation? If we say that V2 : V3 means a

quotient,what meaning shall we assignto " quotient
" ?

If it is the number that shows how many times one num-ber

is contained in another, how many times is V3 con-tained

in V2? If to multiply is to take a number a

certain number of times, how many times do we take it

when we multiplyby V5 ? We certainlytake it more

than 2 times and less than 3 times, but what meaning

can we assign to V5 times ? It will thus be seen that

our treatment of proportion assumes that we already
know the theoryof irrationals and can apply it to geo-metric

magnitudes,while the ancient treatment is inde-pendent

of this theory.

Educationally,however, we are forced to proceed as

we do. Just as Dedekind's theoryof numbers is a simple

one for collegestudents, so is the ancient theoryof pro-portion

; but as the former is not suited to pupils in the

highschool, so the latter must be relegatedto the college
classes. And in this we merely harmonize educational

progress with world progress, for the numerical theory
of proportionlong precededthe theoryof Eudoxus.

The ancients made much of such terms as duplicate,

triplicate,alternate,and inverse ratio,and also such as

composition,separation,and conversion of ratio. These

entered into such propositionsas, "If four magnitudes

are proportional,they will also be proportional alter-nately."

In later works they appear in the form of

"proportion by composition,""by division,"and "by

composition and division." None of these is to-dayof

much importance,since modern symbolism has greatly

simplifiedthe ancient expressions,and in particularthe
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propositionconcerning "composition and division" is

no longer a basal theorem in geometry. Indeed, if our

course of study were properlyarranged,we might well

relegatethe whole theory of proportion to algebra,

allowing this to precede the work in geometry.

We shall now consider a few of the principalpropo-sitions

of Book III.

Theorem. If a line is dravm through two sides of a

triangleparallelto the third side, it divides those sides

proportionally/.
In addition to the usual proof it is instructive to con-sider

in class the cases in which the parallelis drawn

through the two sides produced, either below the base

or above the vertex, and also in which the parallelis

drawn through the vertex.

Theorem. The bisector of an angle of a triangledivides

the oppositeside into segments which are proportionalto

the adjacentsides.

The propositionrelatingto the bisector of an exterior

angle may be considered as a part of this one, but it is

usuallytreated separatelyin order that the proof shall

appear less involved, although the two are discussed to-gether

at this time. The propositionrelatingto the ex-terior

angle was recognizedby Pappus of Alexandria.

It ABC is the given triangle,and CP^, CP^ are respectively
the internal and external bisectors, then AB is divided har-monically

by Pj and P^.

.'.AP^:P^B = AP^:P^B.

.-. AP, : P^B = AP, - P^P, : P^P^ - P,B,

and this is the criterion for the harmonic progression still seen in

many algebras.For, lettingvlPg = "" ^1^2 = ^"^\^ = ^" ^^ have

a _a " h

c b " c
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which is also derived from taking the reciprocalsof a, h, c, and

placing them in an arithmetical progression,thus :

whence

This is the reason why the line AB i^ said to be divided har-monically.

The line PjPg ^^ *^"^ called the harmonic mean between

AP^ and P^B, and the points A, P^, B, P^ are said to form an

harmonic range.

It maybe noted that ZPgCPj, being made up of halves of

two supplementary angles,is a right angle. Furthermore, if the

ratio CA : CB is given,and AB is given,then P^ and P^ are both

fixed. Hence C must lie on a semicircle with P1P2 as a diameter,

and therefore the locus of a point such that its distances from

two given points are in a given ratio is a circle. This fact.Pappus
tells us, was known to ApoUonius.

At this point it is customary to define similar poly-gons

as such as have their correspondinganglesequal
and their correspondingsides proportional.Aristotle

gave substantiallythis definition,saying that such fig-ures
have " their sides proportionaland their angles
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equal." Euclid improved upon this by saying that they
must "have their angles severallyequal and the sides

about the equal angles proportional." Our present

phraseology seems clearer. Instead of "corresponding

angles" we may say "homologous angles,"but there

seems to be no reason for using the less familiar word.

It is more general At

to proceed by first

consideringsimilar

figuresinstead of

similar polygons,
thus includingthe

most obviouslysim-ilar

of all figures,

"
two circles; but such a procedure is felt to be too

By this plan we first define

..., and^^, B^, 7?,,...,
" " are concurrent in 0,

difficult by many teachers,

similar sets of points,A^^A^^A^^

as such that A^A^^^1^2
and A^O : A^O = Bfi : B^O = C^O

^1^.'
Here the

constant ratio A^OiA^O is called the ratio of similitude^

and 0 is called the center of similitude. Having defined

similar sets of points,we then define similar figuresas

those figureswhose pointsform similar sets. Then the

two circles,the four triangles,and the three quadrilaterals
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respectivelyare similar figures.If the ratio of similitude is

1, the similar figuresbecome symmetric figures,and they

are therefore congruent. All of the propositionsrelating
to similar figurescan be proved from this definition,but

it is customary to use the Greek one instead.

Among the interestingapplicationsof similarityis

the case of a shadow, as here shown, where the lightis

the center of simili-tude.

It is also well

known to most high- j/. ^'^"y^^

school pupilsthat in qC

a camera the lens

reverses the image.

The mathematical

arrangement is here F''^

shown, the lens inclos-ing

the center of simil-itude.

The proposition

may also be appliedto

the enlargement of maps

and working drawings.
The propositionscon-cerning

similar figureshave no particularlyinteresting

history,nor do they present any difficulties that call for

discussion. In schools where there is a little time for

trigonometry,teachers sometimes find it helpfulto begin
such work at this time, since all of the trigonometric
functions depend upon the propertiesof similar trian-gles,

and a brief explanation of the simplest trigono-metric

functions may add a little interest to the work.

In the present state of our curriculum we cannot do

more than mention the matter as a topic of general
interest in this connection.
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It is a mistaken idea that geometry is a prerequisite

to trigonometry.We can get along very well in teach-ing

trigonometryif we have three propositions: (1) the

one about the sum of the anglesof a triangle; (2) the

Pythagorean Theorem ; (3) the one that asserts that two

righttrianglesare similar if an acute angle of the one

equals an acute angle of the other. For teachers who

may care to make a little digressionat this time, the

followingbrief statement of a few of the facts of trigo-nometry

may be of value :

In the right triangle OAB we shall let AB = y, OA = x,

OB = r, thus adopting the letters of higher mathematics. Then,

so long as Z 0 remains the same, such ^

ratios as - , - , etc.,will remain the same,
X r

whatever is the size of the triangle.

Some of these ratios have special

names. For example, we call q"

-

the sine of O, and we write sin O =
- ;

r r

-

the cosine of 0, and we write cos 0 =
- ;

r r

-

the tangent of O, and we write tan O = -"

Now because

sin O =
-"

therefore r sin O = w ;
r

and because cos 0 =
- ,

therefore r cos 0 = x\

r

V
and because tan O =

-,
therefore x tan 0 = v.

X
^

Hence, if we knew the values of sin 0, cos 0, and tan 0 for the

various angles,we could find x, y, or r if we knew any one of them.

Now the values of the sine,cosine, and tangent (^functionsof

the angles,as they are called)have been computed for the various

angles, and some interest may be developed by obtaining them
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buildingy. In trigonometry we use a transit for meas-uring

angles,but it is easy to measure them with sufficient

accuracy for illustrative purposes by placingan ordinary

paper protractorupon somethinglevel,so that the center

comes at the edge,and then sightingalong a ruler held

cqpTS^lJpraflMr JJ-
.

" J

Vr ATICVM

CERTISS'

AKS.

W

A Quadrant of the Sixteenth Century

Finaeus's "De re et praxi geometrica," Paris, 1556

againstit,so as to find the angle of elevation of a build-ing.

We may then measure the distance to the building
and apply the formula y = x tan 0.

It should always be understood that expensive appa-ratus

is not necessary for such illustrative work. The

telescopeused on the transit is only three hundred years
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old, and the world got along very well with its trigo-nometry
before that was invented. So a littleingenuity

will enable any one to make from cheap protractorsabout

as satisfactoryinstruments as the world used before 1600.

A Quadrant of the Seventeenth Century

In order that this may be the more fullyappreciated,a

few illustrations are here given,showing the old instru-ments

and methods used in practicalsurveying before

the eighteenthcentury.
The illustration on page 236 shows a simple form of

the quadrant,an instrument easilymade by a pupilwho
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may be interested in outdoor work. It was the common

surveying instrument of the early days. A more elab-orate

example is seen in the illustration,on page 237,

of a seventeenth-centurybrass specimen in the author's

collection.^

A Quadrant op the Seventeenth Century

Bartoli's " Del modo di misurare," Venice, 1689

Another type, easilymade by pupils,is shown in the

above illustration from Bartoli,1689. Such instruments

were usuallymade of wood, brass,or ivory.^

Instruments for the running of lines perpendicularto

other lines were formerlycommon, and are easilymade.

They suffice,as the following illustration shows, for

surveyingan ordinaryfield.

1 These two and several which follow are from Stark, loc. cit.

2 The author has a beautiful ivory specimen of the sixteenth

century.
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The quadrant was practicallyused for all sorts of

outdoor measuring. For example, the illustration from

'Piiiffc/uD^^Eirrti^
. %i"^

r ^

Surveying Instrument of the Eighteenth Century

N. Bion's " Traits de la construction
. . .

des instrumens de matMina-

tique," The Hague, 1723

Finaeus, on this page,

shows how it was used

for altitudes,and the

one reproducedon page

240 shows how it was

used for measuring

depths.
A similar instru-ment

from the work

of Bettinus is given

on page 241, the dis-tance

of a shipbeing
found by construct-ing

an isosceles trian-gle.

A more elaborate

form, with a pendu-
^ ^ .

^

.

The Quadrant used for Altitudes

lum attachment, is
Finaeus's"Dereetpraxigeometrica,"

seen in the illustra- Paris, 1556

tion from De Judaeis, which also appears on page 241.
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The Quadrant used for Depths

Finaeus's " Protomathesis," Paris,1532
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A Quadrant of the Sixteenth Century

De Judaeis*s "De quadrante geometrico," Niimberg, 1594

The Quadrant used for Distances

Bettinus's "Apiaria universae philosophiaemathematicae," Bologna, 1G45
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The quadrant finallydeveloped into the octant, as

shown in the followingillustration from Hoffmann, and

this in turn developedinto the sextant, which is now used

by all navigators.

The Octant

Hoffmann's "De Octantis," Jena, 1612

In connection with this general subjectthe use of

the speculum (mirror)in measuring heightsshould be

mentioned. The illustration given on page 243 shows

how in earlydays a simple device was used for this pur-pose.

Two similar trianglesare formed in this way, and

we have only to measure the heightof the eye above the

ground, and the distances of the mirror from the tower

and the observer, to have three terms of a proportion.

All of these instruments are easilymade. The mir-ror

is always at hand, and a paper protractor on a
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A very simpleillustration of the use of similar triangles
is found in one of the stories told of Thales. It is re-lated

that he found the heightof the pyramids by meas-uring

their shadow at the instant when his own shadow

justequaled his height. He thus had the case of two

similar isosceles triangles.This is an interestingexercise

which may be tried about the time that pupilsare leav-ing

school in the afternoon.

Another applicationof the same principleis seen in a

method often taken for measuring the heightof a tree.

The observer has a large right triangle
made of wood. Such a triangleis shown in

the picture,in which AB=BC, He holds A B

level and walks toward the tree until he just

sees the top along A C. Then because

AB = BC,
'

/

and AB:BC=AD:DE,

the height above D will equal
the distance AD.

Questions like the fol- ^'

lowing may be given

to the class : ^iJF B

1. What is the

height of the tree

in the picture if the

triangle is 5 ft. 4 in. from the ground, and AD is 23 ft. 8 in. ?

2. Suppose a triangle is used which has AB = twice BC,

What is the height if AD=lo ft.?
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There are many variations of this principle.One con-sists

in measuring the shadows of a tree and a staff at

the same time. The heightof the staff being known, the

heightof the tree is found by proportion.Another con-sists

in sightingfrom the ground, across a mark on an

uprightstaff,to the top of the tree. The height of the

mark being known, and the distances from the eye to

the staff and to the tree being measured, the height of

the tree is found.

An instrument sold by dealers for the measuring of

heightsis known as the hypsometer. It is made of brass,

and is of the form here shown.

The base is graduated in equal

divisions,say 50, and the upright
bar is similarlydivided. At the

ends of the hinged radius are two

sights. If the observer stands

50 feet from a tree and sightsat

the top, so that the hingedradius

cuts the uprightbar at 27, then he knows at once that the

tree is 27 feet high. It is easy for a class to make a fairly

good instrument of this kind out of stiffpasteboard.
An interestingapplicationof the theorem relatingto

similar trianglesis this : Extend your arm and pointto a

distant object,closingyour left eye and sightingacross

your fingertipwith your righteye. Now keep the finger
in the same positionand sightwith your left eye. The

fingerwill then seem to be pointingto an objectsome

distance to the rightof the one at which you were point-ing.

If you can estimate the distance between these two

objects,which can often be done with a fair degree of

accuracy when there are houses intervening,then you

will be able to tell approximately your distance from the
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objects,for it will be ten times the estimated distance

between them. The findingof the reason for this by

measuring the distance between the pupils of the two

eyes, and the distance from the eye to the fingertip,and

then drawing the figure,is an interestingexercise.

Perhaps some pupilwho has read Thoreau's descrip-tions
of outdoor life may be interested in what he says

of his crude mathematics. He writes, " I borrowed the

plane and square, level and dividers,of a carpenter,and

with a shinglecontrived a rude sort of a quadrant,with

pinsfor sightsand pivots."With this he measured the

heightsof a cliff on the Massachusetts coast, and with

similar home-made or school-made instruments a pupil
in geometry can measure most of the heightsand dis-tances

in which he is interested.

Theorem. If in a right trianglea perpendiculari%

drawn from the vertex of the rightangleto the hypotenuse:

1. The trianglesthus formed are similar, to the given

triangleând are similar to each other.

2. The perpendicularis the mean proportionalbetween

the segments of the hypotenuse,
3. Ea^h of the other sides is the mean proportional

between the hypotenuseand the segment of the hypotenuse

adjacentto that side.

To this importantpropositionthere is one corollaryof

particularinterest,namely. The perpendicularfrom any

point on a circle to a diameter is the mean proportional
between the segments of the diameter. By means of this

corollarywe can easilyconstruct a line whose numerical

value is the square root of any number we please.

Thus we may make AD = 2 in., DB = 3 in., and erect

DC " to AB. Then the length of DC will be V6 in.,and we may

find V6 approximately by measuring DC.
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Furthermore, if we introduce negative magnitudes into geom-etry,

and let D5 = + 3 and Z)^ = - 2,then DC will equal V^.
In other words, we have a justificationfor ^

representing imaginary quantities by lines

perpendicular to the line on which we repre-sent

real quantities,as is done in the graphic

treatment of imaginaries in algebra.

It is an interestingexercise to have a class find,to

one decimal place,by measuring as above, the value of

V2, V3, V5, and V9, the last being integral.If, as is

not usuallythe case, the class has studied the complex

number, the absolute value of V" 6, V" 7, . . ., may be

found in the same way.

A practicalillustration of the value of the above

theorem is seen in a method for findingdistances that

is frequentlydescribed in earlyprintedbooks. It seems

to have come from the Roman surveyors.

If a carpenter'ssquare is put on top of an upright stick,as here

shown, and an observer sightsalong the arms to a distant point
B and a point A

near the stick,then

the two triangles

are similar. Hence

AD'.DC=DC'.DB,

Hence, it AD and

DC are measured,

DB can be found.

The experiment is an interestingand instructive one for a class,

especiallyas the square can easilybe made out of heavy pasteboard.

Theorem. If two chords intersect mthin a circle,the

productof the segments of the one is equal to the product

of the segments of the other.

Theorem. If from a point without a circle a secant

and a tangent are drawn, the tangent is the mean propor-tional

between the secant and its external segment.
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Corollary. If from a pointwithout a circle a secant

is drattm, the productof the secant and its external segment

is constant in whatever direction the secant is drawn.

These two propositionsand the corollaryare all parts

of one generalproposition: If through a point a line is

drawn cuttinga circle t̂he product of the segments of the

line is constant.

If P is within the circle,then X3if= ytf\ UP is on the circle,

then X and y become 0, and 0 " a:'= 0 " /= 0 ; if P is at Pg, then

X and y, having passed through 0, may be considered negative if

we wish, although the two p

negative signs would cancel
"

"

"

"

out in the equation ; if P is

at P^, then y = y',and we

have xx'= y^,or x \ y = y : x\

as stated in the proposition.

We thus have an ex-cellent

example of the

Principleof Continuity,
and classes are always interested to consider the result

of lettingP assume various positions.Among the pos-sible

cases is the one of two tangents from an exter-nal

point,and the one where P is at the center of the

circle.

Students should frequentlybe questioned as to the

meaning of " product of lines." The Greeks alwaysused

" rectangleof lines,"but it is entirelylegitimateto speak
of " product of lines,"provided we define the expression

consistently.Most writers do this,saying that by the

product of lines is meant the product of their numerical

values, a subjectalreadydiscussed at the beginning of

this chapter.
Theorem. The square on the bisector of an angle of a

triangleis equal to the product of the sides of this angle
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diminished hy the product of the segments made by the

bisector upon the third side of the triangle.
This propositionenables us to compute the lengthof a

bisector of a triangleif the lengthsof the sides are known.

For, in this figure,let a = 3, 6 = 5, and c = 6.

Then ',' x :y = b:a, and y = Q " x.

we have
Q-x 3

.".3a; = 30-5.r.

.".x = 3f,y = 2f
^

By the theorem, z^ = ab ^ xy

= 15-8,V:

/. z = Ve^ = ^\/l05= 2.5 +
.

Theorem. In any trianglethe product of two sides is

equal to the product of the diameter of the circumscribed

circle by the altitude upon the third side.

This enables us, after the Pythagorean Theorem has

been studied, to compute the length of the diameter of

the circumscribed circle in terms of the three sides.

For if we designate the sides by a, 6, and c, as usual, and let

C
CD=d and PB = x, then

= h'^-{c- xf. A

.\a^"x^ = h^-c^-\-2cx- x\

rt2_ Z,24. ^2
-' =

"Tc

(a^ - ^"24. cA2

But

.-. CP

CP'd= ah.

.\d

2
/a2 - ^"24. e2\

'

2c

2ahc

V4 aV - (a2- W' + c2)2
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This is not available at this time, however, because the

Pythagorean Theorem has not been proved.
These two propositionsare merely special cases of

the followinggeneraltheorem, which may be given as

an interestingexercise:

If ABC is an inscribed triangleând through C there are

drawn two straightlines CD^ meeting AB in 2), and CP^

meeting the circle in P, with anglesA CD and PCB equals
then AC X BC will equalCD x CF,

Fig. 1

Fig. 1 is the general case where D falls between A and B, If CP

is a diameter, it reduces to the second figuregiven on page 249. If

CP bisects /. A CB, we have Fig. 3, from which may be proved the

proposition given at the foot of page 248. If Z) lies on BA pro-duced,

we have Fig. 2. If D lies onAB produced, we have Fig. 4.

This general proposition is prpved by showing that St^ADC

and PBC are similar,exactly as in the second propositiongiven

on page 249.

These theorems are usually followed by problems of

construction,of which only one has great interest,namely.

To divide a givenline in extreme and mean ratio.

The purpose of this problem is to prepare for the con-struction

of the regular decagon and pentagon. The

division of a line in extreme and mean ratio is called

"the golden section," and is probably "the section"

mentioned by Proclus when he says that Eudoxus

"greatly added to the number of the theorems which
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CHAPTER XVII

THE LEADING PROPOSITIONS OF BOOK IV

Book IV treats of the area of polygons, and offers a

large number of practical applications. Since the number

of applications to the measuring of areas of various kinds

of polygons is unlimited, while in the first three books

these applications are not so obvious, less effort is made

in this chapter to suggest practical problems to the teach-ers.

The survey of the school grounds or of vacant lots

in the vicinity offers all the outdoor work that is needed

to make Book IV seem very important.

Theorem. Two rectangles having equal altitudes are to

each other as their bases,

Euclid's statement (Book VI, Proposition 1) was as

follows : Triangles and parallelograms which are under the

same height are to one another as their bases. Our plan of

treating the two figures separately is manifestly better

from the educational standpoint.

In the modern treatment by limits the proof is divided

into two parts : first,for commensurable bases ; and sec-ond,

for incommensurable ones. Of these the second may

well be omitted, or merely be read over by the teacher

and class and the reasons explained. In general, it is

doubtful if the majority of an American class in geom-etry

get much out of the incommensurable case. Of

course, with a bright class a teacher may well afford to

take it as it is given in the textbook, but the important

252
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thing is that the commensurable case should be proved
and the incommensurable one recognized.

Euclid's treatment of proportionwas so rigorousthat

no specialtreatment of the incommensurable was neces-sary.

The French geometer, Legendre,gave a rigorous

proofby reductio ad absurdum. In America the pupils

are hardlyready for these proofs,and so our treatment

by limits is less rigorousthan these earlier ones.

Theorem. The area of a rectangleis equal to the

prodiictof its base by its altitvde.

The easiest way to introduce this is to mark a rec-tangle,

with commensurable sides,on squaredpaper, and

count up the squares ; or, what is more convenient, to

draw the rectangleand mark the area off in squares.

It is interestingand valuable to a class to have its

attention called to the fact that the perimeterof a rec-tangle

is no criterion as to the area. Thus, if a rectan-gle

has an area of 1 square foot and is only -^\-ôf an

inch high,the perimeteris over 2 miles. The story of

how Indians were induced to sell their land by measur-ing

the perimeteris a very old one. Proclus speaks of

travelers who described the size of cities by the perim-eters,
and of men who cheated others by pretendingto

give them as much land as they themselves had, when

reallythey made only the perimetersequal. Thucydides
estimated the size of Sicilyby the time it took to sail

round it. Pupilswill be interested to know in this con-nection

that of polygons having the same perimeterand

the same number of sides,the one having equal sides

and equal anglesis the greatest,and that of plane fig-ures

having the same perimeter,the circle is the greatest.
These facts were known to the Greek writers,Zenodorus

(ca. 150 B.C.)and Proclus (410-485 a.d.).
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The surfaces of rectangularsolids may now be found,

there being an advantagein thus incidentallyconnecting

plane and solid geometry wherever it is natural to do so.

Theorem. The area of a parallelogramis equalto the

productof its base by its altitude.

The best way to introduce this theorem is to cut a

parallelogramfrom paper, and then, with the class,sep-arate

it into two parts by a cut perpendicularto the

base. The two parts may then be fitted togetherto make

a rectangle.In particular,if we cut off a trianglefrom

one end and fit it on the other,we have the basis for the

proof of the textbooks. The use of squared paper for

such a propositionis not wise, since it makes the meas-urement

appear to be merely an approximation.The cut-ting

of the paper is in every way more satisfactory.
Theorem. The area of a triangleis equalto half the

productof its base by its altitude.

Of course, the Greeks would never have used the

wording of either of these two propositions.Euclid, for

example, gives this one as follows : If a parallelogram
have the same base with a triangleand be in the same par-allels^

the parallelogramis double of the triangle.As to the

parallelogram,he simply says it is equal to a parallel-ogram
of equal base and " in the same parallels,"which

makes it equal to a rectangleof the same base and the

same altitude.

The number of applicationsof these two theorems is

so great that the teacher will not be at a loss to find

genuine ones that appeal to the class. Teachers may

now introduce pyramids,requiringthe areas of the tri-angular

faces to be found.

The Ahmes papyrus (ca. 1700 B.c) givesthe area of

an isosceles triangleas \ bsywhere s is one of the equal
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sides, thus taking s for the altitude. This shows the

primitivestate of geometry at that time.

Theorem. The area of a trapezoidis equal to half the

sum of its bases multipliedby the altitude.

An interestingvariation of the ordinary proof is made by
placing a trapezoid T, congruent to T, in the position here

shown. The parallelogram ^^ ^

formed equals a(h + V),
~~

and therefore

r =
a.^'.

T'

The proposition should be discussed for the case b = b\ when

it reduces to the one about the area of a parallelogram. If y= 0,

the trapezoidreduces to a triangle,and T = a--*

This propositionis the basis of the theoryof land sur-veying,

a piece of land being,for purposes of measure-ment,

divided into trapezoidsand triangles,the latter

being,as we have seen, a kind of specialtrapezoid.
" The proposition is not in Euclid, but is given by
Proclus in the fifth century.

The term "isosceles trapezoid" is used to mean a

trapezoidwith two oppositesides equal,but not parallel.

The area of such a figurewas incorrectlygiven by the

Ahmes papyrus as ^(J + 6')",where s is one of the equal
sides. This amounts to taking " = a.

The propositionis particularlyimportant in the sur-veying

of an irregularfield such as is found in hilly
districts. It is customary to consider the field as a poly-gon,

and to draw a meridian line,lettingfall perpendic-ulars

upon it from the vertices, thus forming triangles
and trapezoidsthat can easilybe measured. An older

plan,but one better suited to the use of pupilswho may

be working only with the tape, is given on page 99.
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Theorem. The areas of two triangleswhich have an

angleof the one equal to an angle of the other are to each

other as the products of the sides includingthe equalangles.
This propositionmay be omitted as far as its use in

plane geometry is concerned, for we can prove the next

propositionhere given without using it. In solid geom-etry

it is used only in a propositionrelatingto the

volumes of two triangularpyramids having a common

trihedral angle,and this is usuallyomitted. But the theo-rem

is so simplethat it takes but little time, and it adds

greatlyto the student's appreciationof similar triangles.
It not only simplifiesthe next one here given,but teachers

can at once deduce the latter from it as a specialcase by

asking to what it reduces if a second angle of one tri-angle

is also equal to a second angleof the other triangle.
It is helpfulto give numerical values to the sides x"f

a few triangleshaving such equal angles,and to find the

numerical ratio of the areas.

Theorem. The areas of two similar trianglesare to

each other as the squares on any two correspondingsides.

This may be proved independently of the preceding proposition

by drawing the altitudes p and p\ Then
^

AADC

AA'B'C

cp

cy

But
c

_

p

c p

by similar triangles.

.

AABC

AA'B'C

and so for other sides. A' B

This proof is unnecessarily long, however, because of the

introduction of the altitudes.
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In this and several other propositionsin Book IV

occurs the expression" the square on a line." We have,

in our departurefrom Euclid, treated a line either as a

geometricfigureor as a number (thelengthof the line),

as was the more convenient. Of course if we are speak-ing
of a line,the preferableexpressionis "

square on the

hne," whereas if we speak of a number, we say
"
square

of the number." In the case of a rectangleof two lines

we have come to speak of the "product of the lines,"

meaning the product of their numerical values. We are

therefore not as accurate in our phraseologyas Euclid,

and we do not pretend to be, for reasons alreadygiven.
But when it comes to "

square on a line "
or "

square of

a line,"the former is the one demanding no explanation

or apology,and it is even better understood than the

latter.

Theorem. The areas oftwo dmilar polygonsare to each

other as the squares on any two correspondingsides.

This is a propositionof great importance,and in due

time the pupil sees that it appliesto circles,with the nec-essary

change of the word " sides "
to " lines." It is weU

to ask a few questionslike the following: If one square

is twice as high as another, how do the areas compare ?

If the side of one equilateraltriangleis three times as

long as that of another,how do the perimeterscompare ?

how do the areas compare ? If the area of one square^ is^

twenty-fivetimes the area of another square, the side of

the first is how many times as long as the side of the

second? If a photograph is enlarged so that a tree is

four times as high as it was before,what is the ratio of

correspondingdimensions? The area of the enlarged

photograph is how many times as great as the area of

the original?
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Theorem. The square on the hypotemiseof a righttri-angle

is equivalentto the sum of the squares on the other

two sides.

Of all the propositionsof geometry this is the most

famous and perhaps the most valuable. Trigonometry is

based chieflyupon two facts of plane geometry : (1) in

similar trianglesthe correspondingsides are proportional,
and (2) this proposition.In mensuration, in general,this

propositionenters more often than any others,except

those on the measuring of the rectangleand triangle.It

is proposed,therefore,to devote considerable space to

speaking of the historyof the theorem, and to certain

proofs that may profitablybe suggested from time to

time to different classes for the purpose of adding in-terest

to the work.

Proclus, the old Greek commentator on Euclid, has

this to say of the history: "If we listen to those who

wish to recount ancient history,we may find some of

them referringthis theorem to Pythagoras and saying
that he sacrificed an ox in honor of his discovery.But

for my part,while I admire those who first observed the

truth of this theorem, I marvel more at the writer of the

'Elements' (Euclid),not only because he made it fast

by a most lucid demonstration, but because he compelled
assent to the still more generaltheorem by the irrefra-gable

arguments of science in Book VI. For in that

book he proves, generally,that in righttrianglesthe

figureon the side subtendingthe rightangle is equal to

the similar and similarlyplacedfiguresdescribed on the

sides about the rightangle." Now it appears from this

that Proclus, in the fifth century A.D., thought that

Pythagoras discovered the propositionin the sixth cen-tury

B.C., that the usual proof,as given in most of our
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his time, and are open to grave suspicion.Nevertheless

it is hardlypossiblethat such a general tradition,and

one so universallyaccepted,should have arisen without

good foundation. The evidence has been carefully
studied by Heath in his " Euclid," who concludes with

these words :
" On the whole, therefore,I see no suiB-

cient reason to question the tradition that, so far as

Greek geometry is concerned
. . . ,

Pythagoras was the

first to introduce the theorem
. . .

and to give a general

proof of it." That the fact was known earlier,probably
without the general proof,is recognizedby all modem

writers.

Pythagoras had studied in Egypt and possiblyin the

East before he established his school at Crotona, in south-

em Italy.In Egypt, at any rate, he could easilyhave

found that a trianglewith the sides 3, 4, 5, is a right

triangle,and Vitruvius (firstcentury B.C.)tells us that

he taught this fact. The Egyptian harpedonaptae(rope

stretchers)stretched ropes about pegs so as to make

such a trianglefor the purpose of laying
out a rightangle in their surveying,just

as our surveyors do to-day. The great

pyramids have an angle of slope such as

is given by this triangle.Indeed, a papy-rus

of the twelfth dynasty,latelydiscov-ered

at Kahun, in Egypt, refers to four of

these triangles,such as 1^ -f-(|)^= (1^)^.^

This property seems to have been a matter of common

knowledge long before Pythagoras,even as far east as

China. He was, therefore,naturallyled to attempt to

prove the general property which had already been

recognizedfor specialcases, and in particularfor the

isosceles right triangle.
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How Pythagoras proved the propositionis not known.

It has been thought that he used a proof by proportion,

because Proclus says that Euclid gave a new style of

proof,and Euclid does not use proportionfor this pur-pose,

while the subject,in incomplete form, was highly
esteemed by the Pythagoreans. Heath suggests that

this is among the possibilities:

j^ABC and ^PC are similar.

,\AB""AP =
AC\

Similarly,AB x PB = BC^

.\AB(^AP + PB) = ZCV BC^

or AB^=AC^-^BC\

Others have thought that Pythagoras derived his

proof from dissectinga square and showing that the

square on the hypotenuse must equal the sum of the

squares on the other two sides, in some such manner

as this:

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

Here Fig. 1 is evidentlyA^ _|_4 ^

Fig.2 is evidently a^ + h^-\-4 A.

.'. A^ + 4 ii = a^ + fe2_j,4 ^^ ^Ijg ^ ^\l being congruent.
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The great Hindu mathematician, Bhaskara (bom 1114

A.D.),proceedsin a somewhat similar manner. He draws

this figure,but givesno proof.It isevi-dent

that he had in mind this relation :

A2 = 4 . ^ 4. (J _ a)2 = ^2 _,.J2.

A somewhat similar proof can be

based upon the followingfigure:

If the four triangles,1 + 2 + 3 + 4, are taken

away, there remains the square on the hypote-nuse.

But if we take away the two shaded rec-tangles,

which equal the four triangles,there

remain the squares on the two sides. Therefore

the square on the hypotenuse must equal the

sum of these two squares.

It has long been thought that the truth of the prop-osition

was first observed by seeing the tiles on the

floors of ancient temples. If they

were arranged as here shown, the

propositionwould be evident for

the special case of an isosceles

righttriangle.
The Hindus knew the proposition

long before Bhaskara, however,

and possiblybefore Pythagoras.
It is referred to in the old religious

poems of the Brahmans, the " Sulvasutras,"but the date

of these poems is so uncertain that it is impossibleto

state that theypreceded the sixth century b.c., în which

Pythagoras lived. The "Sulvasutra" of Apastamba has

iSee, for example, G. B. Kaye, "The Source of Hindu Mathe-matics,"

in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society,July, 1910.
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a collection of rules, without proofs,for constructing
various figures.Among these is one for constructing

rightanglesby stretchingcords of the followinglengths:

3,4, 5 ; 12, 16, 20 ; 15, 20, 25 (the two latter beingmul-tiples

of the first);5,12, 13 ; 15, 36, 39 ; 8,15, 17; 12,

35, 37. Whatever the date of these " Sulvasutras," there

is no evidence that the Indians had a definite proof of

the theorem, even though they,like the earlyEgyptians,

recognizedthe generalfact.

It is always interestingto a class to see more than

one proof of a famous theorem, and many teachers find

it profitableto ask their pupilsto work out proofsthat

are (tothem) original,often suggestingthe figure.Two

of the best known historic proofsare here given.
The first makes the Pythagorean Theorem a special

case of a propositiondue to Pappus (fourth century

A.D.),relatingto any kind of a triangle.

Somewhat simplified,this proposition asserts that if -4^C is

any kind of triangle,and il/C,NC are parallelograms on AC,"C,

the opposite sides

being produced to

meet at P; and

if PC is produced

making QR = PC]

and if the parallel-ogram
^r is con-structed,

then AT=

MC + NC.

For MC = AP = AR, having equal bases and equal altitudes.

Similarly, NC = QT.

Adding, MC-^NC=AT,

If, now, ABC is a right triangle,and if MC and NC are

squares, it is easy to show that ^ T is a square, and the proposi-tion

reduces to the Pythagorean Theorem.

R T
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o

The Arab writer,Al- Nairizi (died about 922 A.D.),
attributes to Thabit ben Qurra (826-901 a.d.) a proof

substantiallyas follows :

The four trianglesT can be proved congruent. Then if we

take from the whole figure T and Ty we have left the squares on

the two sides of the right angle. If we take

away the other two trianglesinstead, we have

left the square on the hypotenuse. Therefore

the former is equivalent to the latter.

A proof attributed to the great art-ist,

Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519),
is as follows:

The construction of the following figure is evident. It is

easilyshown that the four quadrilateralsABMX, XNCA, SBCP,

and SRQP are con-gruent.

.'.ABMXNCA

equals SBCPQRS

but is not congru-ent

to it,the congru-ent

quadrilaterals

being differently

arranged.
Subtract the con-gruent

triangles

MXN,ABC,RAQ, ^'^^--^^
and the proposi-tion

is proved.^

The followingis an interestingproof of the propo-sition

:

Let ABC be the original triangle,with AB " BC. Turn the

triangle about B, through 90", until it comes into the position

1 An interestingJapanese proof of this general character may be

seen in Y. Mikami, "Mathematical Papers from the Far East,"

p. 127, Leipzig, 1910.
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A'BC Then because it has been turned through 90", CA'P

will be perpendicular Uy AC, Then

iAB^ = l^ABA\

and i"(/^= AB(7C,

because EC = BC\

,\ ^iAB^^BC^) = d.ABA'+ABCC,

=AACA'-^t.A'CC

(For A ABA'-\-ll B(7A'-[-A A'(7C is

the second member of both equations.)

= iA'(7'AP

-{"iA'C'PC

= iA'C-AC

\AB^^-BC^. AC

The Pythagorean Theorem, as it is generallycalled,
has had other names. It is not uncommonly called

the pouB asinorum (see page 1 74) in France. The Arab

writers called it the Figure of the Bride, although the

reason for this name is unknown; possiblytwo being

joinedin one has something to do with it. It has also

been called the Bride's Chair, and the shape of the

Euclid figureis not unlike the chair that a slave carries

on his back, in which the Eastern bride is sometimes

transportedto the wedding ceremony. Schopenhauer,
the German philosopher,referringto the figure,speaks
of it as " a proof walking on stilts,"and as " a mouse-trap

proof."
An interestingtheorysuggestedby the propositionis

that of computing the sides of righttrianglesso that they

shall be representedby rational numbers. Pythagoras

seems to have been the first to take up this theory,

althoughsuch numbers were appliedto the righttriangle
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before his time, and Proclus tells us that Plato also con-tributed

to it. The rule of Pythagoras,put in modem

symbols,was as follows:

""-(=")"=m*
n^^l n^ 4- 1

the sides being n, " - "

,
and "

If for n we put 3, we have

3, 4, 5. If we take the various odd numbers, we have

n = 1,3, 5, 7, 9,...,

n2-l

2

n2 + l

= 0, 4, 12, 24, 40,

= 1, 5, 13, 25, 41, .

Of course n may be even, giving fractional values.

Thus, for 71 = 2 we have for the three sides,2, 1J, 2|.
Other formulas are also known. Plato's,for example, is

as follows :

(2n)2 + (n2-l)2 = (n2+ l)".

If 2 n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, " . .

,

then n2 - 1 = 0, 3, 8, 15, 24, " " "

,

and n24.1 = 2, 5, 10, 17, 26,---.

This formula evidentlycomes from that of Pythagoras

by doubling the sides of the squares.^
Theorem. In any trianglethe square of the side oppo-

site an acute angleis equalto the sum of the squares of the

other two sides diminished by twice the productof one of

those sides by the projectionof the other upon that side.

Theorem. A similar statement for the obtuse triangle.

1 Special recognition of indebtedness to H. A. Naber's "Das

Theorem des Pythagoras" (Haarlem, 1908),Heath's "Euclid," Gow's

" History of Greek Mathematics," and Cantor's " Geschichte " is due

in connection with the Pythagorean Theorem.
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about 640 a.d., by a
famous Hindu mathematician, Brah-

magupta. This formula gives the
area

of
an inscribed

quadrilateral as V("
"

a) ("
"

6) ("
"

c) ("
"

c?), where

a, 6, "?,
and d are the sides and

s
is the semiperimeter.

If c?
=

0, the quadrilateral becomes
a triangle and

we

have Heron's formula.^

At the close of Book IV, also, the geometric equiva-lents

of the algebraic formulas for (a + V)\ (a
"

6)^, and

(a 4- i) ("
"

V) are given. The class
may

like to know

that Euclid had
no algebra and

was compelled to prove

such relations as these by geometry, while
we

do it now

much
more easily by algebraic multiplication.

1 The rule was so ill understood that Bhaskara (twelfth century)

said that Brahmagupta was a
"* blundering devil'* for giving it

("LUavati," " 172).



CHAPTER XVIII

THE LEADING PROPOSITIONS OF BOOK V

Book V treats of regular polygons and circles, and

includes the computation of the approximate value of tt.

It opens with a definition of a regular polygon as one

that is both equilateral and equiangular. While in ele-mentary

geometry the only regular polygons studied are

convex, it is interesting to a class to see that

there are also regular cross polygons. Indeed,

the regular cross pentagon was the badge of the

Pythagoreans, as Lucian (ca, 100 B.C.) and an

unknown commentator on Aristophanes (ca. 400 B.C.)

tell us. At the vertices of this polygon the Pythago-reans

placed the Greek letters signifying "health."

Euclid was not interested in the measure of the circle,

and there is nothing in his "Elements" on the value of tt.

Indeed, he expressly avoided numerical measures of all

kinds in his geometry, wishing the science to be kept

distinct from that form of arithmetic known to the

Greeks as logistic,or calculation. His Book IV is de-voted

to the construction of certain regular polygons,

and his propositions on this subject are now embodied

in Book V as it is usually taught in America.

If we consider Book V as a whole, we are struck

by three features. Of these the first is the pure geom-etry

involved, and this is the essential feature to be

emphasized. The second is the mensuration of the circle,

a relativelyunimportant piece of theory in view of the

269
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fact that the pupil is not ready for incommensurables,

and a feature that imparts no information that the pupil
did not find in arithmetic. The third is the somewhat

interestingbut mathematicallyunimportant application

of the regular polygons to geometricdesign.

As to the mensuration of the circle it is well for us to

take a broad view before coming down to details. There

are only four leadingpropositionsnecessary for the men-suration

of the circle and the determination of the value

of TT. These are as follows: (1) The inscribingof a reg-ular

hexagon, or any other regularpolygon of which the

side is easilycomputed in terms of the radius. We may

start with a square, for example, but this is not so good

as the hexagon because its side is incommensurable with

the radius,and its perimeteris not as near the circumfer-ence.

(2) The perimetersof similar regularpolygons are

proportionalto their radii,and their areas to the squares

of the radii. It is now necessary to state, in the form of

a postulateif desired,that the circle is the limit of regu-lar

inscribed and circumscribed polygons as the number

of sides increases indefinitely,and hence that (2) holds

for circles. (3) The propositionrelatingto the area of a

regularpolygon, and the resultingpropositionrelating
to the circle. (4) Given the side of a regularinscribed

polygon, to find the side of a regularinscribed polygon
of double the number of sides. It will thus be seen that

if we were merely desirous of approximating the value

of TT, and of findingthe two formulas c = 2 7rr and a = ttt^,

we should need onlyfour propositionsin this book upon

which to base our work. It is also apparent that even if

the incommensurable cases are generallyomitted, the

notion of limit is needed at this time, and that it must

brieflybe reviewed before proceedingfurther.
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There is,however, a much more worthy interest than

the mere mensuration of the circle,namely, the construc-tion

of such polygons as can readilybe formed by the use

of compasses and straightedgealone. The pleasureof con-structing

such figuresand of proving that the construc-tion

is correct is of itself suiBcient justificationfor the

work. As to the use of such figuresin geometricdesign,

some discussion will be offered at the close of this chapter.
The first few propositionsinclude those that lead up

to the mensuration of the circle. After they are proved

it is assumed that the circle is the limit of the regular
inscribed and circumscribed polygons as the number of

sides increases indefinitely.This may often be proved
with some approach to rigorby a few members of an

elementary class,but it is the experienceof teachers that

the proof is too difficult for most beginners,and so the

assumption is usually made in the form of an unproved
theorem.

The followingare some of the leadingpropositionsof

this book :

Theorem. Two circumferenceshave the same ratio as

their radii.

This leads to definingthe ratio of the circumference

to the diameter as tt. Although this is a Greek letter,

it was not used by the Greeks to represent this ratio.

Indeed, it was not until 1706 that an English writer,

William Jones, in his "Synopsis Palmariorum Math-

eseos,"used it in this way, it being the initial letter of

the Greek word for " periphery."After establishingthe

propertiesthat c=2 irr^ and a = ir'flt̂he textbooks fol-low

the Greek custom and proceed to show how to

inscribe and circumscribe various regularpolygons,the

purpose beijigto use these in computing the approximate
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numerical value of tt. Of these regularpolygons two

are of specialinterest,and these will now be considered.

Problem. To inscribe a regularhexagon in a circle.

That the side of a regularinscribed hexagon equals

the radius must have been recognizedvery early. The

common divisions of the circle in ancient art are into

four, six, and eight equal parts. No draftsman could

have worked with a pair of compasses without quickly

learninghow to effect these divisions,and that compasses

were earlyused is attested by the specimens of these

instruments often seen in museums. There is a tradition

that the ancient Babylonians considered the circle of the

year as made up of 360 days,whence they took the circle

as composed of 360 steps or grades(degrees).This tradi-tion

is without historic foundation, however, there being

no authorityin the inscriptionsfor this assumption of the

360-division by the Babylonians,who seem rather to have

preferred8,12, 120, 240, and 480 as their division num-bers.

The story of 360" in the Babylonian circle seems to

start with Achilles Tatius, an Alexandrian grammarian
of the second or third century a.d. It is possible,how-ever,

that the Babylonians got their favorite number 60

(as in 60 seconds make a minute, 60 minutes make an

hour or degree) from the hexagon in a circle (g^of

360" = 60"),although the probabilitiesseem to be that

there is no such connection.^

The applicationsof this problem to mensuration are

numerous. The fact that we may use for tiles on a

floor three regularpolygons "
the triangle,square, and

hexagon "
is noteworthy, a fact that Proclus tells us

was recognized by Pythagoras. The measurement of

1 Bosanquet and Sayre, "The Babylonian Astronomy," Monthly

Notices of the Royal Asiatic Society^ Vol. XL, p. 108.
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the regular hexagon,
^
given one side, may be used in

computing sections of hexagonal columns, in finding
areas of flower beds, and in other similar cases.

This review of the names of the polygons offers an

opportunity to impress their etymology again on the

mind. In this case, for example, we have "hexagon"
from the Greek words for " six " and " angle."

Problem. To inseribe a regulardecagonin a givencircle.

Euclid states the problem thus: To construct an isos-celes

trianglehaving each of the anglesat the base double

of the remaining one. This makes each base angle72" and

the vertical angle 36", the latter being the central angle
of a regulardecagon," essentiallyour present method.

This propositionseems undoubtedly due to the Py-thagoreans,

as tradition has always asserted. Proclus

tells us that Pythagoras discovered " the construction of

the cosmic figures,"or the five regularpolyhedrons,and

one of these (thedodecahedron) involves the construc-tion

of the regularpentagon.
lamblichus (jca.325 a.d.) tells us that Hippasus, a

Pythagorean,was said to have been drowned for daring
to claim credit for the construction of the regulardodec-ahedron,

when by the rules of the brotherhood all credit

should have been assignedto Pythagoras.
If a regularpolygon of s sides can be inscribed,we may

bisect the central angles,and therefore inscribe one of 2 "

sides,and then of 4 " sides,and then of 8 " sides,and in

generalof 2"" sides. This includes the case of " = 2 and

w = 0,for we can inscribe a regularpolygon of two sides,

2(^2 " 2^
the angles being,by the usual formula, ^^

" - = 0,

although,of course, we never think of two equal and

coincident lines as forming what we might call a digon.
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We therefore have the followingregularpolygons:

From the equilateraltriangle,regularpolygons
of 2^ " 3 sides ;

From the square, regularpolygons of 2" sides ;

From the regular pentagon, regularpolygons of

2" " 5 sides ;

From the regular pentedecagon,regularpolygons
of 2" " 15 sides.

This givesus, for successive values of n, the following

regularpolygons of less than 100 sides:

From "t
" 3, 3, 6, 12, 24, 48, 96 ;

From2", 2,4, 8, 16, 32, 64;

From 2"-5, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80;

From "t
' 15, 15, 30, 60.

Gauss (1777-1855),a celebrated German mathemati-cian,

proved(in1796) that it is possiblealso to inscribe a

regularpolygon of 17 sides,and

hence polygons of 2" " 17 sides,

or 17, 34, 68, " "

", sides,and also

3 " 17= 51 and 5 " 17= 85 sides,

by the use of the compasses

and straightedge,but the proof

is not adapted to elementary

geometry.

In connection with the study
of the regularpolygons some

interest attaches to the refer-ence

to various forms of deco-rative

design.The mosaic floor,

parquetry, Gothic windows, and patterns of various

kinds often involve the regularfigures.If the teacher

Roman Mosaic found at

Pompeii
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Problem. Given the aide and the radiiis of a regular
inBcribed polygon^ to find the side of the regularinscribed

polygonof double the number of sides.

The objectof this propositionis,of course, to prepare

the way for findingthe perimeterof a polygon of 2 n

sides,knowing that of n

sides. The Greek plan was

generallyto use both an

inscribed and a circum-scribed

polygon,thus ap-proaching

the circle as a

limit both from without

and within. This is more

conclusive from the ultra-

scientificpointof view,but

it is,if anything,less con-clusive

to a beginner,be-
Arabic Pattern

cause he'does not so readily
follow the proof.The plan of usingthe two polygonswas

carried out by Archimedes of Syracuse (287-212 B.C.)
in his famous method of approximating the value of tt,

although before him Antiphon (fifthcentury B.C.)had

inscribed a square (or equilateraltriangle)as a basis for

the work, and Bryson (hiscontemporary) had attacked

the problem by circumscribingas well as inscribinga

regularpolygon.
Problem. To find the numerical value of the ratio of

the circumferenceof a circle to its diameter.

As already stated, the usual plan of the textbooks

is in part the method followed by Archimedes. It is

possibleto start with any regular polygon of which

the side can convenientlybe found in terms of the

radius. In particularwe might begin with an inscribed
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square instead of a regularhexagon. In this case we

should have
^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^

"^ = 1.414"
_____

= 1.41 5.66

"3 =
V2

-

Vi
-

1.414^ = 0.72 5.76

and so on.

It is a little easier to start with the hexagon, how-ever,

for we are alreadynearer the circle,and the side

and perimeterare both commensurable with the radius.

It is not, of course, intended that pupilsshould make

the long numerical calculations. They may be required

to compute s^^and possiblys^^ but aside from this they

are expectedmerely to know the process.

If it were possibleto find the value of ir exactly,we

could find the circumference exactly in terms of the

radius, since (? = 2 irr. If we could find the circumfer-ence

exactly,we could find the area exactly,since a = irr^.

If we could find the area exactlyin this form, tt times a

square, we should have a rectangle,and it is easy to con-struct

a square equivalentto any rectangle.Therefore, if

we could find the value of ir exactly,we could construct a

square with area equivalentto the area of the circle ; in

other words, we could "square the circle." We could also,

as alreadystated,construct a straightline equivalentto

the circumference ; in other words, we could "rectifythe

circumference." These two problems have attracted the

attention of the world for over two thousand years, but

on account of their interrelation they are usuallyspoken
of as a singleproblem," to square the circle."

Since we can construct Va by means of the straight-edge
and compasses, it would be possiblefor us to square

the circle if we could express tt by a finite number of

square roots. Conversely,every geometric construction
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reduces to the intersection of two straightlines, of

a straightline and a circle, or of two circles,and is

therefore equivalentto a rational operation or to the

extractingof a square root. Hence a geometric con-struction

cannot be effected by the straightedgeand

compasses unless it is equivalentto a series of rational

operations or to the extractingof a finite number of

square roots. It was proved by a German professor,-

Lindemann, in 1882, that tt cannot be expressed as an

algebraicnumber, that is, as the root of an equation

with rational coefficients,and hence it cannot be found

by the above operations,and, furthermore, that the solu-tion

of this famous problem is impossibleby elementary

geometry.^
It should also be pointed out to the student that for

many practicalpurposes one of the limits of ir stated

by Archimedes, namely, 3^, is sufficient. For more

accurate work 3.1416 is usually a satisfactoryapproxi-mation.

Indeed, the late Professor Newcomb stated that

"ten decimal places are sufficient to give the circum-ference

of the earth to the fraction of an inch,and thirty
decimal places would give the circumference of the

whole visible universe to a quantityimperceptiblewith

the most powerful microscope."

Probably the earliest approximation of the value of

TT was 3. This appears very commonly in antiquity,as

in 1 Kings vii,23, and 2 Chronicles iv,2. In the Ahmes

papyrus (ca. 1700 B.C.) there is a rule for findingthe

area of the circle,expressedin modem symbols as (1)^(P,

which makes tt = ^^^-^or 3.1604 " " "

.

1 The proof is too involved to be given here. The writer has set it

forth in a chapter on the transcendency of tt in a work soon to be pub-lished

by Professor Young of The University of Chicago.
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Archimedes, usinga plansomewhat similar to ours, found

that TT laybetween 3^ and 3^^. Ptolemy,the great Greek

astronomer, expressedthe value as 3^^^^,or 3.14166 " " ".

The fact that Ptolemy divided his diameter into 120 units

and his circumference into 360 units probablyshows, how-ever,

the influence of the ancient value 3.

In India an approximatevalue appears in a certain poem

written before the Christian era, but the date is uncertain.

About 500 A.D. Aryabhatta (orpossiblya later writer of

the same name) gave the value |^^f^,or 3.1416. Brah-

magupta, another Hindu (born 598 A.D.),gave VlO, and

this also appears in the writingsof the Chinese mathema-tician

Chang Heng (78-139 a.d.).A littlelater in China,

Wang Fan (229-267) gave 142-h45, or 3.1555 " "; and

one of his contemporaries,Lui Hui, gave 157-5-50, or

3.14. In the fifth century Ch'ung-chihgave as the limits

of TT, 3.1415927 and 3.1415926, from which he inferred

that ^Y^-and |^J were good approximations,although he

does not state how he came to this conclusion.

In the Middle Ages the greatest mathematician of

Italy,Leonardo Fibonacci, or Leonardo of Pisa (about
1200 A.D.),found as limits 3.1427- "" and 3.1410 """.

About 1600 the Chinese value ^^f was rediscovered by
Adriaen Anthonisz (1527-1607),beingpublishedby his

son, who is known as Metius (1571-1635),in the year

1625. About the same periodthe French mathematician

Vieta (1540-1603) found the value of tt to 9 decimal

places,and Adriaen van Rooman (1561^1615) carried

it to 17 decimal places,and Ludolph van Ceulen (1540-

1610) to 35 decimal places.It was carried to 140 decimal

placesby Georg Vega (diedin 1793),to 200 by Zacharias

Dase (diedin 1844),to 500 by Richter (died in 1854),
and more recentlyby Shanks to 707 decimal places.
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There have been many interestingformulas for tt,

among them being the following:

E
=
? 2 4 4 6 6 8 8

2""l'3'3'5'5*7*7'9 "*

IT 2 + 9

(Wallis,1616-1703)

2 + 25

2 +49

2 + . . .. (Brouncker,1620-1684)

^=l-|+ i-i+.... (Gregory,1638-1675)

6 \3 \ 3-3 32-5 3"-7 /

IT
_

log i

2V3 5 7 11 13 17 19

(Bernoulli)

thus connecting the primes.

16 '22 32 42 52 62 72 82 92

4 4 2-3-4 4-5-6 6-7-8

3 \l-33-6610 /

7r =
2" \2-\2 + V2+ V2 + V2-...

Students of elementary geometry are not prepared
to appreciateit,but teachers will be interested in the

remarkable formula discovered by Euler (1707-1783),
the great Swiss mathematician, namely, 1 + e" = 0. In

this relation are included the five most interestingquan-tities

in mathematics, " zero, the unit, the base of the

so-called Napierianlogarithms,i =
V" 1, and tt. It was

by means of this relation that the transcendence of
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e was proved by the French mathematician Hermite,

and the transcendence of ir by the German Lindemann.

There should be introduced

at this time, if it has not al-ready

been done, the proposi-tion

of the lunes ofHippocrates

(m. 470 B.C.),who proved a

theorem that asserts,in some-what

more general form, that if three semicircles be

described on the sides of a right triangleas diame-ters,

as shown, the lunes L + L^ are

togetherequivalentto the triangleT.

In the use of the circle in design

one of the simplestforms suggestedby
Book V is the trefoil (three-leaf),as
here shown, with the necessary con-struction

lines. This is a very common

ornament in architecture,both with rounded ends and

with the ends slightlypointed.
The trefoil is closelyconnected with hexagonal de-signs,

since the regular hexagon is formed from the

inscribed equilateraltriangleby doubling the number of

sides. The followingare designsthat are easilymade :

It is not very profitable,because it is manifestlyun-real,

to measure the parts of such figures,but it offers

plentyof practicein numerical work.
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Choir of Lincoln Cathedral

thedrals. For example,this

pictureof the noble win-dow

in the choir of Lincoln

Cathedral shows the use of

the square, hexagon, and

pentagon. In the porch of

the same cathedral,shown

in the next illustration,the

architect has made use of the

triangle,square, and penta-gon

in planning his orna-mental

stonework. It is

possibleto add to the work

in pure geometry some work

in the mensuration of the

curvilinear figuresshown in

these designs.This form of

mensuration is not of much

value, however, since it

In the illustrations of

the Gothic windows given
in Chapter XV only the

square and circle were gen-erally

involved. Teachers

who feel it necessary or

advisable to go outside the

regularwork of geometry
for the purpose of increas-ing

the pupil'sinterest or

of traininghis hand in the

drawing of figureswill find

plenty of designsgiven in

any picturesof Gothic ca-

PoRCH of Lincoln Cathedral
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Gothic Designs employing Circles and Squares

Tlie designsgiven on page 283 involve chieflythe

H"inar(; as a basis,but it will be seen from one of the
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Gothic Designs employing Circles and the Equilateral

Triangle

figuresthat the equilateraltriangleand the hexagon also

enter. The possibilitiesof endless variation of a singlede-sign

are shown in the illustration on page 284, the basis
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Gothic Designs employing Circles and the Kegular Hexagon

in this case being the square. The variations in the use

of the triangleand he?:agon have been the objectof

study of many designersof Gothic windows, and some
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examples of these forms are shown on page 285. In more

simple form this ringingof the changes on elementary-

figuresis shown on page 286. Some teachers have used

color work with such designsfor the purpose of increas-ing

the interest of their pu-pils,

but the danger of thus

using the time with no se-rious

end in view will be

apparent.

In the matter of the mensu-ration

of the circle the annexed

designhas some interest. The

figure is not uncommon in

decoration,and it is interest-ing

to show, as a matter of pure geometry, that the area

of the circle is divided into three equal portionsby means

of the four interior semicircles.

An important applicationof the formula a = irr^ is

seen in the area of the annulus, or ring,the formula be-ing

a=^Trr^"irr^"'K(r^"ii^')^ir(r + r')(^"~0' ^^^^

used in findingthe area of the cross section

of pipes,and this is needed when we wish to

compute the volume of the iron used.

Another excellent application,is that of

findingthe area of the surface of a cylinder,
there being no reason why such simple cases from solid

geometry should not furnish working material for plane

geometry, particularlyas they have already been met

by the pupilsin arithmetic.

A little problem that always has some interest for

pupilsis one that Napoleon is said to have suggestedto

his staff on his voyage to Egypt : To divide a circle into

four equal parts by the use of circles alone.
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Here the circles B are tangent to the circle A at the points of

division. Furthermore, considering areas, and taking r as the

radius of ^, we have A = irr^,and

jB = ir(-). Hence -B = J ^, or the

sum of the areas of the four circles

B equals the area of A. Hence the

four Z)*s must equal the four C*s,

and D = C. The rest of the argu-ment

is evident. The problem has

some interest to pupils aside from

the original question suggested by

Napoleon.

At the close of plane geom-etry

teachers may find it helpful to have the class make

a list of the propositions that are actually used in proving

other propositions,and to have it appear what ones are

proved by them. This forms a kind of genealogical tree

that serves to fix the parent propositions in mind. Such

a work may also be carried on at the close of each book,

if desired. It should be understood, however, that certain

propositions are used in the exercises, even though they

are not referred to in subsequent propositions, so that

their omission must not be construed to mean that they

are not important.

An exercise of distinctlyless value is the classification

of the definitions. For example, the classification of poly-gons

or of quadrilaterals, once so popular in textbook

making, has generally been abandoned as tending to

create or perpetuate unnecessary terms. Such work is

therefore not recommended.



CHAPTER XIX

THE LEADING PROPOSITIONS OF BOOK VI

There have been numerous suggestions with respect

to solid geometry, to the effect that it should be more

closely connected with plane geometry. The attempt

has been made, notablyby Meray in France and de Paolis

in Italy,to treat the correspondmg propositionsof plane
and solid geometry together;as, for example, those re-lating

to parallelograms and parallelepipeds,and those

relatingto plane and sphericaltriangles.Whatever the

merits of this plan,it is not feasible in America at present,

partlybecause of the nature of the college-entrancere-quirements.

While it is true that to a boy or girla solid

is more concrete than a plane,it is not true that a geo-metric

solid is more concrete than a geometric plane.

Just as the world developed its solid geometry, as a

science, long after it had developed its plane geometry,

so the human mind grasps the ideas of plane figures
earlier than those of the geometricsolid.

There is,however, every reason for referringto the

correspondingpropositionof plane geometry when any

given propositionof solid geometry is under considera-tion,

and frequent references of this kind will be made

in speaking of the propositionsin this and the two suc-ceeding

chapters. Such reference has value in the

apperceptionof the various laws of solid geometry, and

it also adds an interest to the subjectand creates some

289
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approach to power in the discoveryof new facts in rela-tion

to figuresof three dimensions.

The introduction to solid geometry should be made

slowly. The pupil has been accustomed to seeing only

plane figures,and therefore the drawing of a solid figure
in the flat is confusing.The best way for the teacher to

anticipatethis difficultyis to have a few piecesof card-board,

a few knittingneedles filed to sharp points,a

pine board about a foot square, and some small corks.

With the cardboard he can illustrate planes,whether

alone,intersectingobliquelyor at rightangles,or parallel,
and he can easilyillustrate the figuresgiven in the text-book

in use. There are models of this kind for sale,but

the simple ones made in a few seconds by the teacher or

the pupilhave much more meaning. The knittingneedles

may be stuck in the board to illustrate perpendicularor

obliquelines,and if two or more are to meet in a point,

they may be held togetherby stickingthem in one of

the small corks. Such homely apparatus, costingalmost

nothing, to be put togetherin class,seems much more

real and is much more satisfactorythan the German

models.^

An extensive use of models is,however, unwise. The

pupilmust learn very earlyhow to visualize a solid from

the flat outline picture,justas a builder or a mechanic

learns to read his working drawings. To have a model

for each proposition,or even to have a photograph or a

stereoscopicpicture,is a very poor educational policy.
A textbook may properlyillustrate a few propositionsby

photographicaids, but after that the pupil should use

1 These may be purchased through the Leipziger Lehnnittelan-

stalt,Leipzig, Germany, which will send catalogues to intending

buyers.
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at least one postulatethat needs to be added, although
it would be possibleto state various analogues of the

postulatesof plane geometry if we cared unnecessarily
to enlargethe number.

The most importantpostulateof solid geometry is as

follows : One plane,and only one, can he passed through
two intersectingstraightlines. This is easilyillustrated,

as in most textbooks, as also are three important corol-laries

derived from it:

1. A straightline and a point not in the line deter-mine

a plane. Of course this may be made the postulate,

as may also the next one, the postulate being placed

among the corollaries,but the arrangement here adopted
isprobablythe most satisfactoryfor educational purposes.

2. Three pointsnot in a straightline determine a plane.
The common question as to why a three-leggedstool

stands firmly,while a four-leggedtable often does not,

will add some interest at this point.
3. Two parallellines determine a plane. This requires

a slightbut informal proofto show that it properlyfol-lows

as a corollaryfrom the postulate,but a singlesen-tence

suflSces.

While studying this book questionsof the following

nature may arise with an advanced class,or may be

suggested to those who have had higher algebra:
How many straightlines are in general(thatis,at the

most) determined by n points in space? Two points
determine 1 line, a third point adds (in general,in

all these cases) 2 more, a fourth point adds 3 more,

and an nth point n "
1 more. Hence the maximum is

14-2 4-3 + ...-h(n-l), or
^^^~-^\which the pupil

will understand if he has studied arithmetical progression.
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The maximum number of intersection pointsof n straight

lines in the same plane is also " ^r " -"

How many straightlines are in generaldetermined by

n planes? The answer is the same, -^"^" -^

How many planes are in general determined by n

pointsin space? Here the answer is 1 + 3 + 6 + 10 -f-

("-2)(n-l) n(n-l)(n-2)
^he same... +

2
""^

1x2x3.
"l^^^*"*^

number of pointsis determined by n planes.

Theorem. If two planes cut each other,their inter-section

is a straightline.

Among the simpleillustrations are the back edges of

the pages of a book, the comers of the room, and the

simple test as to whether the edge of a card is straight

by testingit on a plane. It is well to call attention to

the fact that if two intersectingstraightlines move

parallelto their originalposition,and so that their inter-section

rests on a straightline not in the plane of those

lines,the figuregeneratedwill be that of this proposi-tion.

In general,if we cut through any figureof solid

geometry in some particularway, we are liable to get

the figureof a propositionin plane geometry, as will

frequentlybe seen.

Theorem. If a straightline is perpendicularto each

of two other straightlines at their pointof intersection,it

isperpendicularto the plane of the two lines.

If students have trouble in visualizingthe figurein

three dimensions, some knittingneedles through a piece
of cardboard will make it clear. Teachers should call

attention to the simple device for determiningif a rod is

perpendicularto a board (or a pipe to a floor,ceiling,or
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wall),by testingit twice, only,with a carpenter'ssquare.
Similarly,it may be asked of a class.How shall we test

to see if the comer (line)of a room is perpendicularto

the floor,or if the edge of a box is perpendicularto one

of the sides ?

In some elementaryand in most highergeometriesthe

perpendicularis called a notmal to the plane.
Theorem. All the perpendicularsthat can he drawn to

a straightline at a given point lie in a plane which is

perpendicularto the line at the given point
Thus the hands of a clock pass through a plane as the

hands revolve, if they are, as is usual, perpendicularto

the axis ; and the same is true of the spokes of a wheel,

and of a stringwith a stone attached,swung as rapidlyas

possibleabout a boy'sarm as an axis. A clock pendulum
too swings in a plane,as does the lever in a pairof scales.

Theorem. Through a givenpointwithin or without a

plane there can he one perpendicularto a givenplane,and

only one.

This theorem is better stated to a class as two

theorems.

Thus a plumb line hanging from a point in the ceil-ing,

without swinging,determines one definite point in

the floor ; and, conversely,if it touches a given point in

the floor,it must hang from one definite point in the ceil-ing.

It should be noticed that if we cut through this

figure,on the perpendicularline,we shall have the,fig-ure

of the correspondingpropositionin plane geometry,

namely, that there can be, under similar circumstances,

only one perpendicularto a line.

Theorem. Ohliquelines drawn from a point to a plane,

meeting the plane at equal distances from the footof the

perpendicular,are equal,etc.
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There is no objectionto speaking of a rightcircular

cone" in connection with this proposition,and saying
that the slant heightis thus proved to be constant. The

usual corollary,that if the obliquesare equal they meet

the plane in a circle,offers a new plan of drawing a

circle. A plumb line that is a little too long to reach

the floor will,if swung so as just to touch the floor,

describe a circle. A 10-foot pole standing in a 9-foot

room will,if it moves so as to touch constantlya fixed

point on either the floor or the ceiling,describe a circle

on the ceilingor floor respectively.
One of the corollaries states that the locus of points

in space equidistantfrom the extremities of a straight
line is the plane perpendicularto this line at its middle

point. This has been taken by some writers as the defi-nition

of a plane,but it is too abstract to be usable. It

is advisable to cut through the figurealong the given

straightline,and see that we come back to the corre-sponding

propositionin plane

geometry.

A good many ships have

been saved from beingwrecked

by the principleinvolved in

this proposition.

If a dangerous shoal A is near

a headland i/,the angle HAX is

measured and is put down upon

the charts as the " vertical danger angle." Ships coming near the

headland are careful to keep far enough away, say at 5, so that

the angle HSX shall be less than this danger angle. They are

then sure that they will avoid the dangerous shoal.

Related to this proposition is the problem of sup-porting

a tall iron smokestack by wire stays. Evidently
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three stays are needed, and they are preferablyplaced
at the vertices of an equilateraltriangle,the smoke-stack

being in the center. The practicalproblem may

be given of locatingthe vertices of the triangleand of

findingthe lengthof each stay.

Theorem. Two straightlines perpendicularto the same

plane are parallel.
Here againwe may cut through the figureby the plane

of the two parallels,and we get the figureof plane geom-etry

relatingto lines that are perpendicularto the same

line. The propositionshows that the oppositecomers of a

room are parallel,and that therefore they lie in the same

plane,or are coplanar âs is said in highergeometry.
It is interestingto a class to have attention called

to the corollarythat if two straightlines are parallelto

a third straightline,they are parallelto each other ; and

to have the question asked why it is necessary to prove

this when the same thingwas proved in plane geometry.
In case the reason is not clear,let some student try to

apply the proofused in plane geometry.
Theorem. Two planes perpendicularto the same

straightline are parallel.
Besides callingattention to the correspondingpropo-sition

of plane geometry, it is well now to speak of the

fact that in propositionsinvolvingplanes and lines we

may often interchangethese words. For example,using
" line " for " straightline,"for brevity,we have :

One line does not determine One plane does not deter-

a plane. mine a line.

Two intersectinglines deter- Two intersectingplanes de-

mine a plane. termine a line.

Two lines i)erpendicularto Two planes perpendicular to

a plane are parallel. a line are parallel.
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If one of two parallellines If one of two parallelplanes

is perpendicular to a plane,the is perpendicular to a line,the

other is also perpendicular to other is also perpendicular to

the plane.
'

the line.

If two lines are parallel,every If two planes are parallel,

plane containing one of the lines every line in one of the planes
is parallelto the other line. is parallelto the other plane.

Theorem. The intersections of two parallelplanesby

a third plane are parallellines.

Thus one of the edges of a box is parallelto the next

succeedingedge if the opposite faces are parallel,and

in sawing diagonallythrough an ordinaryboard (with

rectangularcross section)the section is a parallelogram.
Theorem. A straightline perpendicularto one of two

parallelplanesis perpendicularto the other also.

Notice (1) the correspondingpropositionin plane

geometry ; (2) the propositionthat results from inter-changing

" plane
" and (straight)" line."

Theorem. If two intersectingstraightlines are each

parallelto a plane^the plane of these lines is parallelto

that plane.

Interchanging"plane" and (straight)" line,"we have :

If two intersectingplanesare each parallelto a line,the

line of (intersectionof) these planes is parallelto that

line. Is this true ?

Theorem. If two angles not in the same plane have

their sides respectivelyparalleland lyingon the same side

of the straightline joining their vertices,they are equal

and their planes are parallel,.

Questions like the followingmay be asked in con-nection

with the proposition:What is the correspond-ing

propositionin plane geometry ? Why do we need

another proofhere ? Try the plane-geometryproofhere.
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Theorem. If two straightlines are cut hy three parallel

planes t̂heir correspondingsegments are proportional.

Here, again,it is desirable to ask for the correspond-ing

propositionof plane geometry, and to ask why the

proof of that propositionwill not sufl"ce for this one.

The usual figuremay be varied in an interestingmanner

by having the two lines meet on one of the planes,or
outside the planes,or by having them parallel,in which

cases the proof of the plane-geometrypropositionholds

here. This propositionis not of great importance from

the practicalstandpoint,and it is omitted from some of

the standard syllabiat present, although included in

certain others. It is easy, however, to frame some inter-esting

questions depending upon it for their answers,

such as the following: In a gymnasium swimming tank

the- water is 4 feet deep and the ceilingis 8 feet above

the surface of the water. A pole15 feet long touches the

ceilingand the bottom of the tank. Required to know

what length of the pole is in the water.

At this pointin Book VI it is customary to introduce

the dihedral angle. The word "dihedral" is from the

Greek, di- meaning " two," and hedra meaning " seat."

We have the root hedra also in "trihedral" (three-

seated),"polyhedral" (many-seated),and "cathedral"

(a church having a bishop'sseat). The word is also,but

less properly,spelledwithout the A, " diedral," a spell-ing

not favored by modem usage. It is not necessary

to dwell at length upon the dihedral angle,except to

show the analogy between it and the plane angle. A

few illustrations,as of an open book, the wall and floor

of a room, and a swinging door, serve to make the con-cept

clear,while a plane at right angles to the edge

shows the measuring plane angle. So manifest is this
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modem use of these terms is seldom understood by

beginners.
This subjectof projection(Latin pro-^

" forth," and

jaeere "̂to throw'')is extensivelyused in modern mathe-matics

and also in the elementarywork of the draftsman,

and it will be referred to a littlelater. At this time, how-ever,

it is well to call attention to the fact that the projec-tion

of a straightline on a plane is a straightline or a

point; the projectionof a curve may be a curve or it may

be straight; the projectionof a pointis a point ; and the

projectionof a plane (which is easilyunderstood with-out

definingit)may be a surface or it may be a straight
line. An artisan represents a solid by drawing its pro-jection

upon tw^o planes at rightangles to each other,

and a map maker (cartographer)represents the surface

of tlie earth by projectingit upon a plane. A photo-graph
of the class is merely the projectionof the class

upon a photographicplate(plane),and when we draw a

figurein solid geometry, we merely projectthe solid upon

the plane of the paper.

There are other projectionsthan those formed by lines

that are perpendicularto the plane. The lines may be

oblique to the plane, and this is the case with most

projections.A photograph,for example, is not formed

by lines perpendicularto a plane,for they all converge

in the camera. If the lines of projectionare all per-pendicular

to the plane,the projectionis said to be ortho-graphic,

from the Greek ortho- (straight)and graphein

(to draw). A good example of orthographicprojection

may be seen in the shadow cast by an objectupon a piece
of paper that is held perpendicularto the sun's rays. A

good example of oblique projectionis a shadow on the

floor of the schoolroom.
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Theorem. Between two straightlines not in the same

plane there can he one common perpendicularând only

one.

The usual corollarystates that this perpendicularis

the shortest line joiningthem. It is interestingto com-pare

this with the case of two lines in the same plane.
If they are parallel,there may be any number of common

perpendiculars.If they intersect,there is stilla common

perpendicular,but this can hardlybe said to be between

them, except for its zero segment.
There are many simple illustrations of this case. For

example, what is the shortest line between any given

edge of the ceilingand the various edges of the floor of

the schoolroom? If two galleriesin a mine are to be

connected by an air shaft,how shall it be planned so as

to save labor ? Make a drawing of the plan.

At this pointthe polyhedralangleis introduced. The

word is from the Greek polys(many) and hedra (seat).
Students have more difl"cultyin graspingthe meaning
of the size of a polyhedralangle than is the case with

dihedral and plane angles.For this reason it is not good

policyto dwell much upon this subjectunless the ques-tion

arises,since it is better understood when the re-lation

of the polyhedralangle and the sphericalpoly-gon
is met. Teachers will naturallysee that justas we

may measure the plane angle by taking the ratio of

an arc to the whole circle,and of a dihedral angle by

taking the ratio of that part of the cylindricsurface

that is cut out by the planes to the whole surface,so we

may measure a polyhedralangle by taking the ratio of

the sphericalpolygon to the whole sphericalsurface. It

should also be observed that justas we may have cross

polygons in a plane, so we may have sphericalpolygons
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that
are similarly tangled, and that to these will

corre-spond

polyhedral angles that
are

also
cross,

their
repre-sentation

by drawings being too complicated for class

use.

The idea of symmetric solids
may

be illustrated by a

pair of gloves, all their parts being mutually equal but

arranged in opposite order. Our hands, feet, and
ears

afford other illustrations of symmetric solids.

Theorem. The
mim of the face angles of any convex

polyhedral angle is less than four right angles.

There
are

several interesting points of discussion in

connection with this proposition. For example, suppose

the vertex V to approach the plane that cuts the edges

in A, By C, D^
, . . J

the edges continuing to pass through

these
as

fixed points. The
sum

of the angles about V

approaches what limit ? On the other hand, suppose
V

recedes indefinitely; then the
sum approaches what

limit? Then what are
the two limits of this sum?

Suppose the polyhedral angle were concave, why would

the proof not hold ?



CHAPTER XX

THE LEADING PROPOSITIONS OF BOOK YII

Book VII relates to polyhedrons,cylinders,and cones.

It opens with the necessary definitions relatingto poly-hedrons,

the etymology of the terms often proving

interestingand valuable when brought into the work

incidentallyby the teacher. " Polyhedron " is from the

Greek polys (many) and hedra (seat). The Greek

plural,polyhedra îs used in early English works, but

" polyhedrons" is the form now more commonly seen in

America. " Prism " is from the Greek prisma (something

sawed, like a piece of wood sawed from a beam).
"Lateral" is from the Latin lotus (side)."Parallele-piped"

is from the Greek parallelos(parallel)and

epipedon(a plane surface),from epi (on) and pedon

(ground). By analogy to "parallelogram" the word

is often spelled" parallelopiped,"but the best mathe-matical

works now adopt the etymological spelling
above given. "Truncate" is from the Latin truncare

(to cut off).
A few of the leadingpropositionsare now considered.

Theorem. The lateral area of a prism is equal to the

product of a lateral edge hy the perimeterof the right
section.

It should be noted that although some syllabido not

givethe propositionthat parallelsections are congruent,
this is necessary for this proposition,because it shows

303
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that the rightsections are all congruent and hence that

any one of them may be taken.

It is,of course, possibleto construct a prism so oblique

and so low that a rightsection,that is,a section cutting
all the lateral edges at right angles,is impossible.In

this case the lateral faces must be extended, thus forming
what is called a prismaticspace. This term may or may

not be introduced,depending upon the nature of the class.

This propositionis one of the most importantin Book

VII, because it is the basis of the mensuration of the

cylinderas well as the prism. Practical applicationsare

easilysuggestedin connection with beams, corridors,and

prismaticcolumns, such as are often seen in school build-ings.

Most geometriessupply sufficient material in this

line,however.

Theorem. An obliqueprism is equivalentto a right

prism whose base is equalto a rightsection of the oblique

prism^and whose altitude is equal to a lateral edge of the

obliqueprism.
This is a fundamental theorem leading up to the

mensuration of the prism. Attention should be called

to the analogouspropositionin plane geometry relating
to the area of the parallelogramand rectangle,and to

the fact that if we cut through the solid figureby a

plane parallelto one of the lateral edges,the resulting

figurewill be that of the propositionmentioned. As in

the precedingproposition,so in this case, there may be

a question raised that will make it helpfulto introduce

the idea of prismaticspace.
Theorem. The oppositelateral faces of a parallelepiped

are congruent and parallel.
It is desirable to refer to the correspondingcase in

plane geometry, and to note again that the figureis
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obtained by passinga plane through the parallelepiped

parallelto a lateral edge. The same may be said for the

propositionabout the diagonalplane of a parallelepiped.
These two propositionsare fundamental in the mensura-tion

of the prism.

Theorem. Two rectangularparallelepipedsare to each

other as the productsof their three dimensions.

This leads at once to the corollarythat the volume of

a rectangularparallelepipedequals the product of its

three dimensions, the fundamental law in the mensura-tion

of all solids. It is preceded by the proposition

assertingthat rectangularparallelepipedshaving con-gruent

bases are proportionalto their altitudes. This

includes the incommensurable case, but this case may

be omitted.

The number of simpleapplicationsof this proposition
is practicallyunlimited. In all such cases it is advisable

to take a considerable number of numerical exercises in

order to fix in mind the real nature of the proposition.

Any good geometry furnishes a certain number of these

exercises.

The followingis an interestingproperty of the rec-tangular

parallelepiped,often called the rectangularsolid:

If the edges are a, b, and c, and the diagonal is d, then

(-) + (-) + {-) =1. This property is easily proved by the
\d/ \dl \dl

a2+2,2 + ^2
Pythagorean Theorem, for d^ = a^-^ 5^+ c^,whence " = 1.

In case c = 0, this reduces to the Pythagorean Theorem. The

property is the fundamental one of solid analyticgeometry.

Theorem. The volume of any parallelepipedis equal

to the productof its base by its altitude.

This is one of the few propositionsin Book VII where

a model is of any advantage. It is easy to make one
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out of pasteboard,or to cut one from wood. If a wooden

one is made, it is advisable to take an obliqueparallele-piped

and, by properlysawing it,to transform it into a

rectangularone instead of using three different solids.

On account of its awkward form, this figureis some-times

called the Devil's Coffin,but it is a name that it

would be well not to perpetuate.

Theorem. The volume of any prism is equal to the

product of its ba^se by its altitude.

This is also one of the basal propositionsof solid

geometry, and it has many applicationsin practical

mensuration. A first-class textbook will give a suf-ficient

list of problems involving numerical measure-ment,

to fix the law in mind. For outdoor work, involving

measurements near the school or within the knowledge
of the pupils,the followingproblem is a type :

If this represents the cross section of a railway embankment

that is / feet long, h feet high, h feet wide at the bottom, and

h' feet wide at the top, find the number of

cubic feet in the embankment. Find the vol-ume

if / = 300, ^ = 8, 6 = 60, and V = 28.

The mensuration of the volume of the

prism,includingthe rectangularparal-lelepiped

and cube, was known to the ancients. Euclid

was not concerned with practicalmeasurement, so that

none of this part of geometry appears in his "Elements."

We find,however, in the papyrus of Ahmes, directions for

the measuring of bins, and the Egyptian builders,long
before his time, must have known the mensuration of

the rectangularparallelepiped.Among the Hindus, long
before the Christian era, rules were known for the con-struction

of altars,and among the Greeks the problem
of constructinga cube with twice the volume of a given
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To get the analogous propositionof plane geometry,

pass a plane through the vertex so as to cut the base.

We shall then have the sides and altitude of the tri-angle

divided proportionally,and of course the section

will merely be a line-segment,and therefore it is similar

to the base line.

The cuttingplane may pass through the vertex, or it

may cut the pyramidal space above the vertex. In either

case the proof is essentiallythe same.

Theorem. The volume of a triari^vlarpyramid is equal

to (me third of the product of its base ly its altitude ând

this is also true of any pyramid.
This is stated as two theorems in all textbooks, and

properlyso. It is explainedto children who are study-

. ing arithmetic by means of a hollow pyramid and a hol-low

prismof equalbase and equalaltitude. The pyramid

is filled with sand or grain,and the contents is poured

into the prism. This is repeated,and again repeated,

showing that the volume of the prism is three times the

volume of the pyramid. It sometimes varies the work

to show this to a class in geometry.
This propositionwas first proved,so Archimedes as-serts,

by Eudoxus of Cnidus, famous as an astronomer,

geometer, physician,and lawgiver,bom in humble cir-cumstances

about 407 b.c. He studied at Athens and in

Egypt, and founded a famous school of geometry at

Cyzicus. His discoveryalso extended to the volume of

the cone, and it was his wOrk that gave the beginning

to the science of stereometry, the mensuration part of

solid geometry.

Theorem. The volume of the frustum of any pyramid
is equal to the sum of the volumes of three pyramids whose

common altitude is the altitude of the frustum^ and whose
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bases are the lower base,the upper base^and the mean pro-portional

between the bases of the frustum.

Attention should be called to the fact that this formula

v = ^a{b-j-b^+Vbb')appliesto the pyramid by letting
b'= 0, to the prism by lettingb = b\ and also to the paral-lelepiped

and cube, these beingspecialforms of the prism.

This formula is,therefore,a very generalone, relatingto

allthe polyhedronsthat are commonly met in mensuration.

Theorem. There cannot be more than jiveregularcon-vex

polyhedrons.
Eudemus of Rhodes, one of the principalpupils of

Aristotle,in his historyof geometry of which Proclus

preserves some fragments, tells us that Pythagoras
discovered the construction of the "mundane figures,"

meaning the five regularpolyhedrons.lamblichus speaks
of the discoveryof the dodecahedron in these words :

As to Hippasus, who was a Pythagorean, they say that he

perished in the sea on account of his impiety, inasmuch as he

boasted that he first divulged the knowledge of the sphere with

the twelve pentagons. Hippasus assumed the glory of the dis-covery

to himself, whereas everything belongs to Him, for thus

they designate Pythagoras, and do not call Him by name.

lamblichus here refers to the dodecahedron inscribed

in the sphere. The Pythagoreans looked upon these five

solids as fundamental forms in the structure of the uni-verse.

In parljicularPlato tells us that they asserted

that the four elements of the real world were the tetra-hedron,

octahedron, icosahedron, and cube, and Plutarch

ascribes this doctrine to Pythagoras himself. Philolaus,

who lived in the fifth century B.C., held that the ele-mentary

nature of bodies depended on their form. The

tetrahedron was assignedto fire,the octahedron to air,

the icosahedron to water, and the cube to earth,it being
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asserted that the smallest constituent part of each of

these substances had the form here assigned to it.

Although Eudemus attributes all five to Pythagoras,it

is-certain that the tetrahedron, cube, and octahedron

were known to the Egyptians,since they appear in their

architectural decorations. These solids were studied so

extensivelyin the school of Plato that Proclus also

speaks of them as the Platonic bodies, saying that

Euclid "proposed to himself the construction of the

so-called Platonic bodies as the final aim of his arrange-ment

of the ' Elements.' " Aristaeus, probably a little

older than Euclid, wrote a book upon these solids.

As an interestingamplificationof this proposition,the

centers of the faces (squares) of a cube may be con-nected,

an inscribed octahedron being thereby formed.

Furthermore, if the vertices of the cube are A, By C, 2",

^,' ^,' C i"',then by drawing AC, CD^, D'A, D'B\ B'A,

and B'Cy a regulartetrahedron will be formed. Since the

construction of the cube is a simple matter, this shows

how three of the five regularsolids may be constructed.

The actual construction of the solids is not suited to

elementarygeometry.^

It is not difficult for a class to find the relative areas of

the cube and the inscribed tetrahedron and octahedron.

If 8 is the side of the cube, these areas are 6"2,Js^Vs,
and "^Vs ; that is,the area of the octahedron is twice

that of the tetrahedron inscribed in the cube.

Somewhat related to the precedingparagraphis the fact

that the edges of the five regularsolids are incommensur-able

with the radius of the circumscribed sphere.This

fact seems to have been known to the Greeks, perhaps

1 The actual construction of these solids is given by Pappus. See

his " Mathematicae Collectiones,"p. 48, Bologna, 1660.
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to Theaetetus (ca.400 b.c.)and Aristseus (ca,300 B.C.),

both of whom wrote on incommensurables.

Just as we may produce the sides of a regularpoly-gon
and form a regularcross polygon or stellar polygon,

so we may have stellar polyhedrons. Kepler,the great

astronomer, constructed some of these solids in 1619,

and Poinsot, a French mathematician, carried the con-structions

so far in 1801 that several of these stellar

polyhedrons are known as Poinsot solids. There is a

very extensive literature upon this subject.
The followingtable may be of some service in assign-ing

problems in mensuration in connection with the reg-ular

polyhedrons,although some of the formulas are too

difficult for beginnersto prove. In the table e = edge of

the polyhedron,r = radius of circumscribed sphere,r'=

radius of inscribed sphere,a = total area, v = volume.

Some interest is added to the study of polyhedronsby

callingattention to their occurrence in nature, in the

form of crystals.The computation of the surfaces and

volumes of these forms offers an opportunityfor applying
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the rules of mensuration, and the construction of the

solids by paper foldingor by the cuttingof crayon or

some other substance often arouses a considerable inter-est.

The followingare forms of crystalsthat are occa-sionally

found :

They show how the cube is modified by having its

comers cut off. A cube may be inscribed in an octahe-dron,

its vertices being at the centers of the faces of

the octahedron. If we think of the cube as expanding,

the faces of the octahedron will cut off the comers of the

cube as seen in the firstfigure,leavingthe cube as shown

in the second figure.If the comers are cut off stillmore,

we have the third figure.

Similarly,an octahedron may be inscribed in a cube,

and by lettingit expand a little,the faces of the cube

will cut off the comers of the octahedron. This is seen

in the followingfigures:

rlT^

This is a form that is found, in crystals,and the com-putation

of the surface and volume is an interesting
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exercise. The quartz crystal,an hexagonal pyramid on

an hexagonal prism, is found in many parts of the

country, or is to be seen in the school museum, and

this also forms an interestingobject of study in this

connection.

The propertiesof the cylinderare next studied. The

word is from the Greek kylindrosf̂rom kyliein(to roll).
In ancient mathematics circular cylinderswere the only

ones studied, but since some of the propertiesare as

easilyproved for the case of a noncircular directrix,it is

not now customary to limit them in this way. It is con-venient

to begin by a study of the cylindricsurface,and

a piece of paper may be curved or rolled up to illus-trate

this concept. If the paper is brought around so

that the edges meet, whatever curve may form a cross

section the surface is said to inclose a cylindricspace.
This concept is sometimes convenient, but it need be

introduced only as necessityfor using it arises. The

other definitions concerning the cylinderare so simple

as to requireno comment.

The mensuration of the volume of a cylinderde-pends

upon the assumption that the cylinderis the limit

of a certain inscribed or circumscribed prism as the

number of sides of the base is indefinitelyincreased. It

is possibleto give a fairlysatisfactoryand simpleproof
of this fact,but for pupilsof the age of beginnersin

geometry in America it is better to make the assump-tion

outright.This is one of several cases in geometry

where a proof is less convincing than the assumed

statement.

Theorem. The lateral area of a circular cylinderis

equal to the productof the perimeterof a rightsection of

the cylinderby an element.
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For practical purposes the cylinder of reTolati"m

(right circular cylinder)is the "Hie most frequently

used, and the important formula is therefore 1 = 2 mrh

where I = the lateral area, r = the radius, and A = the

altitude. Applicationsof this formula are easilyfound.

THEfiREM. The volume of a circular cylinderis equal

to the productof its base by its altitude.

Here again the important case is that of the cylinder
of revolution,where v = m^h.

The number of applicationsof this propositionis, of

coiifHe, very great. In architecture and in mechanics

the cylinderis constantlyseen, and the mensuration of

the surface and the volume is important.A singleillus-tration

of this type of problem will suffice.

A machiniHt is making a crank pin (a kind of bolt)for an
'

engine, according to this drawing. He considers it as weighing
the same as three steel cylindershaving the diameters and lengths

in inches as here shown, where 7J"
moans 7| inches. lie has this for-mula

for the weight (w) of a steel

cylinderwhere d is the diameter and

/ is the length:IT =0.07 7rrf2/.Taking , r , ",

IT = :j|,find the weight of the pin. ^ rx" "i" 43^^i^^

The most elaborate study of the cylinder,cone, and

sphere(the " three round bodies ") in the Greek litera-ture

is that of Archimedes of Syracuse (on the island of

Sicily),who lived in the third century B.C. Archimedes

tells us, however, that Eudoxus (bom ca. 407 B.c.)discov-ered

that any cone is one third of a cylinderof the same

base and the same altitude. Tradition says that Archi-medes

requestedthat a sphere and a cylinderbe carved

upon his tomb, and that this was done. Cicero relates

that he discovered the tomb by means of these symbols.
The tomb now shown to visitors in ancient Syracuse as
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becomes parallelto an element the ellipsechanges sud-denly

to a parabola. If the plane tips the slightest

amount more, the section becomes an hyperbola.
While these conic sections are not studied in elemen-tary

geometry, the terms should be known for general

information,particularlythe ellipseand parabola. The

study of the conic sections forms a largepart of the

work of analyticgeometry, a subjectin which the fig-ures
resemble the graphicwork in algebra,this having

been taken from "analytics,"as the higher subjectis

commonly called. The planetsmove about the sun in

ellipticorbits,and Halley'scomet that returned to view

in
.

1909-1910 has for its path an enormous ellipse.
Most comets seem to move in parabolas,and a body
thrown into the air would take a parabolicpath if it

were not for the resistance of the atmosphere. Two of

the sides of the trianglein this propositionconstitute a

specialform of the hyperbola.
The study of conic sections was brought to a high

state by the Greeks. They were not known to the Py-thagoreans,
but were discovered by Menaechmus in the

fourth century B.C. This discovery is mentioned by

Proclus, who says, "Further, as to these sections,the

conies were conceived by Menaechmus."

Since if the cuttingplane is perpendicularto the axis

the section is a circle,and if oblique it is an ellipse,a

parabola,or an hyperbola,it follows that if lightpro-ceeds

from a point,the shadow of a circle is a circle,

an ellipse,a parabola,or an hyperbola,depending on

the positionof the plane on which the shadow falls.

It is interestingand instructive to a class to see these

shadows, but of course not much time can be allowed

for such work. At this point the chief thing is to have
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the names "ellipse"and "parabola,"so often met in

reading,understood.

It is also of interest to pupilsto see at this time the

method of drawing an ellipseby means of a pencil

stretchinga stringband that moves about two pins

fastened in the paper. This is a practicalmethod, and

is familiar to all teachers who have studied analytic

geometry. In designingellipticarches, however, three

circular arcs are often joined,as here shown, the result

being approximately an

ellipticarc.

Here 0 is the center of

arc BCy M of arc AB, and N

of arc CD, Since XY\^ peiv

pendicular to EM and BO, it

is tangent to arcs AB and BC,

so there is no abruptturning
at B, and similarlyfor C.^

Theorem, The volume of a circular cone is equal to

one third the productof its base hy its altitude.

It is easy to prove this for noncircular cones as well,

but since they are not met commonly in practice,they

may be omitted in elementarygeometry. The important
formula at this time is v = ^7rr^h.As already stated,

this propositionwas discovered by Eudoxus of Cnidus

(bom ca. 407 B.C., died ca. 354 B.C.),a man who, as

alreadystated,was bom poor, but who became one of

the most illustrious and most highly esteemed of all

the Greeks of his time.

Theorem. The lateral area of a frustum of a cone of

revolution is equalto halfthe sum of the circumferencesof

its bases multipliedby the slant height

1 The illustration is from Dupin, loc. cit.
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An interestingcase for a class to notice is that in which

the upper base becomes zero and the frustum becomes a

cone, the propositionbeing still true. If the upper base

is equal to the lower base, the frustum becomes a cylin-der,
and stillthe propositionremains true. The proposi-tion

thus offers an excellent illustration of the elementary-

Principleof Continuity.
Then follows, in most textbooks, a theorem relating

to the volume of a frustum.

In the case of a cone of revolution v = ^7rh(r +̂ r'^ + rr').
Here if /= 0, we have v = ^ irr^h,the volume of a cone. If r'= r,

we have v = ^ irh (r +̂ r^ -^ r^)= irhr^,the volume of a cylinder.

If one needs examples in mensuration beyond those

given in a first-class textbook, they are easilyfound.

The monument to Sir ChristopherWren, the professor
of geometry in Cambridge University,who became the

great architect of St. Paul's Cathedral in London, has a

Latin inscriptionwhich means, "Reader, if you would

see his monument, look about you." So it is with prac-tical

examples in Book VII.

Appended to this Book, or more often to the course

in solid geometry, is frequently found a proposition
known as Euler's Theorem. This is often considered too

difficult for the average pupil and is therefore omitted.

On account of its importance,however, in the theory of

polyhedrons,some reference to it at this time may be

helpfulto the teacher. The theorem asserts that in any

convex polyhedron the number of edges increased by
two is equal to the number of vertices increased by the

number of faces. In other words, that e-{-2 = v -\-f.

On account of its importance a proof will be given that

differs from the one ordinarilyfound in textbooks.
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Let 5^, S2y' " -fSn be the number of sides of the various faces,

and / the number of faces. Now since the sum of the angles
of a polygon of s sides is (s " 2) 180", therefore the sum of the

angles of all the faces is (Si+ s^ + s^ + " " - + s" " 2f) 180".

But "! + ^2 + '^8+ " " " + *'n 18 twice the number of edges, be-cause

each edge belongs to two faces.

.'. the sum of the angles of all the faces is

(2e-2f) 180", or (e-/) 360".

Since the polyhedron is convex, it is possible to find some

outside point of view, P, from which some face, as ABODE,

covers up the whole figure,as in this illustration. If we think

of all the vertices projected on ABODE, by lines through P,

the sum of the angles of all the faces will be the same as the

sum of the angles of all their projections on ABODE. Calling
ABODE s^, and think-ing

of the projectionsas

traced by dotted lines

on the opposite side of

Sj,this sum is evidently

equal to

(1) the sum of the ^'

angles in 5^, or (s^" 2)
180", plus

(2) the sum of the

angles on the other side

of s^,or (5^- 2)180",plus

(3) the sum of the angles about the various points shown as

inside of s^,of which there are v " 5^ points,about each of which

the sum of the angles is 360", making (v " s^)360" in all.

Adding, we have

(s^-2) 180"-f(5i-2)180"-f(y-Si)SQ0''=l(s^-2)+ (v-s^)-]360"

= (i;-2)360"

Equating the two sums already found, we have

(e-/)360"=(i;-2)360",

or e "f= V " 2,

or e + 2 = V -{-/.
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This proof is too abstract for most pupilsin the high

school,but it is more scientific than those found in any

of the elementarytextbooks, and teachers will find it of

service in relievingtheir own minds of any question as

to the legitimacyof the theorem.

Although this propositionis generallyattributed to

Euler, and was, indeed, rediscovered by him and pub-lished
in 1752, it was known to the great French

geometer Descartes, a fact that Leibnitz mentions. ^

This theorem has a very practicalapplicationin the

study of crystals,since it ofiPersa convenient check on the

count of faces, edges,and vertices. Some use of crys-tals,

or even of polyhedronscut from a pieceof crayon,

is desirable when studying Euler's proposition.The

followingillustrations of common forms of crystalsmay
be used in this connection :

The first represents two truncated pyramids placed
base to base. Here g = 20, /=10, t^ = 12, so that

6 -h 2 =/-h t^. The second represents a crystalformed

by replacingeach edge of a cube by a plane,with the

result that e = 40,/= 18, and v = 24. The third repre-sents

a crystalformed by replacingeach edge of an

octahedron by a plane,it being easy to see that Euler's

law still holds true.

1 For the historical bibliography consult G. HolzmuUer, Elemenie

der Stereometric,Vol. I, p. 181, Leipzig, 1900.



CHAPTER XXI

THE LEADING PROPOSITIONS OF BOOK VIII

Book VIII treats of the sphere. Just as the circle

may be defined either as a plane surface or as the bound-ing

line which is the locus of a pointin a plane at a given
distance from a fixed point,so a sphere may be defined

either as a solid or as the bounding surface which is the

locus of a pointin space at a given distance from a fixed

point. In highermathematics the circle is defined as the

bounding line and the sphere as the bounding surface ;

that is,each is defined as a locus. This view of the circle

as a line is becoming quite generalin elementarygeom-etry,

it being the desire that students may not have to

change definitions in passingfrom elementary to higher
mathematics. The sphereis less frequentlylooked upon

in geometry as a surface,and in popularusage it is always
taken as a solid.

Analogous to the postulate that a circle may be de-scribed

with any given point as a center and any given
line as a radius,is the postulatefor constructinga sphere

with any given center and any given radius. This pos-tulate

is not so essential,however, as the one about the

circle,because we are not so concerned with constructions

here as we are in plane geometry.
A good opportunityis ofifered for illustratingseveral

of the definitions connected with the study of the

sphere,such as great circle,axis,small circle,and pole,
321
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by referringto geography. Indeed, the first three prop-ositions

usuallygiven in Book VIII have a direct bear-ing

upon the study of the earth.

Theorem. A plane perpendicularto a radius at its

extremityis tangent to the sphere.

The student should always have his attention called

to the analogue in plane geometry, where there is one.

If here we pass a plane through the radius in question,

the figureformed on the plane will be that of a line

tangent to a circle. If we revolve this about the line of

the radius in question,as an axis,the circle will generate

the sphereagain,and the tangent line will generate the

tangent plane.

Theorem. A spheremay be inscribed in any given

tetrahedron.

Here again we may form a correspondingproposition

of plane geometry by passinga planethrough any three

pointsof contact of the sphere and the tetrahedron. We

shall then form the figureof a circle inscribed in a tri-angle.

And justas in the case of the trianglewe may

have escribed circles by producing the sides,so in the

case of the tetrahedron we may have escribed spheres

by producing the planes indefinitelyand proceedingin

the same way as for the inscribed sphere. The figureis

difficult to draw, but it is not difficult to understand,,

particularlyif we construct the tetrahedron out of

pasteboard.
Theorem. A spheremay be circumscribed about any

given tetrahedron.

By producing one of the faces indefinitelyit will cut

the sphere in a circle,and the resultingfigure,on the

plane,will be that of the analogous propositionof plane

geometry, the circle circumscribed about a triangle.It
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tangents to two circles. If the figurebe revolved about

the Ime of centers, the circles generate spheresand the

tangents generate conical surtaces. To study this case

for various sizes and positionsof the two spheresis one

of the most interestinggeneralizationsof solid geometry.

An application of the proposition is seen in the case of an

eclipse,where the sphere (7 represents the moon, 0 the earth, and

S the sun. It is also seen in the case of the full moon, when S

is on the other side of the earth. In this case the part MIN is

fullyilluminated by the moon, but the zone ABNM is only partly

illuminated, as the figureshows.^

Theorem. The sum of the sides of a sphericalpoly-gon
is less than 360".

In all such cases the relation to the polyhedralangle
should be made clear. This is done in the proofsusually

given in the textbooks. It is easilyseen that this is true

only with the limitation set forth in most textbooks,

that the sphericalpolygons considered are convex. Thus

we might have a sphericaltrianglethat is concave, with

its base 359", and its other two sides each 90", the sum

of the sides being 539".

Theorem. The sum of the anglesof a sphericaltriangle

is greater than 180" and less than 540".

1 The illustration is from Dupin, loc. cit.
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It is for the purpose of proving this important fact

that polar trianglesare introduced. This proposition

shows the relation of the sphericalto the plane triangle.
If our planeswere in realityslightlycurved, beingsmall

portionsof enormous sphericalsurfaces,then the sum of.

the angles of a trianglewould not be exactly180", but

would exceed 180" by some amount depending on the

curvature of the surface. Just as a being may be imag-ined

as having only two dimensions, and livingalways

on a plane surface (in a space of two dimensions),and

having no conceptionof a space of three dimensions, so

we may think of ourselves as livingin a space of three

dimensions but surrounded by a space of four dimen-sions.

The flat being could not point to a third dimen-sion

because he could not get out of his plane,and we

cannot pointto the fourth dimension because we cannot

get out of our space. Now what the flat being thinks is

his plane may be the surface of an enormous spherein

our three dimensions ; in other words, the space he lives

in may curve through some higherspace without his be-ing

conscious of it. So our space may also curve through

some higherspace without our being conscious of it. If

our planeshave reallysome curvature, then the sum of the

anglesof our triangleshas a slightexcess over 180". All

this is mere speculation,but it may interest some student

to know that the idea of fourth and higher dimensions

enters largelyinto mathematical investigationto-day.
Theorem. Two symmetric sphericaltriangles are

equivalent.
While it is not a subjectthat,has any placein a school,

save perhapsfor incidental conversation with some group

of enthusiastic students, it may interest the teacher to

consider this propositionin connection with the fourth
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dimension just mentioned. Consider these triangles,
where Z.A = ZA',AB = A'B',AC= A'C We prove them

congruent by superposition,turning one over and plac-ing
it upon the other. But sup- ^ .

,

pose we were beingsin Flatland,

beingswith only two dimensions

and without the power to point
in any direction except in the

plane we lived in. We should

then be unable to turn AA'B^C

over so that it could coincide with AABC^ and we should

have to prove these trianglesequivalentin some other

way, probably by dividingthem into isosceles triangles
that could be superposed.

Now it is the same thing
with symmetric sphericaltri-angles

; we cannot superpose

them. But might it not be

possibleto do so if we could

turn them through the fourth

dimension exactlyas we turn

the Flatlander's trianglethrough our third dimension ?

It is interestingto think about this possibilityeven

though we carry it no further, and in these side lights

on mathematics lies much of the fascination of the

subject.

Theorem. The shortest line that can he drawn on the

surfaceof a spherebetween two pointsis the minor arc of

a great circle joining the two points.
It is always interestingto a class to apply this prac-tically.

By taking a terrestrial globe and drawing a

great circle between the southern point of Ireland and

New York City,we represent the shortest route for ships
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crossingto England. Now if we notice where this great-

circle arc cuts the various meridians and mark this on

an ordinaryMercator's projectionmap, such as is found

in any schoolroom, we shall find that the path of the

ship does not make a straightline. Passengers at sea

often do not understand why the ship'scourse on the

map is not a straightline ; but the chief reason is that

the ship is taking a great-circlearc, and this is not, in

general,a straightline on a Mercator projection.The

small circles of latitude are straightlines,and so are

the meridians and the equator, but other great circles

are representedby curved lines.

Theorem. The area of the surfaceof a sphereis equal
to the productof its diameter by the circumferenceof a great

circle.

This leads to the remarkable formula, a = 4 ttt^. That

the area of the sphere,a curved surface,should exactly

equal the sum of the areas of four great circles,plane

surfaces,is the remarkable feature. This was one of the

greatest discoveries of Archimedes (ca. 287-212 B.C.),

who givesit as the thirty-fifthpropositionof his treatise

on the "Sphere and the Cylinder,"and who mentions

it speciallyin a letter to his friend Dositheus, a mathe-matician

of some prominence. Archimedes also states

that the surface of a sphere is two thirds that of the

circumscribed cylinder,or the same as the curved sur-face

of this cylinder.This is evident, since the cylin-
dric surface of the cylinderis 2 Trr x 2 r, or 4 ttt^,and

the two bases have an area irr^-h Trr^,making the total

area 6 irr^.

Theorem. The area of a sphericaltriangleis equal to

the area of a lune whose angle is halfthe triangle'sspheri-cal

excess.
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This theorem, so important in findingareas on the

earth's surface, should be followed by a considerable

amount of computation of triangularareas, else it will

be rather meaningless. Students tend to memorize a

proof of this character,and in order to have the prop-osition

mean what it should to them, they should at

once apply it. The same is true of the followingprop-osition

on the area of a sphericalpolygon. It is prob-able
that neither of these propositionsis very old; at

any rate, they do not seem to have been known to the

writers on elementary mathematics among the Greeks.

Theorem. The volume of a sphereis equalto the prod-uct

of the area of its surfacehy one third of its radius.

This givesthe formula v= ^ irr^. This is one of the

greatest discoveries of Archimedes. He also found as a

result that the volume of a sphere is two thirds the

volume of the circumscribed cylinder.This is easily

seen, since the volume of the cylinderis irr^ x 2 r, or

2 tt/, and ^ irr^ is | of 2 7^r^ It was because of these

discoveries on the sphere and cylinderthat Archimedes

wished these figuresengraved upon his tomb, as has

alreadybeen stated. The Roman generalMarcellus con-quered

Syracuse in 212 B.C., and at the sack of the city
Archimedes was killed by an ignorantsoldier. Marcel-lus

carried out the wishes of Archimedes with respect to

the figureson his tomb.

The volume of a sphere can also be very elegantly'
found by means of a propositionknown as Cavalieri's

Theorem. This asserts that if two solids lie between

parallelplanes,and are such that the two sections made

by any plane parallelto the given planes are equal in

area, the solids are themselves equal in volume. Thus,

if these solids have the same altitude,a, and if S and S'
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are equal sections made by a plane parallelto MN^

then the solids have the same volume. The proofis sim-ple,

since prisms

of the same alti-tude,

say -1
and

n

on the bases aSând

8' are equivalent,
and the sums of

n such prismsare

the given solids ; m

and as n increases,the sums of the prismsapproach the

solids as their limits ; hence the volumes ' are equal.
This proposition,which will now be appliedto -find-ing

the volume of the sphere,was discovered by-Bona-

ventura Cavalieri (1591 or 1598-1647). He was it

Jesuit professorin the Universityof Bologna, and his

best known work is his '^ Geometria Indivisilibus,"which

he wrote in 1626, at Jeast in part,arid publishedin 1635

(secondedition,1647). By means of the propositionit is

also possibleto prove seyeral other theorems, as that the

volumes of triangularpyramids of equivalentbases and

equal altitudes are equal.

To find the volume of a sphere,
take the quadrant OP Q, in the

square OPiJQ. Then if this fig-ure

is revolved about OP, OPQ

will generate a hemisphere, OPR

will generate a cone of volume

iwr^,and OPRQ will generate a cylinderof volume irr^. Hence

the figure generated by ORQ will have a volume nr* " Jirr*,or

J Trr",which we will call x.

Now OA=AB, and OC = AD', also OC*-aT^ = JC^ so that

AD^
-

AB^^
= AC^,

and ttAD^ "irAB^
=
7rAC\
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But
IT

AD
"

irAB is the area of the ring generated by BD^

a section of a:,
and irAC is the corresponding section of the

hemisphere. Hence, by Cavalieri's Theorem,

I irr*
=

the volume of the hemisphere.

.'. I^irr*=
the volume of the sphere.

In connection with the sphere some easy
work in

quadratics may be introduced even if the class has had

oiily a year
in algebra.

For example, suppose a cube is inscribed in a hemisphere

of radius r and we wish to find its edge, and thereby its surface

and its volume.

If x =
the edge of the cube, the diagonal of the base must be

X
V2, and the projection of r (drawn from the center of the base

to one of the vertices) on the base is half of this diagonal,

xy/2

or_.

Hence, by the Pythagorean Theorem,

r^ =a:2 +

and the total surface is 6 a;^
=

4 r*.

and the volume is

3 \3
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Then there are guides who are themselves often weak

of limb, and who are attached to numerous sand dunes,

and these say to the weaker pilgrims," Why tire your-selves

climbing a rocky mountain when here are peaks
whose summits you can reach with ease and from which

the view is justas good as that from the most famous

precipice? " The result is not wholly disadvantageous,
for many who pass through the valleyare able to approach
the summits of the sand dunes only,and would make

progress with greatestdifficultyshould they attempt to

scale a real mountain, although even for them it would

be better to climb a little way where it is reallyworth

the effort instead of spending all their efforts on the

dunes.

Then, too, there have of late come guides who have

shown much ingenuityby digging tunnels into some of

the greatest mountains. These they have paved with

smooth concrete, and have arrangedfor rubber-tired cars

that run without jar to the heart of some mountain.

Arrived there the pilgrimhas a glance,as the car swiftly
turns in a blaze of electric light,at a roughly painted

panorama of the view from the summit, and he is assured

by the guide that he has accomplishedall that he would

have done, had he laboriouslyclimbed the peak itself.

In the midst of all the advocacy of sand-dune climb-ing,

and of rubber-tired cars to see a paintedview, the

great body of guides still climb their mountains with

their little groups of followers,and the vigor of the

ascent and the magnificenceof the view still attract all

who are strong and earnest, during their sojourn in the

Valley of Youth. Among the mountains that have for

ages attracted the pilgrims is Mons Latinus, usually
called in the valleyby the more pleasingname Latina,
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Mathematica, and Rhetorica, and Grammatica are also

among the best known. A group known as Montes

Naturales comprises Physica,Biologica,and Chemica,

and one great peak with minor peaks about it is called

by the people Philosophia.There are those who claim

that these great masses of rock are too old to be climbed,

as if that aflfected the view ; while others claim that the

ascent is too difficult and that all who do not favor the

sand dunes are reactionary.But this affects only a few

who belong to the real mountains, and the others labor

diligentlyto improve the pathsand to lessen unnecessary

toil,but they seek not to tear off. the summits nor do

they attend to the amusing attempts of those who sit

by the hillocks and throw pebblesat the rocky sides of

the mountains upon which they work.

Geometry is a mountain. Vigor is needed for its

ascent. The views all along the paths are magnificent.
The effort of climbing is stimulating.A guide who

points out the beauties, the grandeur, and the special

placesof interest commands the admiration of his group

of pilgrims.One who fails to do this,who does not

know the paths,who puts unnecessary burdens upon

the pilgrim,or who blindfolds him in his progress, is

unworthy of his position.The pretended guide who

says that the painted panorama, seen from the rubber-

tired car, is as good as the view from the summit is

simply a fakir and is generallyrecognizedas such. The

mountain will stand ; it will not be used as a mere com-mercial

quarry for buildingstone ; it will not be affected

by pelletsthrown from the little hillocks about ; but its

paths will be freed from unnecessary flints,they will be
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straightened where this
can advantageously be done, and

new paths on entirely novel plans will be made
as time

goes on,
but these paths will be hewed out of rock, not

made out of the dreams of a day. Every worthy guide

will assist in all these efforts at betterment, and will

urge
the pilgrim at least to ascend

a
little

way
because

of the fact that the
same view cannot be obtained from

other peaks ;
but he will not take seriously the efforts of

the fakir, nor
will he listen with

more
than passing

interest to him who proclaims the sand heap to be a

Matterhom.
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